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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Despite considerable concerns over the dangers of catastrophic accidents, unsafe waste 
storage, and nuclear bomb proliferation, nuclear power has at one time or another enjoyed 
strong government and utility industry support in many countries, and still is a preferred 
electricity generating option in some. This support has been based on projections that 
nuclear reactors could produce power more cheaply than coal- or gas-fired generating 
plants, while accident risks and other indirect costs were considered remote and small. In 
addition, nuclear power was seen as an important means for displacing oil imports. 

During the 1980s, slower than expected electricity growth, disappointing reactor 
performance, the collapse of oil prices, new opportunities for independent power 
production, and public opposition led to a rapid decline in reactor building and to a demise 
of the nuclear industry. 

Today, citizens and their governments find themselves at a new juncture. The threat of 
global warming has rekindled interest in nuclear power as an option for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. Could die need for reducing carbon emissions be the basis for 
a resurgence of the nuclear option, and what support and new regulations, if any, should 
governments provide? 

Many citizens and policy makers view a renewed or increased reliance on nuclear reactors 
with great wariness. For some, remaining concerns about accident, bomb proliferation, 
and waste disposal dangers override economic or climatic considerations. Others might be 
willing to consider trade-offs between nuclear and climatic risks, but want to be convinced 
that there is a scarcity of affordable low-carbon resources before agreeing to this unhappy 
choice. 

Still others are mainly interested in cheap electric power. Their wariness stems not 
primarily from concerns over its accident risks and other side effects, but from the 
perception that nuclear power costs are uncertain and pose large economic and financial 
risks for utility investors, tax payers, and consumers. 

Meanwhile, proponents of a nuclear relaunch make the following propositions: 

1) that there is a scarcity of low-carbon resource options, meaning that all 
technically available and reasonably priced options will be needed to 
achieve carbon reduction goals in a timely manner. 

2) that nuclear energy has the potential for significant reductions in carbon 
emissions, both in the near- to medium-term and in the long-term. 

3) that a new generation of nuclear reactors will be able to deliver cheap 
power and safety from accidents. 

4) that climate stabilization without nuclear power will be significantly 
more difficult and expensive. 

Given these propositions, and the attractively low figures cited for the costs of nuclear 
electricity in official government and utility industry documents, a detailed investigation of 
the likely cost and potential of electricity generation from new reactors is clearly in order. 
In particular, it is important to clarify 



— whether field experience to date bears out the historic premise that 
nuclear reactors offer significant advantages over competing generating 
options; 

— how possible future technology improvements might affect this 
comparison; and 

— what die realistic incremental resource potential of nuclear power might 
be over the next few decades. 

These questions are the topic of the present report. A broader analysis of the role of 
nuclear power in climate stabilization is found in Parts 2 and 3A of the IPSEP study. 

Analysis of the nuclear option in the IPSEP study 

IPSEP's study aims to assess the cost of reducing carbon emission in industrialized 
countries. It seeks to develop economically and technically viable climate stabilization 
strategies on the basis of a comprehensive scenario analysis in which all available low-
carbon resource options are integrated on a least-cost basis. 

Assessing the role of nuclear power, or of any other generating option, is incidental to this 
basic mission. The nuclear option requires special attention only insofar as explicit or de 
facto reactor-building moratoria exist in most of Western Europe, and a number of political 
parties are committed to phasing out reactors in their countries. 

To do justice to this political context, it is necessary to allow for the possibility that the 
nuclear option may not be available in the future. We therefore assess the cost of reducing 
carbon emissions in Western Europe on the basis of two scenarios. In the least-cost 
scenario, its role is defined by its economic cost-competitiveness alone. In the minimum-
risk scenario, carbon reductions are pursued with and without nuclear power. 

This integrated scenario analysis, combined with the information in this report, naturally 
leads to an examination of the above four propositions. It shows whether low-carbon 
resources are scarce (proposition 1 above) and whether nuclear reactors could make a 
decisive difference in achieving carbon emission reduction goals (proposition 2). 

The cost of achieving major carbon reductions in Western Europe with and without reactors 
(proposition 4) is addressed in our synthesis report for the power sector (Part 3 A). In that 
report, we compare more efficient electricity use, cogeneration of heat and power, fuel 
switching, the various renewable resource options, fossil central stations, and nuclear 
reactors on a consistent basis, taking into account how the cost of each competing resource 
increases as it contributes more to total energy supplies (i.e., the shape and structure of its 
supply curve). Assuming plausible ranges of growth in the demand for electrical energy 
services, a least-cost or least-carbon path can then be identified. 

The present report is narrowly concerned with developing nuclear cost and resource 
potential estimates for use in our scenario analyses. It thus deals mainly with proposition 3 
in the above list. We calculate die direct cost of nuclear power, develop a rough estimate of 
the monetized cost of accident risks and other environmental externalities, and examine 
how current and new reactor designs can be expected to differ with respect to cost and 
safety. We also estimate the technical and practical resource potential from additional 
nuclear reactors in Western Europe over the next 30 years, given logistic and other practical 
constraints. 
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SUMMARY 

In this report, we analyze the economic costs of nuclear power, and review its practical 
resource potential in Western Europe over the next two to three decades. Using the 
methods of engineering-economic project cost analysis, we examine experience to date with 
current reactor technology in the three major European producer countries (France, 
Germany, and the UK), complemented by data from the U.S. We also review the systemic 
impacts of reactor programs, prospects for improved reactor designs, and near- to medium-
term logistic constraints on a resurgence of the nuclear industry. 

Our basic conclusions from this analysis are as follows: 

• Uncertainly over the economic cost of nuclear power remains large 
despite more than two decades of significant field experience. Within 
considerable ranges, it is impossible to say how much new reactors will 
cost to build or operate, how long they will last, or what it would cost to 
decommission them. 

• Estimates provided in official Western European utility and government 
assessments are demonstrably too low. They fall outside the range of 
plausible costs and cannot serve as a basis for prudent energy policy or 
utility investment decisions. 

• The promotion of nuclear reactor programs on the basis of 
unrealistically low cost assumptions has resulted in a large 
unacknowledged subsidy for nuclear power, by shifting economic and 
financial risks to ratepayers and taxpayers. 

• If actual field experience and current cost and performance uncertainties 
are prudently accounted for, the cost of nuclear power increases by 30 
to 100 percent over official French, German, and UK estimates (Figures 
S.3E.1 and S.3E.2). 

• When accident risks and environmental externalities of conventional 
reactors are monetized, nuclear power costs rise further, by up to 50 
percent (Figure S.3E.3). 

This externality correction represents only a lower-limit estimate. The full social cost of 
worst-case catastrophic accidents or nuclear proliferation cannot be expressed in the form 
of average costs per kWh and is not captured by these estimates. 

Differences in national experience 

While these conclusions apply to all three countries, significant differences exist between 
the historic development of nuclear costs in France, Britain, and Germany: 

• In narrow technical-economic terms, the British nuclear program failed 
most badly. The French program did best, with German reactors 
occupying a middle ground. The German experience most starkly 
highlights the public acceptance problem of the technology. 



Figure S.3E.1: Delivered cost of commercial nuclear PWR technologies (France) 
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Figure S.3E.2: Delivered cost of commercial nuclear PWR technologies (FRG) 
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Figure S.3E.3: Nuclear Power Cost Comparisons 
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• The French nuclear program achieved significantly better cost 
containment in reactor construction than other nuclear programs. But 
disappointing reactor performance and significant escalation in operating 
and maintenance costs have undermined this advantage. When realistic 
decommissioning costs are also added, French nuclear costs rise 30-90 
percent above official projections. 

• France's massive reliance on capital-intensive nuclear reactors did not 
succeed in providing a competitive boost to that country. In 
international comparisons, French electricity prices occupy a middle 
ground. At the same time, the country's nuclear monoculture has 
resulted in unforeseen opportunity costs by diverting investments from 
more productive sectors and more promising technologies. 

• Estimates presented by the German association of electric utilities 
indicate that nuclear power costs in the FRG are a third higher than in 
France (Figure S.3E.2). With data from field experience and prudent 
assumptions, nuclear electricity costs rise about 25-80 percent above 
industry projections. 

• The UK's failed attempt in 1988-1991 to privatize her nuclear 
generating assets provided a partial market test for nuclear costs and 
risks. In the assessment of British private investors, the cost of 
electricity from new reactors was estimated to be approximately twice as 
high as in official assessments. 

This observed doubling in the British case corresponds to the upper end of the range of 
cost corrections we obtain from engineering-economic analyses in the French and German 
cases. This relationship suggests that the revised cost and performance parameters used in 
our engineering-economic assessment are still more optimistic than those used by private 
investors in the UK. 

Advanced reactors 

The safety and cost problems of currently commercial nuclear power plants have prompted 
efforts to fundamentally redesign nuclear reactors. Our assessment of these efforts in terms 
of nuclear cost and resource potentials is as follows: 

• Development and commercialization of improved reactors would require 
a new round of major long-term public resource commitments in the 
range of billions of dollars. Such a commitment would crowd out 
investments of R&D funds and engineering talent in renewables and 
efficiency technologies. In the past, these resource options have 
returned many times more energy per R&D dollar than nuclear power. 

• Redesigned reactors offer the potential for more favorable costs (Figure 
S.3E.3), but these cost gains are likely to be smaller in practice than 
predicted. Under emerging least-cost oriented power sector regulations, 
it will be difficult to fully realize the benefits of steady ordering rates and 
product standardization on which favorable cost projections are partly 
based. Utility-sponsored demand-side efficiency investments may 
greatly diminish or even eliminate electricity growth, and competition 
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from other low-carbon resources such as gas-fired cogeneration and 
renewables will be significant. The result will be a limited and 
intermittent market for reactors. 

Resource potential 

Setting aside the cost issue, the resource potential of nuclear power is limited by a number 
of logistic and acceptance constraints. 

• Improved designs could not reach significant commercial application 
until one to two decades after the turn of the century. If nuclear power 
is to make a significant near- to medium-term contribution to the 
resource potential of low carbon supply options, this contribution will 
have to come from more expensive and less safe reactors of basically 
conventional design. 

• Nuclear construction has fallen to the point where the industry is 
progressively losing its capacity for a major relaunch. A steep decline in 
nuclear engineering students during the 1980s, and a lack of trained 
reactor operators and licensing personnel in regulatory agencies 
compound the contraction of manufacturing capacity in the reactor 
industry itself. 

• The long-term resource potential of nuclear power is unclear due to 
uncertain fuel reserves and resources. Though breeder technology 
could extend the nuclear fuel base, it is associated with enormous 
proliferation dangers. 

• Even with improved reactors, a relaunch of nuclear energy is at risk of 
being thwarted by public opposition. New reactor designs reduce but 
do not fully eliminate the threat of catastrophic accidents, and cannot 
solve waste storage and proliferation problems. In the case of breeder 
reactors, they compound the threat of bomb proliferation. 

In view of the above economic and safety limitations of both current and improved 
reactors, the resource potential of nuclear power for greenhouse gas abatement is likely to 
be much smaller than anticipated. The realistic upper limit for additional resources in 
Western Europe may largely be limited to reactor projects already in the construction and 
planning pipeline. This upper-limit increment of at most 23 GW might produce an 
additional 140 TWh, equivalent to less than 10 percent of current electricity consumption in 
the EC A less optimistic assessment of currently planned projects would result in an even 
lower figures. 



Results from other parts of the IPSEP study1 

The principal result of our analysis in this report is that nuclear electricity is a significantly 
more expensive and much smaller low-carbon resource than presented in overly optimistic 
official government and industry assessments. Comparison with the findings from our 
companion studies of cogeneration, renewables, and end-use efficiency in Parts 3B-3D of 
the IPSEP study shows that nuclear power does not only fail to offer the economic 
advantages claimed in official assessments, but is actually one of the more expensive and 
economically risky low-carbon resource options. 

The integrated scenario analysis for the power sector in Part 3 A of our study further shows 
that an emphasis on nuclear energy will tend to make electricity services and carbon 
reductions more costly than if based on alternative resource mixes, without significantly 
expanding the range of carbon reductions that can be achieved. Sufficient non-nuclear 
resource options exist to realize major carbon reductions in a timely manner. 

Policy implications 

In the absence of unique resource contributions or demonstrable economic merits, sound 
public policy should aim to avoid the accident, proliferation, and waste disposal risks of 
nuclear power. A number of European governments and utilities are already operating 
under de facto reactor building moratoria. Short of embarking on a programmatic nuclear 
phase-out in which reactors are replaced with other options at the end of their economic 
lives, governments could simply devise new policies that better internalize the economic 
risks of nuclear power in the resource selection process of utilities. The following policies 
could serve this goal: 

• All power plant projects undertaken by vertically integrated utilities, 
whether nuclear or non-nuclear, could be subjected to integrated 
resource planning and competitive bidding procedures in which the 
costs of these projects are compared with demand-side efficiency 
investments and with alternative generating options including 
cogeneration and renewables. Following regulatory models in a number 
of U.S. jurisdictions, utilities would be legally required to periodically 
file least-cost oriented integrated resource plans based on such screening 
of all technology options, and would be allowed to recover costs for 
only those investments that arc part of the approved integrated resource 
plan. 

• Publicly-owned utilities could be required to evaluate the cost-
competitiveness of nuclear projects on the basis of risk-averse figures 
such as those represented by the "high" cases of our French and FRG 
analysis. 

1 Part 3A: Low-Carbon Electricity-Integrated Supply and Demand Scenarios for Western Europe; 
Part 3B: ELECTRICITY SOURCEBOOK-Demand-Sidc Electricity Resources in Western Europe; 
Part 3C: ELECTRICITY SOURCEBOOK-Fossil-fired Power Supply Options in Western Europe; 
Pan 3D: ELECTRICITY SOURCEBOOK-Renewable Power Supply Options in Western Europe; 
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Privately-owned utilities could be barred from recovering through rates 
any construction, O&M, fuel cycle, or decommissioning costs in excess 
of the estimates they filed for their nuclear projects in their integrated 
resource plans or siting applications. 

All utilities or independent companies operating nuclear plants could be 
required to capitalize their decommissioning funds with a risk-averse 
up-front deposit equivalent to, e.g., 50 percent of nuclear reactor 
investment costs. The permissible risks of the financial instruments in 
which these funds are invested would be limited through regulation. 

The life extension or repowcring of existing reactors beyond a 30 year 
operating life could be subjected to a comprehensive least-cost test, 
including consideration of monctizable and non-monetizable 
externalities. Alternatively, such investments could be excluded from 
recovery through rates, on the basis of representing an imprudent 
investment. 

All currently existing legal limits on the accident liability of nuclear plant 
operators could be eliminated, since they are a price-distorting subsidy. 
So could R&D, tax code, and regulatory subsidies that curently make 
nuclear electricity appear cheaper than it is. 

Governments could establish caps on the total permissible probability 
for accidents from all nuclear reactors within their country's borders, 
taking into account exposure to reactors outside their borders. These 
caps would be adjusted downward on a periodic basis to force early 
incorporation of new safety improvements. Licenses for new reactors 
would only be made available within the risk limits established by the 
all-reactor cap. 
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APPENDIX A.10.10: 

NUCLEAR ELECTRICITY 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. How should nuclear power be assessed? 

To address climate stabilization in an economically efficient manner, the contribution of 
each resource option needs to be determined through a comprehensive, integrated least-cost 
assessment and comparison with all other available low-carbon resources. This is the 
approach taken in the IPSEP study. More efficient electricity use, cogeneration of heat and 
power, fuel switching, the various renewable resource options, fossil central stations, and 
nuclear reactors are compared on a consistent basis, taking into account how the cost of 
each competing resource increases as it contributes more to total energy supplies (i.e., the 
shape and structure of its supply curve). Assuming plausible ranges of growth in the 
demand for electrical energy services, a least-cost or least-carbon path is then identified for 
the energy sector of the economy. 

To implement this type of analysis, it is necessary to define reliable and directly comparable 
cost and supply curve data for each low-carbon resource option. Not only must existing 
field experience with each technology be compiled and evaluated; projections about new 
technologies and experience with prototypes and demonstration projects must also be taken 
into account. 

This task presents special challenges in the case of nuclear power. Despite 40 years of 
intense government support and private development, nuclear reactors are not yet a fully 
proven technology: Quite apart from proliferation, waste disposal, and accident issues, 
major questions remain about the first costs and useful service life of reactors, their 
performance and operating costs as they age, and the costs of decommissioning them. 

Current reactor technology as the decisive basis for nuclear power policy assessments 

As shown in IPSEP's previous study (Volume One), the most critical task in climate 
stabilization is to quickly cut carbon dioxide emissions over the near-to-medium term. For 
that task, advanced reactor technologies will be of little relevance even if they should prove 
viable. 

For the foreseeable future, light water reactors (LWRs), and especially pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs) will remain the only reactor type of practical relevance. Our cost analysis 
therefore focuses on the now dominant pressurized water reactor (PWR). 

A.10.10.1 



At the same time, it is plausible that significantly improved reactors both in terms of costs 
and safety could eventually be developed. In analogy to our discussion of other 
technologies, we thus include cost estimates for advanced reactors in our analysis. 

Estimating the likely costs of advanced reactors 

Without prototype testing and full-scale demonstration and verification, an empirical 
indication of the future cost of nuclear power can only be obtained from a detailed 
understanding of field experience with reactors to date. Actual field experience with the 
cost of power from current reactors has greatly diverged from engineering-economic 
projections, even in the relatively more successful nuclear programs like that of France. 
Given this pattern of divergence, it is prudent for policy makers to assume that the costs of 
advanced reactors will again be significantly higher than claimed by vendors. 

The question is: by how much? A sensible approach for obtaining at least an approximate 
indication is to carefully analyze the body of experience with current reactors. Such an 
analysis can reveal what technological and other driving forces have been making 
conventional reactors so much more expensive than expected. In a second step, one can 
then ask to what extent these driving forces are likely to persist or could be reliably 
eliminated by proposed new reactor designs. 

2. Boundary issues 

In assessing nuclear power costs in a meaningful way, it is necessary to address several 
complexities: the societal internalization of external technology costs and risks through 
nuclear safety regulation, national differences in nuclear cost experience, and the impact of 
utility sector regulation on the allocation of nuclear investment risks. 

Internalization of technology risks through nuclear regulation 

This issue is illustrated by competing interpretations of past trends of rising nuclear power 
costs. Nuclear industry advocates assert that nuclear investments have been made difficult 
by excessive regulatory burdens in the approval of reactor designs, in the review and 
oversight of construction, and in the siting and licensing of reactors. Local opposition to 
nuclear projects by a technically unsophisticated public are also frequently cited. These 
burdens, so the argument goes, strongly contribute to long construction periods, high 
financing costs, and frequent requirements to backfit existing reactors or revise the designs 
of new ones. All these factors drive up nuclear costs. 

In the industry view, these cost pressures are mainly an expression of market inefficiency: 
of bureaucratic bungling and red tape, as well as of a lack of information on the part of the 
general public. Absent these factors, so the argument goes, nuclear power could achieve 
the same cost and performance improvements commonly found in the maturation of other 
power sector technologies. Data from the better-performing plants and reactor programs 
are cited to illustrate what future technology should be able to deliver on average. 

An opposite view is held by a number of technical specialists, policy makers, and financial 
market analysts. In their view, the high costs of many nuclear projects mainly reflect an 
internalization of otherwise uncounted nuclear power costs and risks. In this view, the 
often disappointing economic performance of nuclear projects will be difficult to improve 
even with better technical skills, planning, and project management. The unsolved 
problems of accident risks, nuclear waste disposal, plant decommissioning, and weapons 
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proliferation are seen as representing a large backlog of externalized social costs and risks 
that constantly seek their way into the price of nuclear power. As these are more fully 
internalized, so the prediction goes, new technical and regulatory requirements will lead to 
further escalation of nuclear power costs.2 

National differences 

Competing perceptions of nuclear costs are also shaped by the diversity in the national 
experiences with the technology. Alternative national approaches to nuclear power 
deployment have had a significant impact, as illustrated, for example, by the widely 
differing costs reported from France and Great Britain. It can therefore be misleading to 
speak of the cost of nuclear power without making reference to a specific national context. 

This diversity in costs may diminish over time. Among potential cost-reducing trends are 
corporate liaisons among reactor venders, such as the new alliance between Framatome of 
France and KWU of Germany, and the diffusion of cost-reducing advances from 
technically and managerially more successful countries. Among the cost-increasing 
dynamics are the diffusion of the most advanced safety standards, environmental 
regulations, and public participation processes from countries with strong participatory 
traditions and/or strong environmental movements to other countries. So long as the 
balance between these opposing trends is unclear, an assessment of future nuclear power 
costs in Western Europe should draw on experience in all major producer countries. 

Utility regulation and allocation of investment risks 

In most countries, the translation of utility investments into tariffs is based on a uniform 
discount rate for all resource options. This practice has the inadvertent effect of hiding 
differences in the economic risks associated with alternative technologies. For example, 
renewables-based technologies present risks related to technology performance and 
operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, but are free from the risks associated with 
uncertain fossil fuel prices. Gas-fired central stations present significant fuel price risks, 
but require small up-front investments and pose little risk in the areas of O&M costs or 
performance. Nuclear plants require large upfront investments and also present significant 
risks in the areas of performance, O&M costs, capital costs, and decommissioning and fuel 
cycle costs. 

In the context of a well-functioning market, these differences in risks would be accounted 
for through the use of different discount rates in evaluating different power plant options. 
As shown in our analysis of the British attempt to privatize nuclear power (Section F), 
financial investors will indeed apply a risk premium to nuclear power when faced with a 
competitive electricity supply industry. 

2 In this Appendix, all references to escalation rates refer to increases in cost beyond the rale of inflation. 
For nuclear plants, this escalation mainly stems from the addition of required building blocks (such as 
additional concrete, steel, pumps, or wiring to conform lo tighter safety standards) or from higher costs for 
existing inputs (stronger, better materials, more exacting specifications, higher skill requirements for labor, 
etc.). We do not consider increases in real wages as part of this cosi escalation. As explained in Appendix 
A.10.4, these generic cost pressures, which are incorporated in some studies of nuclear and other powerplant 
costs, are assumed in our study to be offset by productivity gains. 
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This risk-averse approach of financial investors is in stark contrast to the practice of many 
traditional vertically integrated utilities and their regulators. By using a single discount rate 
for all powerplants in determining tariffs, they routinely pass technology risks on to 
electricity customers through the rate-making process. This dispersion and transfer of 
technology risks from utility investors to their customers has often been exacerbated by 
extensive government involvement in nuclear power deployment, including central 
government ownership of utilities. As a result, limited field experience is available on the 
market performance of nuclear power. 

Differences in economic risks among alternative generating options have at least two 
dimensions. One has to do with the difference in technical-economic performance risks 
unique to each technology, the main types of which were already discussed above. The 
other has to do with the practical differences from a risk perspective between end-of-life 
costs such as decommissioning or waste storage and up-front costs such as the 
construction of the power plant. In common practice, future decommisioning and waste 
storage costs are discounted based on an assumed rate of return on financial investment 
funds, while up-front costs are recovered at a rate determined by regulators. Typically, the 
discount rate used in the capital recovery factor for up-front investments is also used as the 
discount rate with which future costs are present-valued. 

This common practice hides the fact that up-front nuclear costs and end-of-life costs present 
significantly different risks to society, and thus need to be discounted differently by 
regulators. This issue is best illustrated by examining a situation in which the utility fails to 
keep its generating costs within the predictions it made when it decided to build the plant. 
The reason for this failure could be of a technical-economic nature (for example, 
unforeseen escalation of operating and maintenance costs, greater than anticipated nuclear 
decommissioning costs, or fuel prices that rise more rapidly than had been predicted). 
Alternatively, it could be of a purely financial nature, i.e., the financial instruments chosen 
by the utility had excessive risks embedded in them and failed to deliver expected returns. 

Consider the negotiation over this failure in cost prediction that might ensue between the 
utility (assumed to be acting like a private investor) and the regulatory authority (assumed 
to represent the societal view on economic efficiency). Principally, the utility has two 
options: it can demand and win higher tariffs that shift the consequences of its flawed 
predictions to ratepayers at large; or it can abandon the plant. 

In the case of a fossil plant or a renewable plant, the option of abandonment is not a 
fundamental problem. Since post-operational costs to society are typically small or non
existent, a sunk invesment is simply abandoned in favor of more economically efficient 
marginal investments. Distributional issues between present and future ratepayers remain 
limited so long as the abandoned plant is taken out of the rate base. 

Quite a different situation arises in the case of nuclear plants. The very building and initial 
operation of a reactor saddles society with a substantial decommissioning cost. Once the 
plant has been started and radioactively contaminated, this cost varies only to a limited 
degree with the length of time over which the plant generates electricity. Similarly, die cost 
of waste storage is determined more by the need to permanently guard a geologically suited 
site than by the amount of waste to be stored in that site. 

To properly include these costs in the rate for nuclear electricity, it is necessary to make 
some assumptions about (1) the economic life of the nuclear plant and about (2) the average 
rate of return of the decommissioning or waste storage fund the utility establishes. 
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If the reactor underperforms in technical-economic terms, the abandonment of the sunk 
investment in favor of more efficient marginal investments is again the economically 
efficient choice. However, even if the undepreciated reactor investment is taken out of the 
rate base, a major distributional problem remains, since the cost of decommissioning will 
now have to be bome to a large extent by ratepayers who saw no benefit from the operation 
of the plant, or alternatively, by the stockholders of the utility, which in the case of publicly 
owned utilities are the taxpayers at large. The same situation arises if the plant performs 
satisfactorily but the decommissioning or waste storage fund fails to achieve predicted 
returns. 

An obvious regulatory approach to insure against these consequences would be to (1) base 
the cost assessment of resource options on prudently risk-averse assumptions about 
technology performance and operating costs, and to (2) use a prudently low assumption for 
the rate of return of decommissioning and waste storage funds. The former point means 
that the up-front costs of risky technologies may need to be levelized at a higher than 
average discount rate . The latter point means that back-end costs, and notably die 
decommissioning costs of nuclear plants, should always be discounted at a lower than 
average rate. 

This differentiation of discount rates not only by technology, but also by up-front versus 
future costs is fundamental to an analysis of the societal cost of energy services. It is 
routinely omitted from official or industry-sponsored technology cost assessments, though 
it is increasingly incorporated in the regulatory practices of some countries. For example, 
in a number of jurisdictions in the U.S., technology risks are incorporated through 
adjustments in the rate base or rate of return granted to the utility operating a particular plant 
when that plant fails to perform as predicted. Similarly, risks to ratepayers from back-end 
costs are limited by regulators through the establishment of special criteria that limit the 
investment risks of decommissioning trust funds (qualified trust funds). 

In the IPSEP study, risks related to technologies that are shaped mainly by up-front costs 
and/or annual fuel and O&M costs are incorporated by means of sensitivity ranges for these 
technical-economic parameters. This sensitivity analysis is a satisfactory substitute for an 
alternative method of risk incorporation through the differentiation of discount rates. 
However, for the future costs of decommissioning and waste storage, two independent 
sources of risk arise: one in the form of technical-economic uncertainties, the other in the 
form of financial market uncertainties. To account for this two-fold risk, we use both a 
sensitivity range of overnight decommissioning or waste storage costs and a sensitivity 
range for the rate of return of the decommissioning or waste storage fund. 

3. History of nuclear power cost assessments 

Many national governments with nuclear energy programs made their original commitments 
to nuclear power on grounds other than economic cost-effectiveness (Traube and Ullrich 
1982, Harding 1984a). In the FRG, for example, access to nuclear military technology 
always remained a consideration, as evidenced by the long debate over whether die FRG 
would join the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (Hirsch 1985, Kiintzel 1992). Similarly, 
France and Great Britain saw an advantage in developing civil nuclear reactors for their 
military programs. 

Also, the early incursions into the European market by U.S. nuclear reactor vendors in the 
1960s roused national concerns over depending solely on the US for a potentially 
promising commercial technology. The almost unconditional government promotion of 
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nuclear power as a vehicle for economic competition was perhaps most pronounced in die 
French case, where the slogan was "lout dlectrique ~ tout nucleaire" (see Section C below). 

But beyond government commitment and the ambitions of corporate technology vendors, 
utilities had to be convinced and reassured that ordering nuclear reactors would be 
advantageous for them. Because of lingering doubts and a lack of true market tests, 
governments, industry, and utility bodies felt compelled to frequently reassert and 
reexamine the cost-effectiveness of their nuclear programs. This resulted in a continuous 
stream of analyses of nuclear power economics. In the FRG, for example, 27 such studies 
had appeared by 1982 (Franke and Viefhues 1983). A similar trend was evident in other 
countries. 

It is interesting to observe the trend in these FRG studies: in the period before 1968, the 
majority of them concluded that nuclear power was not an economic proposition for 
utilities. Then, with the promotional sales of the first reactors as an "empirical" basis, 
studies during the 1970s uniformly concluded that nuclear power was more cost-effective 
than other power sources, notably power from coal. Power from coal stations was found 
to be up to twice as expensive as nuclear power. 

Cross-national cost comparisons were periodically published by several international 
agencies, including the International Energy Agency (IEA 1985) and the Nuclear Energy 
Agency of the OECD (NEA 1983, 1986, 1989c). These studies showed the same overall 
cost-effectiveness, despite the fact that estimated costs for new reactors entering service in 
1995 had become more than three times higher in the US than in France, and twice as high 
as those in the FRG (NEA 1983, 1986). 

By the early 1980s, the first studies appeared that challenged this conventional wisdom, 
either by asserting that the cost advantage had gone to coal power entirely, or that the cost 
differential had narrowed to a small (and correspondingly much more uncertain) margin. 
These new assessments were based, in part, on detailed critiques of overly optimistic 
assumptions that had been common to previous studies. 

By 1982, a first official study appeared in the US that found coal-fired central stations to be 
cheaper than nuclear plants in some regions of the country (US DOE 1982). Subsequent 
utility industry assessments bear out an even more skeptical view. In 1986, the Electric 
Power Research Institute still listed reactors as a commercial technology in the 1986 edition 
of its Technical Assessment Guide (TAG, see EPRI 1986). By 1989, field data had made 
them so uncompetitive with coal-fired plants that EPRI dropped nuclear reactors from its 
list of commercially available generating technologies.3 

In Britain, a 1981 government report by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC) 
strongly criticized the economic appraisal of proposed nuclear power stations by the 
country's national utility, and independent analyses arrived at drastically higher costs 
(Jefferey 1982). An even more negative assessment of British nuclear costs was produced 
during a review of that country's utility sector privatization campaign (UK House of 
Commons Energy Committee 1990a). 

3 Instead, the new TAG (EPRI 1989) lists and describes "evolutionary", "advanced" and high temperature 
gas prototypes, with dates of first commercial availability stretching all Uie way to the year 2000. Cost 
figures, which are assumed rather than based on field data, are such that these new nuclear reactors would be 
cost-competitive with conventional coal generating options. 
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In the FRG, some analyses of reactor costs (Hansen 1983) had led to a significant 
narrowing of the cost differential, which was measured against coal plants using expensive 
domestic coal. A critical reassessment by Franke and Viefhues (1983) led to strongly 
negative conclusions for nuclear cost-effectiveness. A subsequent comparison of this and 
other studies (Oko-Institut 1984) illuminated how sensitive nuclear costs had become to 
uncertainty ranges in key parameters. 

Critical assessments of French nuclear cost estimates have also proliferated. Harding 
(1984a, b) finds that even in that country, coal plants had by the early 1980s begun to offer 
cost advantages over nuclear reactors. Finon (1989) provides a detailed economic critique 
of the French breeder reactor programme. Nectoux (1990) offers a more comprehensive 
critique of the French nuclear programme. 

Meanwhile, recent officially sponsored international comparisons have begun to 
acknowledge the qualitative changes in nuclear/coal cost relations, but maintain that for low 
discount rates and optimistic performance assumptions, a small to significant nuclear cost 
advantage continues to exist in most OECD countries (NEA 1989c). These findings have 
been challenged by Virdis and Rieber (1991), who find the parameter assumptions of the 
OECD study overly optimistic and at odds with past reactor performance. 

This Appendix adds to the existing literature by providing a more detailed and quantitative 
critique of nuclear cost estimates in Europe than has been available so far. Moreover, our 
cost calculations for nuclear reactors are developed in the context of an internally consistent 
framework for the assessment and comparison of a wide range of other supply options and 
energy efficiency options. 

4. Methodology for the present analysis 

Our general method is to juxtapose alternative perceptions of future nuclear power cost and 
performance parameters with historic empirical data and with major industry and regulatory 
trends. For Germany and France, a stylized project cost analysis is used, while the 
analysis of the British cost experience is based on an exhaustive assessment by the British 
Parliament. 

Case studies France and Germany 

In our stylized French and German analyses, we calculate the cost of prototypical nuclear 
reactors entering operation in the 2000-2005 period, expressed in 1989 DM or FF. The 
decision to build a new reactor would be taken in the early 1990s, which is our general 
point of reference for making alternative resource choices. 

We develop three cases: 

• The first case is based on the cost projections of government and utility 
industry sources. Here, we assume that new reactors will be built 
quickly, will experience no significant capital cost or operating cost 
escalation, and will perform as reliably as conventional coal plants. 
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• The second case is an optimistic but more realistic "low" case. We 
assume significant improvements in reactor cost and performance 
compared to the historic record. At the same time, we make a more 
cautious choice of values for those parameters for which field 
experience has been particularly negative or is simply incomplete. Cost 
escalation is much smaller than that experienced during the 1970s and 
early 1980s, but does continue at a low rate in this case. Average 
lifetime performance is significantly better than in the past, but does not 
reach that of conventional fossil-fired plants. 

• In the pessimistic or "high" case, the decommissioning costs and 
operating costs of new reactors will continue to escalate at significant 
(though still much less than historic worst-case) rates. Effects of reactor 
aging shorten reactor life, performance declines prematurely, and 
decommissioning costs are high. 

Below, we discuss these generic perceptions parameter by parameter. Delivered costs are 
then calculated as for other electricity supply options. Our costing approach is explained in 
detail in Part 3C, Appendix A. 10.4. 

Case study UK 

Our second approach is based on a different kind of empirical data: the rate of return 
required by private investors and financial markets when nuclear reactors are exposed to the 
risks of a competitive power supply market. This type of market test has been conducted in 
die UK when that country attempted to privatize her nuclear power plants during 1988-
1991. 

In our UK analysis, we compare the busbar costs of nuclear power as perceived by British 
financial investors with official figures provided to policy makers by the former national 
utility, the CEGB. Our analysis of this privatization experiment, and of the British cost 
experience with nuclear power previous to that experiment, is based on an exhaustive 
assessment by the British Parliament. This comparison elucidates the risk premiums 
financial markets appear to apply to nuclear power investments. 

Other economic and resource assessments 

In addition to these case studies, we examine several other pertinent issues. One is the 
impact of the French nuclear program on that country's utility system and industrial 
competitiveness. A second issue is the monetized, levelized externality cost of routine 
nuclear operations and nuclear accidents. We also review advanced reactor designs. 
Finally, we estimate the resource potential of nuclear reactors in Western Europe over the 
time horizon of our study. 
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B. NUCLEAR POWER COSTS IN WEST GERMANY 

1. Reference utility estimates 

We start from a recent analysis of nuclear power costs issued by the German Association of 
Electric Utilities (VDEW 1987).4 The VDEW analysis is based, in part, on the 
construction cost experience with three PWRs built in West Germany in the early 1980s. 
These three reactors represent probably the most favorable data set available from the 
German nuclear program. As characterized in the VDEW analysis, they broadly meet the 
cost and performance targets set by the U.S. nuclear and utility industries to make the 
nuclear option cost-competitive again in the U.S.5 

We first approximately reproduce the VDEW calculations, using our busbar cost 
methodology.6 We then critically examine the VDEW assumptions for each major 
parameter. We review the international range of field data to date, discuss limitations in 
using historical data to predict future reactor performance, and identify uncertainties and 
risks related to unresolved data issues. On the basis of this review, we alter parameter 
assumptions to construct reasonable sensitivity cases. 

It is customary to calculate reactor generating costs for a plant that is to be commissioned in 
a specific future year. The following calculations deviate from this practice in that they 
estimate the cost of nuclear electricity from new reactors that are commissioned some time 
during the first decade of the next century or thereafter. 

2. Reactor first costs 

The basis for the following calculations is a PWR of 1328 MW gross (nameplate) capacity, 
corresponding to a 1258 MW net capacity.7 

VDEW assumptions 

Overnight capital costs. The VDEW contract price for a reactor completed in 1990 
(including construction costs, overhead, and pre-commissioning costs but excluding taxes 
and interest during construction) of DM 3343/kW (1984 DM) is an average value based on 

4 In 1989, the Institut fiir Kemenergie (IKE) in Stuttgart has advanced lower cost estimates in its draft 
report to the Enquete Kommission Klimaschutz. These calculations, which include estimates for district 
heating reactors and high-temperature reactors, are critiqued in Traube (1989). 

5 See, e.g., the cost and performance parameters used for the advanced nuclear reactors in the EPRI 
Technical Assessment Guide OiPRI 1989). 

6 The VDEW data, which are in 1984 DM for capital costs and in 1987 DM for all other costs, are 
converted into 1989 DM using the West German GDP price index (see footnote 5 in Appendix A.10.4 for 
FRG GDP deflators). The discount rate in the VDEW analysis is 7.5 percent. Property and corporate 
taxes, which are included in the VDEW analysis, are omitted in our calculations. 

7 All per kW figures in this report refer to net capacity. 
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three reactors that were under construction or in operation in 1987.8 Converted to 1989 
prices and using our exchange rate of 2.00 DM/$, this figure is roughly comparable to the 
cost target listed in EPPJ's technical assessment guide (EPRI 1989) for the "evolutionary" 
LWR designs to be certified in the U.S. 

Construction time. The three VDEW reference reactors were built in convoy, which 
substantially reduced their cost of construction and shortened the construction period to sue 
years. This construction time about matches those of the French nuclear program during its 
more successful phases. 

Capital cost escalation rates. The VDEW reference reactor is to be completed in 1990. No 
explicit mention of capital escalation rates is made for new reactors entering service in later 
years. 

Discussion 

Historical escalation rates and construction periods. Past construction times and capital cost 
escalation rates have been much higher than those assumed by VDEW. For example, 
average completion times in the U.S. had lengthened from 6.8 years in the 1971-74 period 
to 14.4 years by 1986 (GAO 1989). Similarly, some of the British AGR reactors took 15 
years to build (Harding 1984), and construction periods in excess of 10 years were reached 
in the FRG (Franke and Viefhues 1983). An exception to this trend was France (see 
below). 

Capital costs underwent an explosion during the 1970s and early 1980s. In the U.S., real 
construction costs increased by an average 14%/yr for plants completed between the early 
1970s and the mid-1980s, showing a more than fourfold increase (US DOE/EIA 1986). In 
Britain, real escalation rates reached 7-24%/yr, and appear to be continuing to this day: 
The British Sizewell B reactor, which is still under construction as of 1992, is already 
about DM 500 million over budget and is expected to produce power at three times the cost 
of a coal plant9 In die FRG, capital cost escalation rates during the 1970s and early 1980s 
climbed to 10%/yr (Franke and Viefhues 1983). 

In the U.S. and in the FRG, such cost escalation is sometimes attributed to excessive 
intervention by citizen groups or regulatory delay in the licensing process. Public 
participation and licensing procedures certainly do play a role, and should be of importance 
if regulation is to be effective and democratic processes are to be preserved. But a much 
more differentiated picture must be drawn to understand past and future cost escalation. 
Among the driving forces of past capital cost jumps were die following:10 

• The replacement of promotional "turnkey" contracts by conventional 
commercial terms; 

8 These were the Emsland, Isar II, and Neckarwestheim reactors. The reactors were of the "convoy" type, a 
standardized design developed by KWU in 1980. 

9 As reported in the Economist, (November 11,1989, p. 73). 

10 The following list is taken from various analyses assessing these factors: US DOE/EIA (1986), 
RothweU (1990a), Franke and Viefhues (1983), Komanoff (1981), and Traube and Ullrich (1982). 
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• The introduction of cost-plus rather than fixed price contracts by 
contractors, reactor vendors, and architect-engineers in response to 
changes in the cost of capital and increasingly frequent reactor design 
changes during construction; 

• Ongoing generic technical improvements pursued by the industry as 
problems with the original designs were realized. These included better 
protection against earthquakes, fires, flooding, accidents by internal 
equipment failures, containment leaks, etc. As observed by Komanoff 
(1981), these changes approximately doubled the amount of materials 
and equipment required per unit of nuclear capacity during the 1970s; 

• Better enforcement of existing safety standards by regulatory agencies. 
A major regulatory pressure on nuclear costs came not from stricter 
standards, but from an upgrading of existing designs and plants to die 
standards they had wrongly been believed to already meet As accidents 
and failures occurred, new problems were discovered, but also, 
unsolved problems were underlined; and 

• Retroactive and proactive changes in basic safety requirements. They 
reflected increased concerns of the public over the consequences of 
nuclear accidents, which were fueled particularly by Three-Mile Island 
and Chernobyl. As such they incorporated economic and societal risks 
that had previously been externalized from the utility cost equation. 

To one extent or another, a number of these factors are likely to shape LWR costs in the 
future. Below, we focus on two potentially significant factors: more stringent safety 
requirements, and a reduced market for reactors. 

Impact of safety issues on future first costs of conventional reactors 

The VDEW analysis assumes that its reference reactors will have publicly acceptable safety 
characteristics, and that the standardization benefits of the German convoy design will 
cancel other countervailing escalation pressures. However, zero real capital cost escalation 
is not likely in view of several factors:11 

• A backlog of identified and unsolved safety issues in current reactor 
designs; 

• Additional safety issues likely to be discovered as current plants age and 
further experience with accidents accumulates; and 

• Public demands in the post-Chernobyl era for greater reactor safety and 
for cumulative risk ceilings. 

Though currendy commercial reactor designs feature many improvements over their 
predecessors, a significant backlog of further safety upgrades exists. According to the 
U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO 1987), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

1* We omit here die impact of macroeconomic variables, since these affect competing technologies as well 
(though less severely if their capital costs and lead times are lower). 
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Commission (NRC) lists about 100 or so generic safety issues as unresolved. Many of the 
same or similar issues persist in Western European reactors as well. 

Furthermore, the accumulation of safety research and operating experience is likely to lead 
to new requirements for improvements in both existing and new reactors. For example, the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is becoming concerned about the safety implications 
of plant aging as the current stock of plants enters the second part of its licensed operating 
life (NRC 1988). Again, these concerns apply to European plants as well (see below). 

In addition to this autonomous process of learn-as-you-go safety corrections, a number of 
specific demands for safety features or policies have been made by die public and may 
become regulatory requirements in the future. They include: 

• Reactor vessel reinforcements to protect against air crashes and other 
destructive events. These could increase costs by about ten percent; 

• Construction of reactors underground, which could increase costs by 
about 20 percent; 

• Better seismic protection, which could increase construction costs by at 
least three to five percent; and 

• Limiting the combined core destruction risks from all future reactors at a 
very low level. This would force a constant increase in safety features 
proportional to the number of new nuclear reactors put in operation. 

A further glimpse of the kind of safety improvements future reactors may be required to 
meet is provided by the response of the nuclear power establishment of the former Soviet 
Union to the Chernobyl accident. In the wake of that accident, Soviet nuclear planners 
aimed to decrease the probability of a major core destruction accident to one in ten million 
per reactor-year.12 Such a standard would not only make all Soviet reactor designs 
obsolete, but also all currendy commercial Western LWRs. 

Current Western European reactors, though safer than Soviet units, do not nearly meet this 
demand. The most detailed Western European investigation of the risks of core destruction 
accidents can be found in the ten-year analysis of Germany's Reactor Safety Society (GRS 
1989), which examines West German reactor designs. In its phase B report, GRS finds 
probabilities on die order of one in 10^ per reactor-year for containment ruptures (see also 
Section H). Current West German reactors would thus fail proposed new Soviet 
requirements by two orders of magnitude.13 

As pointed out by Hahn (1989), GRS found that the probability for core destruction 
accidents in German PWRs were somewhat lower than estimated in the phase A report, but 

12 As reported in Wall Street Journal, May 22,1990. 

13 According to the German reactor safety study, phase B (GRS 1989), the probability of accident events 
that could not be controlled with present safety systems is 3xlO~5 per reactor operating year in German 
PWRs. Absent effective emergency measures to prevent core destruction, this probability is practically 
identical with the probability of a major core destruction accident and early release of large source terms. 
Hahn (1989) points out that various proposed accident management techniques that could theoretically 
reduce core destruction probabilities once reactors have gone out of control ignore the limitations of current 
designs. 
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that in 90 percent of the possible accident sequences, few or no means for controlling 
events would be available. In these uncontrolled events, the build-up of high pressures 
inside the reactor vessel would lead to the Chernobyl-type releases of radioactivity within a 
few hours. The worst-case sequences would result in release of radioactive inventory 
fractions as large or larger than in die Chernobyl catastrophe OHahn 1989). 

France's reactors, which had been claimed to meet the one in ten million criterion, were 
recendy found to be a factor of 100 away from that goal (Tanguy 1990, see also Section C 
below), in line with safety assessments of light water reactors in Germany and die U.S. 
These findings have given further impetus to public demands for improved reactor safety. 

Indeed, given these safety problems, conventional reactors may not only become more 
expensive to build, but simply unlicensable. Recognition of the safety failure of current 
designs can be found in the international campaign to develop so-called inherendy safe 
reactors. For a discussion of these "advanced" reactors that would reduce accident risks on 
the basis of a complete redesign, see Section H. Our present discussion deals only with 
already commercialized reactors. For the next two decades, these will be the only reactors 
of practical concern, since the demonstration of entirely new reactor design will take a long 
time and a major commitment of R&D funds (Section H). 

Impact of low and/or uncertain growth in electricity demand 

The VDEW analysis fails to address the interaction between the rate of reactor construction 
and reactor costs. VDEW attributes the low cost and short construction times of its 
reference plants mainly to the standardization achieved in the "convoy" design introduced 
by KWU in 1980. The full benefits of this approach materialize, however, only with a 
sufficient rate of reactor construction, and therefore depend on sufficiently high and 
sustained growth in electricity demand. 

Sustained and high growth rates in electricity demand are not likely in Western Europe. 
Conventional projections of electricity growth rates are in the range of two percent per year. 
This is less than a third of the growth rates that supported die nuclear construction boom of 
the 1970s. Under least-cost planning reforms or carbon reduction strategies, growth rates 
will be cut further by demand-side programs, fuel switching at the point of end-use, and 
cogeneration options. Aggressive investments in demand-side efficiency improvements, 
possibly in combination with some fuel switching at the point of end-use, could eliminate 
most or all of currendy projected electricity growth over several decades (see Appendix 
A. 10.3). 

A further scale-related factor is the impact of business cycles on nuclear construction 
schedules. Economic recessions tend to decrease electricity demand growth and utility 
revenues. Lower demand can lead to a larger-than-planned overshoot of supply capacity if 
original construction schedules are maintained. Lower revenues may force a slow-down in 
construction spending. In both cases, utilities may be forced to stretch construction beyond 
die logistically feasible optimum. This will increase financing costs during construction. 
As discussed in Appendix A. 10.4, the lumpiness of nuclear investments amplifies the 
associated cost consequences compared to smaller-scale technology. 

In an environment where only a few plants are built Europe-wide each year and/or great 
year-to-year uncertainties surround the need for more reactors, costs could be significandy 
higher than found for the VDEW reference plants. The following price-escalating factors 
could come into play: 
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• Upward adjustments to the first prices offered by reactor vendors; 

• Longer construction periods; 

• Productivity losses in construction ("last plant syndrome"). 

The potential for a rise in first costs is driven by loss of economies in the reactor 
manufacturing industry that cannot be offset by cost-cutting.14 The "last plant syndrome" 
refers to the much-observed slowdown in the productivity of construction firms and crews 
as they face a lack of new work. 

Alternate assumptions 

Construction time. The construction time for future reactors is seven years for the low 
case, and eight years for the high case. These figures are modeled after the French 
experience (see Section C). They better reflect the impacts of business cycles, greater site 
problems, and/or low plant orders than VDEW's assumption of six years, while still 
acknowledging a substantial improvement over historic performance. 

First cost In our low case, we add a 7.5 percent correction to the overnight capital cost as 
given by VDEW for a reactor commissioned in 1990. This one-time increase is to reflect 
incremental improvements in reactor safety within the conventional PWR design, as well as 
site-related and ordering-rate related real price escalations between 1990 and the 
commissioning year (assumed to be in die first decade of the next century or thereafter). 
The implied capital cost escalation rate of less than 1%/yr is about one tenth of the German 
historical rate during the late 1970s (Franke and Viefhues 1983). Cost-reduction 
achievements through standardization and improvements in die management of power plant 
construction are thus acknowledged. 

In the high case, die overnight cost of reactors increases by 15 percent relative to VDEW's 
estimates. This higher figure again captures the same factors as above. The implied 
escalation rate is still only a fraction of the historical escalation rate. 

Modularity penalty. We include in our calculations a correction for the modularity penalty 
of large reactors (see Part 3C, Appendix A. 10.4). As discussed in detail in Appendix 
A. 10.4, this correction accounts for the lower planning flexibility of building large power 
stations with long lead times, and the higher average fixed costs they cause for ratepayers. 
While the precise value of this penalty depends on a variety of factors including the size 
distribution of power plants in the existing system, large scale does always cause a system-
related disbenefit, and this economic cost is acknowledged in our calculations. Based on a 
range of estimates reported in various modeling studies, we use a 500 DM/kW penalty for 
plants of 1200 to 1400 MW, while we apply no such penalty to advanced reactors, which 
are projected to be roughly 600 MW (see Section H below). 

1 4 This problem could also be exacerbated by a lack of competition in the reactor building business as 
Europe's major players Framatome and KWU are forming strategic alliances. For a more detailed 
discussion, see Section C below on the French experience. 
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3. Decommissioning costs 

VDEW assumptions 

German utilities figure the cost of decommissioning as 303 DM/kW in 1987 DM, or about 
9 percent of die overnight construction cost for their reference reactor. Decommissioning 
expenditures, plus DM 2 million/yr for site operation after plant shutdown, are incurred 
over ten years beginning in the first year after reactor closure. The real escalation rate 
beyond general inflation is taken as 0.5%/yr. With these assumptions, the net present 
value of decommissioning (at VDEW's 7.5 percent real discount rate) is about 70 DM/kW 
in 1989 DM (see Table A.10.10.1, below). 

Discussion 

Recent developments in the area of decommissioning indicate an astounding cost explosion 
that is not reflected in the VDEW estimates. Decommissioning as a cost factor was long 
neglected in nuclear cost estimates, and has only recendy begun to be recognized as 
significant (Pasqualetti and Rothwell 1991). In the FRG, decommissioning costs were not 
at all incorporated in cost estimates until 1976. In the U.S., utilities applying for reactor 
licenses were historically required only to describe how they would technically dismantle 
reactors, not how much it would cost to do so, and few ever bothered to undertake serious 
estimates. 

The key issues are 

— the overnight costs of decommissioning based on its current costs and 
cost escalation; 

— the timing and discounting of these costs; and 

— die accumulation of the necessary funds over the reactor life. 

Experience with decommissioning costs in the U.S. 

The largest data base of decommissioning projects and costs exists in the U.S, though only 
one commercially operated reactor (of 72 MW capacity) has been fully dismanded so far.15 

But recent estimates provided in filings by investor-owned utilities indicate what orders of 
magnitude are being expected for the cost of decommissioning full-sized reactors. We also 
summarize findings from earlier analyses of actual decommissioning projects (Heinze-Fry 
1991), and comparative analyses of plant-specific and generic estimates for future projects 
(GAO 1988b, US DOE/EIA 1990). A recent international review of decommissioning cost 
experience is found in Pasqualetti and Rothwell (1991), which covers both U.S., British 
and German experience. 

15 The Shippingport reactor was larger in physical size than suggested by its electrical rating because it 
had been designed for thermal as well as electric loads. At the same time, the reactor had been used, in part, 
as a research unit, and had been exceptionally well maintained. Also, the small size of the reactor allowed 
more simple dismantling and shipping than would be the case for a larger reactor, and because it was 
federally owned its disposal occurred on federal land. These factors are important in scaling the 
decommissioning costs to larger reactors. 
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Heinze-Fry (1991) reviews plant-specific estimates and actual costs to date for seventeen 
U.S. reactors ranging from 4 to 963 MW in size, with an average capacity of 192 MW and 
a total capacity of 3264 MW. These plants are retired as of 1989 and are now in various 
stages of the decommissioning process. The estimated total cost in 1989 dollars for 
dismanding or mothballing these reactors is $2.42 billion. Seven projects worth $156 
million were completed as of 1989. Of the remaining cost of $ 2.27 billion for the other ten 
projects, 58 percent had been spent by 1989. 

In this sample, the average cost was $740/kW. Fry's sample includes the Three Mile 
Island number 2 plant, whose cost of partly mothballing is estimated as $1400/kW in 1989 
dollars. It also included three smaller reactors that were entombed. Entombment was 
relatively low cost at $180/kW, but is now considered unacceptable by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. Excluding the TMI plant and the three entombment projects, the 
average is $480/kW, with a range from $155/kW to $1400/kW. The estimate for the 
largest project in the sample, the 963 MW Rancho Seco plant in California, was $250/kW. 

Heinze-Fry (1991) also reviews a number of generic engineering cost studies for 
decommissioning 1175 MW PWRs. Generic studies by Battelle Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory (PNL) arrive at significantly lower costs at 70 to 140 $/kW in 1989 dollars. 
These studies form the basis for a 1988 rulemaking by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) requiring a decommissioning fund of $105 million for an average 
1100MWPWR. 

The U.S. General Accounting Office compared these NRC estimates with cost estimates by 
TLG Engineering, the major U.S. private contractor firm for site-specific assessments 
(GAO 1988b). It finds that NRC estimates are at least $50 million too low for a standard 
reactor of roughly 1000 MWe. A generic cost study by TLG sponsored by the U.S. 
Atomic Industrial Forum (LaGuardia and Smith 1987) arrived at a cost of $220/kW. 

Murphie (1991) compares this estimate with an in-depth analysis of the dismanding of the 
72 MW Shippingport reactor. He finds that the Atomic Industrial Forum estimate probably 
understates costs in the areas of decontamination, transport and packaging, and staffing 
requirements. Similar conclusions are reached by other U.S. analysts (US DOE/EIA 1990, 
see below). 

Most recent information indicates that most of the above estimates are much too low.16 

Since 1986, many private utilities have been increasing their estimates of decommissioning 
costs by 20 to 25 percent each year.17 For example, decommissioning costs as estimated 
by American Electric Power for its 2200 MW nuclear station were raised from 155 $/kW in 
1989 to 260-500 $/kW in 1992. Similarly, Nebraska Public Power District more than 
tripled the dismanding-cost forecast for its 836 MW reactor to 1380 $/kW. And the 
dismantling of the 300 MW Fort St. Vrain gas-cooled reactor — the first commercially 
operated reactor to be taken apart piece by piece, is now estimated to cost 1000 $/kW. 

These figures dwarf the NRC estimates and suggest that the experience with the 
decommissioning of early, small reactors as summarized by Heinze-Frey (1991) may best 
indicate the orders of magnitude to be expected for larger, more recentiy built commercial 

16 As reported in the Wall Street Journal, January 25,1993. 
17 As reported in Wall Street Journal, June 2,1992. 
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reactors. The NRC now concedes that its 1988 rulemaking needs to be revised, and it has 
announced that it will issue new rules requiring far higher set-asides for decommissioning. 

European experience 

Documented cost experience with LWR decommissioning in Europe is less extensive, 
though a number of decommissioning projects are under way. In the FRG, for example, 
seven decommissioning projects are at various stages of completion. The largest unit is a 
250 MW(e) plant at Grundremmmingen, which was retired in 1977 (Loschhorn and 
Hollmann 1991). 

In the United Kingdom, the first closure of a nuclear plant occurred in 1988, when the 
Magnox reactor at Berkeley was shut down permanendy. By 1995, 10 further reactors 
totaling 2520 MW of capacity are scheduled to be closed (MacKerron 1991). In France, 
five of die early gas-cooled Magnox-type reactors have been decommissioned. The largest 
unit among them is die 200 MW Chinon 2 unit. 

Cost estimates from Europe show an even wider range than those in die U.S. At one end 
of the spectrum are those cited by VDEW (see above) and even lower figures by EDF (see 
Section C below), which apply to LWRs. At the other end are recent estimates by the 
former Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) and by private investors considering 
the British Government's proposal to sell its gas-cooled Magnox reactors. 

The British decommissioning cost estimates for existing reactors are reviewed by 
MacKerron (1991), who points out the decisive role these costs played in the failure of the 
British attempt to privatize nuclear power. The last estimate of undiscounted (overnight) 
decommissioning costs for Magnox reactors issued by the CEGB amounts to £1000/kW in 
1989 British pounds, equivalent to about DM 2500/kW at 1992 exchange rates. Private 
investors estimated the cost of decommissioning the country's aging and uneconomical 
Magnox reactors to be even higher: anywhere from £ 600 to £ 1 billion per reactor, 
equivalent to costs of up to DM 7500/kW.18 

For technical reasons, the bulky, low-capacity British Magnox reactors have higher specific 
and absolute decommissioning costs than other types of reactors. Estimates for British 
advanced gas-cooled reactors are lower. The undiscounted figure provided by the CEGB 
is £325 million for the 1320 MW Hinkley Point B station, or about £250/kW in 1989 
British pounds. MacKerron (1991) finds that £375/kW is a more realistic figure once 
contingencies and overheads are allowed for. This is equivalent to about DM 1000/kW at 
1992 exchange rates. 

An estimate for die undiscounted decommissioning cost of a new PWR to be built in 
Britain was offered during the inquiry into the Hinkley Point C power station. This 
estimate was of the order of 500 DM/kW (George 1988). 

18 As reported in die Economist, (November 11, 1989, p. 73) and in UK House of Commons Energy 
Committee (1990a). 
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Dynamics underlying decommissioning cost escalation 

In interpreting the above empirical data and estimates, one has to remember that current 
experience with complete dismanding is limited to small reactors. For larger reactors, the 
cost per kW could be lower due to scale economies and learning effects from past 
demonstration projects, as is assumed in the generic costing studies. 

However, current estimates for future project costs typically make a number of 
assumptions that tend to understate real costs. These include a precisely defined work 
scope, no future evolution of health and safety regulation or unforeseen technological 
problems, hypothetical facilities for the disposal of radioactive waste, no additions of 
equipment to the power plant over its lifetime, and no real cost escalation in the identified 
cost components. 

Because of these assumptions, the following cost escalation sources must be considered a 
major factor in decommissioning: 

• Decommissioning is labor-intensive, and therefore susceptible to 
escalation from wage rate increases. Labor productivity may decline 
during the latter stages of decommissioning projects, due to the last 
plant syndrome. Labor costs account for about 30 percent of total costs 
in current estimates. 

• The labor cost of dismantling may increase in the future due to 
regulatory changes concerning worker radiation exposure. For 
example, a decrease in allowable exposure levels from 5 rem to a 
proposed 1 rem per year would effectively double the labor costs of 
dismantling (US DOE/EIA 1990). Recent findings on low-level 
radiation effects from the U.S. nuclear facility at Hanford suggest four 
to eight times higher risks than recognized in current regulations.19 

Also, the cancer risks allowed under the regulations of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) are still anywhere from 10 to 100 times 
as high as those allowed in regulations by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
suggesting the need for significant strengthening of regulations (Lave 
and Byrd 1991). 

• Disposal (container, transport, and burial) costs for low-level waste 
constitute more than 40 percent of current decommissioning cost 
estimates, and have risen dramatically. In the eight-year period between 
1978 and 1986, nominal escalation for PWR decommissioning waste 
disposal was about 17%/yr in U.S. studies and contractor bids (US 
DOE/EIA 1990). According to this analysis, a further doubling (in real 
terms) of disposal costs by the mid-1990s is not unrealistic. 

• Within the disposal cost category, burial costs (typically the dominant 
component of disposal costs) have increased most dramatically. In the 
U.S., the real cost of burial has increased nine-fold between 1975 and 

19 Based on findings by A. Stewart as previewed in the New York Times of December 8, 1992, p. Al, 
A16. 
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1989, equivalent to a real escalation rate of 17%/yr (Rothwell 1990b). 
In the FRG, burial cost estimates had also risen tenfold by the early 
1980s (Oko-Institut 1984). Meanwhile, estimates for a new burial site 
to be opened in the mid 1990s in the U.S. project a further sevenfold 
increase in real terms (US DOE/EIA 1990). 

• Current estimates do not include demolition of non-radioactive 
structures and return of the site to green-field status. Also, a large 
amount of material that is not considered radioactive in current estimates 
may not meet nuclear regulatory standards for release, and would have 
to be buried at substantial cost. A further uncounted cost is for the 
disposal of presumably non-radioactive structures and components with 
residual contamination. 

• Due to the lack of final waste storage facilities, utilities may be unable to 
obtain termination of their license. Without that termination, expensive 
obligations of maintenance, including operation of on-site storage pools 
remain in force, at significant costs once the plant is shut down. 

• Estimates may fail to take into account that if private firms are to assume 
the back-end obligations of the nuclear fuel cycle, they will not enjoy the 
traditional cost-plus contracts provided the government monopolies, and 
must be able to earn a profit and protect themselves against regulatory 
risk. For example, delays in defueling reactors, site surveillance, 
allowances for general overhead and profits, lower than estimated cost 
savings from advances in decommissioning technology, and allowances 
for regulatory uncertainty increased die decommissioning cost of British 
Magnox reactors by an average of £240 million per unit (MacKerron 
1991). 

Regulatory treatment and accrual of funds 

The present value cost of decommissioning depends not only on the reactor life, but also on 
the rate at which funds set aside by rate payers are projected to earn interest. The periods 
over which these rates of return must be projected can be as much as 50 to 60 years. 
Utilities variously use the same discount rates for calculating the net present values of 
future decommissioning costs as they use in annualizing power plant capital costs. This 
discounting minimizes decommissioning costs, but must be considered misleading in view 
of long-term investment risks and of actual experience with qualified trust funds. 

The central problem is that the future value of an investment portfolio, even if it is restricted 
to domestic government securities, will strongly depend on the choice of investments and 
the future path of interest rates (Hiller 1991). While the performance of financial 
instruments and tax treatments differ from country to country, the very long term accrual 
periods pose major generic risks from business cycles, financial crises, etc. For example, 
a loss of principal during the early years of the accumulation period can be very cosdy in 
terms of foregone investment income over the life of the fund. 

Furthermore, because investment risks have to be strictly limited, a decommissioning fund 
will not be able to earn the higher yields obtainable with long-term securities. If interest 
rates rise substantially, die investor who purchased long-term bonds will be worse off than 
the investor who initially accepted a lower short-term yield. Inflation would drive up 
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nominal decommissioning costs, but the long-term bonds would continue to yield only a 
fixed amount. 

As shown in recent U.S. analyses (Pasqualetti and Rothwell 1991), the after-tax rate of 
return on qualified Nuclear Decommissioning Trust Funds is slightly below the general 
inflation rate in the U.S., i.e., these funds have been losing money in real terms. Only the 
return on less secure non-qualified funds is somewhat greater than inflation, but due to the 
higher risk of these funds, this result is unlikely to be sustainable over the long-run. 

Accordingly, Rothwell (1990) argues that a zero real rate of after-tax return would be a 
defensible, risk-averse assumption for decommissioning funds. A similar view on 
earnings rate assumptions is voiced by the Energy Committee of the British Parliament 
(UK House of Commons Energy Committee 1990a), which criticizes the British 
Department of Energy and r jclear industry for discounting decommissioning costs at 2 
percent/yr in real terms. 

Influence of decommissioning timing 

The usual assumption is that reactors will not have to be dismantled until after die design 
useful life of the reactor has been reached. In fact, accidents, accident repairs, backfitting 
costs, escalation of O&M costs (see below), or public referenda can significantly shorten 
economic lives for nuclear plants. It is estimated that a quarter of all 110 remaining U.S. 
nuclear reactors will be retired over die next ten years because their running costs are higher 
than operating conventional coal plants (see below).20 

A shortened economic life means that the net present worth of decommissioning costs 
increases. The magnitude of the potential problem is evident from U.S. figures. Based on 
existing guidelines and conventional estimates, U.S. utilities should have accrued $33 
billion by 1992 to pay for dismantling, but have put aside only $4 billion.21 Thus, the 
shortfall has to be made up through higher than anticipated rates during the remaining life 
of the reactor park. Should plants have to be closed prematurely, even larger electricity rate 
hikes would result. 

Higher than expected costs for decommissioning have prompted proposals to life-extend 
nuclear plants to gain more time to accumulate decommissioning funds, or to put reactors 
into storage for long periods (100 years according to British proposals) to reduce 
radioactivity levels (and costs to present generations) before dismantling. 

This life extension option is, of course, no solution whatsoever for those reactors that have 
already become uneconomical to run. And though postponement offers die possibility for 
improvements in decommissioning technology, it also exposes die process to further 
regulatory risks and escalation in disposal costs, besides adding costs for site monitoring 

20 As reported in the Wall Street Journal, January 25,1993. 
21 Ibid. 
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and maintenance. However, high discounting is often used to achieve an apparent 
reduction in the net present value of decommissioning costs.22 

An analysis of the financial impacts of decommissioning versus life extension is provided 
by Hewlett (1990a). He finds that life extension is unlikely to offer an escape from 
decommissioning cost increases. So long as no acceptable waste storage options are 
available, life extension would require the expansion of on-site storage facilities, canceling 
the cost savings from postponing decommissioning. Increased safety regulation for life-
extended plants and high operating and maintenance costs are likely to make this option 
much less attractive economically than generic cost studies have suggested. 

Similarly, Rothwell (1990b) finds in his economic analysis of the strategy of "safe storage" 
that with likely future reductions in occupational exposure levels, die economically optimal 
storage time would be short, on the order of a few years. High burial cost escalation rates 
yield a similar result irrespective of worker exposure reductions. 

Independendy, decommissioning experts in die FRG and other countries see a variety of 
non-financial reasons for dismantling plants early. These include public opposition, 
recycling scarce licensed power plant sites, availability of utility and regulatory staff 
familiar with die plant, and cost savings from use of existing on-site facilities and systems 
during the decommissioning process (Pasqualetti and Rothwell 1991). 

Summary 

As shown in Table A.10.10.1, about 70 percent of the decommissioning cost is simply 
discounted away in the VDEW analysis. If funds are set aside for decommissioning on the 
basis of this analysis, they are likely to be grossly insufficient. They do not cover the risks 
of lower-than expected financial returns or of higher than expected decommissioning costs. 
These risks are effectively externalized onto future rate payers who might be insufficiently 
protected from paying for past benefits enjoyed by others. 

Alternative assumptions 

Our assumptions are geared toward better internalizing die above decommissioning costs 
and risks. To be conservative, we assume that decommissioning costs are incurred along a 
somewhat extended (20-year) schedule. We assume a ten year cooling-off period after 
plant shutdown, followed by return to greenfield conditions in the following ten years. 

In Table A.10.10.1, we first reproduce the VDEW calculations based on the overnight 
decommissioning figure and decommissioning schedule used in VDEW (1987), including a 
20-year reactor life. We then introduce the more extended 20-year decommissioning 
schedule, which somewhat reduces the net present value of decommissioning but may be 
desirable on technical grounds. We also correct the unsupportable yield assumption of 7.5 
percent for decommissioning funds to a more prudent but still very optimistic level of 2 
percent This calculation is labeled "VDEW corrected/normalized." As shown in Table 

22 For example, the CEGB assumes in its decommissioning cost calculations that reactor sites will be 
returned to greenfield status only after a hundred years. Though the 2 percent real discount rate used in 
official British studies is relatively low, the present worth factor for expenditures in year 100 is only 14 
percent of costs in present money. On average, me calculated stream of decommissioning costs has a net 
present value of about 38 percent of real costs (UK House of Commons Energy Committee 1990a). 
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Table A.10.10.1: Decommissioning costs for new 

Decomm. escalation rate (%/yr) 
After-tax yield of decomm. fund (%/yr) 
Discount rate (%/yr) 
Reactor life (years) 

Beginning of decommissioning 
Completion of decommissioning 

Decomm. cost in 1st operating year (1989 DM/kW) 
Overnight decomm. cost (year of completion) 
Total investment (year of completion) 
Net present value (1989 DM in year 2000) 

Index NPV decomm. cost (VDEW = 1.0) 
Ratio NPV/overnight cost 

FRG reactors 

VDEW 

0.5% 
7.5% 
7.5% 

20 

2020 
2029 

330 
403 
556 
72 

1.0 
0.13 

VDEW 
corrected 

0.5% 
2% 

7.5% 
20 

2020 
2029 

330 
403 
556 
326 

4.5 
0.59 

VDEW 
corrected/ 
normalized 

0.5% 
2% 
5% 
30 

2040 
2049 

330 
423 
520 
216 

3.0 
0.42 

IPSEP 
low 

0% 
1% 
5% 
25 

2035 
2044 

750 
750 
943 
637 

8.9 
0.68 

IPSEP 
high 

0% 
0% 
5% 
20 

2030 
2039 

1500 
1500 
1887 
1927 

27 
1.02 

(1) Decommissioning cost includes an annual cost of DM 2 million for site operation after plant shut-down. 
(2) Reproduction of VDEW (1987) estimate is stylized rendition. Discount rate is 75%. 
(3) Corrected/normalized version of VDEW calculation assumes 30 year reactor life instead of 20 year life, discount rate 5%. 
(4) Normalized VDEW and IPSEP low/high cases include 10-year cooling-off period after reactor shut-down. 
(5) Total investment in year of completion includes escalation and interest during dismantling (see Appendix A. 10.4). 



A.10.10.1, this corrected accounting method alone leads to a roughly 50 percent increase in 
the net present value of decommissioning costs. 

In the low case, we use a more cautious but still optimistic yield of one percent for the 
fund. We also increase the overnight cost of decommissioning to a more realistic level, 
partly to allow for the costs of returning the site to green-field status. Based on our review 
of the more recent U.S. estimates, we use a cost of DM 750/kW (equivalent to $375) as a 
conservative lower limit.23 The combination of a more realistic decommissioning cost and 
a more realistic yield leads to a net present value that is about four and a half times higher 
than in the VDEW calculation, despite the more favorable schedule for the plant dismanding 
operations. 

In the high case, we use a zero percent yield for the fund, as recommended by Rothwell on 
the basis of U.S. experience. We also double the overnight cost of decommissioning to 
DM 1500/kW, in line with the higher figures from recent U.S. experience, but still well 
below worst-case costs. This yields a fourteen times higher net present value than in the 
VDEW analysis. It should be emphasized that this much higher figure, though 
astoundingly different from the VDEW assumption, is likely to be the most realistic cost 
projection. 

4. Plant life 

VDEW assumptions 

The VDEW analysis uses a 20-year life to calculate busbar costs. This convention, which 
is also used for coal plants, is based on the accounting life used for book-keeping and rate-
making purposes. VDEW (1987) does not provide an estimate of the expected useful 
economic life or the technical life of new reactors. Subsequent publications sponsored by 
the same organization have suggested a 40-year economic life (see below). 

Discussion 

A 20-year depreciation period is commonly used in FRG studies.24 The depreciation 
period is, however, not the proper parameter for the cost comparisons pursued in this 
study. For this type of comparison, the maximum economic life is decisive (see Part 3C, 
Appendix A.10.4).25 

23 This higher value incorporates the net present value of escalation in overnight capital costs for 
decommissioning, so that the escalation rate is shown as zero. 

24 On a weighted average basis, the depreciation period for nuclear plants is about 17 years under German 
depreciation rules. 

25 The VDEW nuclear cost analysis was presented as pan of a comparison of nuclear and coal plants. The 
same 20 year life was used for coal plants as for nuclear plants. This practice conceals the difference in 
economic costs and risks related to the operation of each type of plant beyond the 20th year. As discussed 
below, the economic life of nuclear plants is less certain and likely shorter than that of coal plants (See also 
Appendix A. 10.6). 
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It is frequently asserted that nuclear plants will be kept in service much longer than their 
accounting life, since operating costs are (initially) much lower than those of fossil-fired 
plants. Some analyses in the FRG and elsewhere project the economic life of nuclear 
reactors to be forty years,26 i.e., equal to the licensed life in the U.S. Implicit in the use of 
a 40 year life is the assumption that nuclear operating costs will remain very low over four 
decades of full-power operation. 

Experience with existing reactors cast doubt on this projection, for these reasons: 

• There is no empirical statistical basis supporting such long plant life 
assumptions. The oldest large commercial reactors have only been in 
operation for a litde more than 20 years. Seventy percent of all existing 
reactor capacity has operated for no more than eleven years. 

• Worldwide, about 75 reactors representing 17 GW have been closed to 
date, with an average life of only 17 years (Flavin et al. 1992). In the 
U.S., sixteen plants have been permanendy closed as of 1992, with an 
average operating life of 19 years for the larger (several hundred MW 
size) plants, and of less than 10 years for the smaller plants built during 
the early 1960s. 

• The first formal application for life extension of a nuclear plant 
anywhere was filed for the Yankee Rowe reactor in the U.S. Whereas 
the utility had high hopes for approval, the U.S. NRC shut down the 
30-year old plant for safety reasons because of an embrittled reactor 
vessel. Many other plants are showing signs of premature aging, and 
are likely to be closed long before they completed their licensed 
operating lives. 

• A quarter of all 110 remaining U.S. nuclear reactors may be retired over 
the next ten years because their running costs are higher than operating 
conventional coal plants (see below).27 

Several utilities have abandoned their nuclear plants early to realize cost savings (including 
savings from eliminating an entire company division when the company owned only one 
reactor). 

The economic life of nuclear reactors is being cut short by the twin effects of cheap 
alternative power options and mounting costs of maintaining existing units in operation. 
Detailed statistical evaluations of data for U.S. nuclear plants have shown unexpectedly 
large and persistent increases in O&M costs (see below). O&M cost escalation was larger 
than that for fossil-fired plants. For the worst units, these O&M cost increases have 
reached the point where early retirement became necessary or should be considered to 
ensure least-cost system operation (see the discussion of O&M costs below). 

26 See, for example, the FRG analysis by Friedrich et al. (1989). Similarly, the British CEGB used a 40 
year period in assessing the cost-effectiveness of its PWR projects (see Section F for further discussion). 
27 As reported in the Wall Street Journal, January 25, 1993. 
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A dramatic example of the economically induced early retirement of a full-sized reactor is 
the Rancho Seco plant in California. The annual O&M costs of the plant had risen to 
$185/kW after 15 years of service, and the plant's poor performance made its cost of 
electricity production even worse. Even if further escalation in plant O&M costs had 
greatiy moderated, it presented the risk that merely operating the plant would be as cosdy as 
buying a new, highly efficient gas-fired plant (Hewlett 1990b). 

Large O&M cost increases have also been encountered in Western Europe, as illustrated by 
the campaign of Electricite" de France to replace expensive steam generators in 24 of its 34 
900 MW reactors (see Section C below). The decision by EDF in France to retire its gas-
cooled reactors by the early to mid-1990s implies that these older reactors have become 
more expensive to safely operate than coal- or oil-fired plants (Thomas 1988a). The reactor 
at Saint-Laurent-les-Eaux has been scheduled for retirement after only 21 years of service. 

Similarly, an expensive repair schedule by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate of Great 
Britain has forced the closure of that country's Berkeley Magnox reactor. The Hunterston 
A Magnox reactor has also been closed because its variable cost significantly exceeded that 
of existing coal-fired capacity (Thomas 1988a, UK House of Commons Energy Committee 
1990a). 

Hewlett (1990b) concludes for the U.S. that if operating costs and plant performance 
stabilize at current U.S. levels, the potential for early retirement of nuclear reactors is 
probably limited to a small number of outiiers. However, such stabilization of O&M costs 
is by no means assured. A variety of generic technical factors point to the continuation of 
O&M cost escalation, and these pressures may be compounded by regulatory policies 
(Hewlett 1990b, see the discussion of O&M costs below). In that case, a substantial 
potential for early plant retirement would exist Despite improved material selection, many 
of the above aging-related problems could persist in new LWR reactors. 

In view of the above technological uncertainties and risks, private sector investors involved 
in the British nuclear privatization attempt felt that a depreciation period of more than 20 
years could not be financed (see also Section F below). Though the economic life of 
reactors was implicitly estimated to be more than 20 years (see the discussion on lifetimes 
in Appendix A. 10.4), investors summarily rejected the 40 year economic life used in cost 
calculations by the former British national utility, the Central Electricity Generating Board 
(CEGB) as much too optimistic (UK House of Commons Energy Committee 1990a). 

Alternative assumptions 

To be consistent with the spirit of technological optimism of the VDEW calculations, we 
use a favorable 30-year economic life for our normalized reproduction of the VDEW 
estimate. This assumption, which is also is in accordance with die above-mentioned OECD 
analysis, applies if O&M costs remain low and stable. 

In the IPSEP low cost case, O&M costs escalate noticeably, reducing the economic life of 
new reactors to 25 years, and also lowering their equivalent availability. In the IPSEP high 
case, the same trends are stronger, raising projected operating costs of reactors to that of a 
coal plant by about the 20th year. Consequendy, the economic life used for calculating 
busbar costs is cut to 20 years (see below). 
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5. Plant performance 

Key indicators of plant performance are the equivalent unplanned outage rate and the 
equivalent availability. In most cases, nuclear power plants are run in the baseload mode, 
in which case the capacity factor is close to the equivalent availability. However, when the 
generating share of nuclear power exceeds the baseload portion of annual electricity 
demand, the capacity factor will differ significandy from the availability. This problem is 
best illustrated by France, where nuclear plants are used for load-following (see below). 

VDEW assumptions 

The average capacity factor used in die VDEW calculations is 80 percent (7000 hours of 
full-power operation per year). This figure corresponds to the actual availability of West 
German PWR reactors in 1986. 

Discussion 

The availability-based capacity factor used by VDEW applies to the pure baseload operation 
of nuclear plants. For scenarios in which nuclear power exceeds a ca. 65 percent share of 
total demand, plants are forced to run at less than their equivalent availability and produce 
correspondingly more expensive power (see Appendix A. 10.4). 

The nuclear share of electricity production in 1989 was 33.9% in die FRG, 75% in France, 
and an average 41.4% in all Western European countries with reactors on line. Without 
substantial electricity growth, there is limited room for additional reactors operating at the 
equivalent availability level.28 Nevertheless, this optimum case is an important benchmark 
in comparing baseload technologies. The following discussion addresses the capacity 
factors, equivalent availability and equivalent unplanned outage rates from international 
experience. 

Historic capacity factors 

From the beginning of nuclear programs, government and industry studies have predicted 
very high capacity factors of 7000-7700 hours per year (80-88%).29 Compared to these 
goals, nuclear capacity factors have been a disappointment in most countries. This 
assessment arises if one looks beyond individual years, to the cumulative capacity factors 
and equivalent availabilities that were achieved over all reactor-years combined. 

Table A. 10.10.2 shows time series of capacity factors for the major OECD nuclear power 
countries between 1980 and 1989, based on US DOE/EIA (1990). Over the ten year 
period, capacity factors for all free market economies combined rose from 60 percent in 
1980 to a peak of about 66 percent in 1986, to then decline again to 61 percent in 1989. 
The cumulative lifetime load factor for all PWRs world-wide was about 65 percent 
(Nuclear Engineering International, August 1989). For the FRG, the cumulative weighted 

28 In a sensitivity analysis, VDEW calculates costs at lower capacity factors. 
29 In discussing these figures, it is important to distinguish between equivalent hours and real hours of 
operation, see Rothwell (1990a). 
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Table A.10.10.2: Capacity factors for commercial nuclear power plants in FME countries 

Country 

Canada 
France 
Germany 
Japan 
Spain 
Sweden 
UK 
US 

Average FME 

1980 

82% 
60% 
55% 
61% 
53% 
65% 
47% 
56% 

60% 

1981 

88% 
58% 
67% 
60% 
65% 
64% 
49% 
58% 

62% 

Annual capacity factors 
1982 

82% 
53% 
70% 
69% 
49% 
61% 
56% 
57% 

61% 

1983 

79% 
62% 
70% 
68% 
47% 
60% 
57% 
54% 

62% 

1984 

72% 
70% 
76% 
70% 
64% 
76% 
56% 
56% 

64% 

1985 

72% 
71% 
87% 
71% 
63% 
71% 
56% 
58% 

65% 

1986 

73% 
67% 
78% 
76% 
74% 
81% 
51% 
57% 

66% 

1987 

72% 
60% 
75% 
77% 
89% 
77% 
54% 
57% 

63% 

1988 

77% 
58% 
74% 
71% 
78% 
77% 
56% 
64% 

62% 

1989 

74% 
62% 
69% 
71% 
81% 
74% 
55% 
62% 

61% 

Cumulative 
through 1989 

79% 
62% 
70% 
67% 
68% 
69% 
49% 
58% 

Projection 
for 2010 

75% 
70% 
70% 
70% 
65% 
70% 
65% 
68% 

70% 

(1) Data and projections from US DOE/EIA (1990) and Nuclear Engineering International August 1989. 
(2) FME = Free Market Economy. Includes OECD, 9 developing countries, Finland, South Africa, and Yugoslavia. 
(3) The countries shown represented 88 percent of total FME nuclear power generation in 1989. 
(4) FME Average is a weighted average over nuclear electricity produced by individual countries. 
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average capacity factor was 70.4 percent in 1989. This was the second highest value 
achieved (after Canada) among the countries listed in the table. 

Equivalent availability. As a complement to these capacity factors, we present equivalent 
availability data for the 1974-1984 period, based on an analysis by Hansen et al. (1989). 
Large plant-by-plant differences and differences by reactor type were encountered. Table 
A.10.10.3 shows the data broken down by type of reactor. In Germany, for example, the 
1974-84 average was 78.2% for PWRs and 51.1% for BWRs. While PWRs performed 
significandy better in Germany, Sweden fared far better with its BWRs. In the U.S. and 
Japan, differences in performance between the two LWR technologies were small. 

The data in Table A. 10.10.2 show that PWR performance in most countries improved 
during the first half of the 1980s. Capacity factors in Swiss plants have been very high for 
a number of years. In Germany, the availability of PWRs increased by about ten 
percentage points. The plant-by plant variation also narrowed. Plant performance also 
improved in the U.S toward the end of the 1980s, and newer units are doing better than 
those commissioned in the 1970s (Komanoff 1990). 

However, comparison with the capacity factors in Table A. 10.10.2 for the period from 
1985-1989 shows that these improvements were not always sustained and do not represent 
average OECD trends. An overall decline of OECD capacity factors is found for that 
period. 

Equivalent unplanned outage rate. The unplanned outage rate is the sum of forced and 
regulatory outages. The data by Hansen et al. (1989) show very low forced outage rates, 
of the order of two to three percent, for PWRs in Japan and Germany (Table A.10.10.3). 
By contrast, values in the U.S. were in excess of 13 percent, and about nine percent in 
France.30 When so-called regulatory outage rates are included, the U.S. figure almost 
doubles while the figures for other countries rise more moderately or remain largely 
unchanged.31 

Future performance. VDEW extrapolates from the two years with the best performance in 
a decade (i.e. 1985 and 1986), and from reactors in operation for only a few years, to the 
lifetime performance of new plants. This extrapolation is speculative. Both in Germany 
and elsewhere, not one of the large PWRs that form the bulk of present capacity has been 
operated for more than 20 years, and most have operated less than ten years. 

Ironically, the risk of projecting record performances into the future is borne out by recent 
data from the FRG itself. In the years 1987 to 1989, capacity factors (and equivalent 
availabilities) in the FRG declined from their peak levels in 1985 and 1986 to early 1980s 
levels (see Table A. 10.10.2 above). Even if performance has recendy recuperated, this 

30 There has been some recent improvement in the French data, but official cost estimates (DIGEC 1986) 
assume a 15 percent forced outage rate. 

31 There is some question as to the comparability of these data. The forced outage rate is partly a function 
of the safety standards and regulatory oversight applied to reactors. While availability reports in the U.S., 
Sweden, and Germany explicitly include regulatory outages, these outages are reported as zero (or are not 
reported at all) in France and Japan. This lack of reported regulatory outages, and the low (0.9%) figure in 
Germany, could at least partly be a reflection of less stringent regulatory oversight and incident disclosure 
requirements. 
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Table A.10.10 J: Equivalent availability for existing light 

Year 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

Average 

Forced 
Regulatory 

Total 

FRG 
PWRs 

85.9% 

77.8% 
75.4% 
79.2% 
68.1% 
69.5% 
80.0% 
86.8% 
77.4% 

83.1% 

7&2% 

2-3% 
0.9% 
3.2% 

FRG 
BWRs 

88.7% 
65.4% 
753% 
41.7% 
30.1% 
39.2% 
50.0% 
41.9% 
56.4% 
78.8% 

51.1% 

6.5% 
113% 
17.8% 

water reactors 

Equivalent availability (%) 
France 
PWRs 

63.1% 
72.4% 
81.6% 

73.1% 

Japan 
PWRs 

47.5% 
62.1% 
54.9% 
60.7% 
34.5% 
62.4% 
64.3% 
72.8% 
73.6% 
72.9% 

63.3% 

Japan 
BWRs 

28.1% 

61.9% 
25.8% 
49.7% 
62.5% 
61.7% 
61.4% 
70.2% 
68.2% 
72.1% 

61.0% 

Average unplanned outage rates 

8.6% 
n.a. 

8.6% 

2.6% 
0.0% 
2.6% 

1.4% 
0.0% 
1.4% 

USA 
PWRs 

66.4% 
623% 
69.6% 
67.0% 
56.3% 
55.0% 
58.0% 
56.6% 
56.8% 

60.2% 

60.2% 

12.5% 
10.9% 
23.4% 

USA 
BWRs 

49.4% 
55.4% 
60.1% 
67 5% 
67.1% 
59.2% 
58.7% 
58.5% 
54.8% 
483% 

58.0% 

14.4% 
10.4% 
24.8% 

(1) Source: Hansen etal. (1989) 
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reversal of trends indicates that the longer-term performance of nuclear reactors remains in 
question. 

The same uncertainty is displayed by reactors in France. Here, the availabilities of 900 
MW units exceeded 80 percent in the 1984-1986 period, only to subsequendy fall back to 
lower levels. In 1991 and 1992, levels were only about 72-73 percent (Tanguy 1993). 

There are other indications that equivalent availabilities are likely to be significantly lower 
than indicated by best current performance. The following technological factors influence 
lifetime average performance: 

• Capacity factors are technically limited to between 50 and 60 percent in 
the first fuel cycle, and reactors typically do not reach their optimum 
performance level until they have been in operation for three years or so. 
This loss in equivalent availability has to be made up in future years. 
Toward the end of the life of power plants, equivalent availabilities 
typically decline again. 

• For nuclear reactors, special aging problems must be anticipated. Both 
in Europe and in the U.S., embrittlement and weakening of reactor 
pipes and pressure vessels have been found in many units. The periodic 
tests alone that are needed to detect these problems are lengthening 
scheduled maintenance periods. In France, for example, the decennial 
plant inspections required an average of five and a half months (Tanguy 
1993), compared to the eight weeks typically allowed for scheduled 
maintenance in optimistic projections. 

• Fixing these problems may require periodic unforeseen repairs forcing 
reactor shut-downs over many months to replace highly radioactive 
steam generators or reactor vessel heads, or to perform seismic repairs. 
Just one such repair can reduce the average lifetime equivalent 
availability of a reactor by two to three percentage points.32 

• Safety concerns can also lead to a derating of the plant, as has been the 
case for a number of reactors in the past33 

The plant performance and aging problem is also related to operating and maintenance costs 
(see below). 

According to U.S. and French experience, steam generator replacement alone can take up 
to a year. Regulatory shutdowns and seismic modifications have led to similarly lengthy 
repairs, and so have recent pervasive cracking problems in French reactor vessel heads (see 
Section C below). Based on nine U.S. cases, the average reduction in the capacity factor 
was 35 percentage points for the year of the repair. For large-diameter pipe replacement in 
boiling water reactors, the percentage point reduction was 43 percent (Komanoff 1990). 

32 Based on a 9 month repair, a 25 to 30-year life and an expected availability of 80 percent 
33 For example, the British Magnox reactors were derated by an average 20 percent in 1971 (UK House of 
Commons Energy Committee 1990a). 
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These factors are beginning to appear in regression analyses of reactor performance. 
Komanoff (1990) analyzes U.S. reactor performance on the basis of the largest data base 
available anywhere, covering 22 years of operating experience, 106 nuclear plants (about 
half with more than ten years of operating experience) and 1132 reactor-years. In his 
regression analysis, he finds that small annual declines in capacity factors are correlated 
with age after about nine years of operation.34 

But failures may also come in the early years when new standardized reactor lines are 
introduced. An example for this risk is found in the experience of France with its new 
1300 MW series, which had severe steam generator problems early on. Availabilities were 
about 70-71 percent in 1991 and 1992 (Tanguy 1993), far below expectations and 
corresponding assumptions in official cost calculations (see Section C). 

Alternative assumptions 

Equivalent availability. For our low case, we replace VDEW's lifetime average availability 
factor of 80 percent by a value of 77 percent. Starting from an 80 percent reference value, 
this lower performance are obtained, for example, if ten-year inspections lengthen 
scheduled maintenance periods to more than four months (as in France), and if the reactor 
undergoes two four-month shut-downs for major repairs to the steam generator or piping 
(see the findings by Komanoff discussed above). This 77 percent value is still higher than 
the 1975-1984 average for the combined PWR/BWR performance in the FRG and the 
Japanese PWR record between 1975 and 1984. 

In our high case, the equivalent availability declines more notably, to 72 percent. This 
further decline would come about if, for example, two further shut-downs of six months 
each become necessary, or if problems accumulate in the latter part of the plants life.35 

Equivalent unplanned outage rate. This parameter is of secondary significance for our cost 
calculations. For our normalized VDEW case, we use a ten percent forced outage rate. 
The figure in our low case is also ten percent, and in die high case, 15 percent. The latter 
corresponds to current typical performance in the U.S. (see Table A.10.10.3 above). 

6. Operating and maintenance costs 

We include in this cost category interim replacements of steam generators, of primary 
piping, and other routine maintenance, as well as capital additions (post-operational capital 
expenditures) such as on-site temporary storage and waste volume reduction, fire 
protection, seismic reinforcements, etc. These cost items are often excluded from O&M 
costs as reported in cost assessments, partly because utilities treat them as capital costs for 
depreciation purposes. 

3 4 The decrease per year is 0.12 percentage points. For saltwater plants, a seven times more rapid decline 
was found, which also started earlier. In the U.S., where average capacity factors are low, the aging effect is 
overwhelmed by the accumulation of utility operating experience OComanoff 1990). 

3 5 For comparison, a figure of 75% is used as the average capacity factor in the recent economic analysis 
of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA 1989c). For existing reactors, US DOE/EIA (1990) projects 
average capacity factors for the free market economies to be 70 percent in 2010, with a core range from 65 
to 70 percent. 
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VDEW assumptions 

VDEW uses an annual cost of DM 78/kW (1987 DM) for fixed operating and maintenance 
costs including expenditures for personnel and insurance. These costs are based on 1984 
utility data. Backfitting of capital additions are not included in this figure. The real 
escalation assumed for thus cost category is 0.25%/yr. 

Discussion 

Historical escalation rates. An accurate assessment of typical and average nuclear O&M 
costs requires extensive statistical evaluations of monitored data on power plant expenses, 
including backfitting. Detailed assessments of field data are found in recent studies and 
consulting data bases for the U.S. (US DOE/EIA 1988, UDI1988, MHB 1990). The US 
DOE/EIA report was based on all existing U.S. reactors with 400 MW capacity or more. 
These studies report O&M cost increases large enough to throw into question widely held 
beliefs about the relative costs of coal and nuclear power (Hewlett 1990a). 

According to these analyses, the average real escalation rate of nuclear non-fuel operating 
costs including capital additions was a staggering 15%/year between 1972 and 1986. 
Though the escalation trend slowed in the 1980s as important backfitting investments were 
completed, annual backfitting costs still were in the neighborhood of $30-50/kW-year 
(1988 dollars) for the 1985-1988 period (UDI 1988). Furthermore, for many U.S. 
reactors, a significant real escalation of O&M costs has persisted. For example, the 13 
single-unit U.S. boiling water reactors (BWRs) showed a 9.1 %/yr real escalation in O&M 
costs for single unit plants in the 1985-1990 period.36 

As a result, U.S. nuclear plants now cost more to run on average than coal plants. Indeed, 
as of 1987, operating plus fuel costs were about 0.1 cTkWh greater than those of U.S. 
coal-fired power plants (UDI 1988), and the disadvantage of the nuclear plants has 
persisted since.37 Furthermore, as of 1986, capital additions for nuclear plants were 
$35/kW-yr higher than those for coal plants. All in all, non-fuel O&M costs including 
capital additions had reached $ 115/kW-yr in 1987, equivalent to about 2 0/kWh. 

Put another way, 

• With backfitting, the non-fuel operating costs of U.S. nuclear plants are 
at least 1 eVkWh higher than those of coal-fired plants. 

3 6 Personal communication with Dale Bridenbaugh, MHB Technical Associates, San Jose, CA. For the 
plants with the most favorable O&M costs, i.e. large (>750 MW) plants consisting of multiple reactors, 
MHB (1990a) shows average 1983-1988 O&M costs of S57/kW in 1988 dollars with a standard deviation of 
$19/kW. For single unit plants, the average was S85/kW, with a standard deviation of $37/kW. These 
figures exclude capital additions. 

3 7 Costs as reported in the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1. The FERC 
data understate total costs. Only about 70 percent of operating and maintenance costs are recorded in the 
government's nuclear reactor statistics. Insurance and certain personnel costs and company overhead 
portions are excluded (US DOE/EIA 1988). 
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• The extra money spent in 1987 on non-fuel operating costs in a U.S. 
nuclear plant was enough to buy a year's supply of coal for a coal-fired 
plant. 

Combined with nuclear fuel cycle costs (see below), the short-run marginal costs for some 
existing U.S. reactors are well in excess of 3 cents/kWh. By contrast, government and 
industry projections have routinely assumed costs below 1 eVkWh.38 

These figures cannot automatically be extended to non-U.S. reactors. U.S. PWRs and 
BWRs were ordered five to ten years earlier than elsewhere, without the benefit of 
experience with large units. Modifications introduced by European builders have improved 
reactors. This, in turn, has reduced backfitting requirements. 

Nevertheless, a number of the factors explaining the high escalation rates in the U.S. can 
be considered generic (Thomas 1988b). Among these factors are public demands for more 
stringent regulatory requirements in the wake of the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl 
accidents, and more stringent enforcement of regulations already on the books. 

Prospects for future O&M cost escalation 

A number of analysts in the U.S. and elsewhere have expressed confidence that the days of 
operating cost escalation are over, asserting that most of the equipment retrofits to comply 
with tighter safety regulations are now in place. It is therefore believed that O&M costs in 
currently existing reactors will stabilize while those built in the future will achieve the low 
operating costs nuclear power plants were supposed to have possessed all along. 

This official optimism is particularly widespread in Western Europe. Most European 
assessments assume O&M costs that are lower than U.S. empirical costs by a factor of two 
to more than four.39 These lower assumptions are explained, in part, by the exclusion of 
backfitting costs from O&M cost projections. 

Improvements in future reactors are plausible, and escalation in currendy existing reactors 
due to regulatory changes have indeed slowed. However, essentially zero real escalation 
projections as used by VDEW seem overly optimistic, both in view of the continuing O&M 
cost escalation observed in the U.S (see above), and in view of several generic factors:40 

• Premature plant aging and consequent need for premature replacement 
of steam generators, reactor vessels, pipes, batteries, back-up 
generators, etc. 

38 For example, such implausibly low figures have appeared for many years in nuclear cost projections 
submitted by die U.S. government to international bodies like the Nuclear Energy Agency (Harding 1984a). 
The shortcomings of French and British official cost estimates are discussed in Section C and F below. 

39 For example, the CEGB applied to its Sizewell project O&M costs that are only a third to a half of 
those observed in US pressurized water reactors (Harding 1984a). Ironically, the Sizewell plant is based on 
conventional U.S. PWR technology. 

40 For a discussion of these points, see Hewlett 1991b and references quoted therein. 
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• Increased radiation levels encountered during repairs within older 
plants, and stricter limits on worker exposure due to new 
epidemiological data, resulting in higher labor costs to maintain worker 
protection. 

• Less space for performing repairs in reactors that house more safety 
devices. 

• Safety implications of plant aging, leading to additional regulations and 
inspection and backfitting costs. 

• Increased costs for replacement power during plant shutdown, and/or 
economic penalties by regulators for poor plant performance, forcing 
utilities to spend more on O&M to prevent down time. 

Plant aging is of increasing concern. The above U.S. analyses of O&M costs covered 
reactors whose average time in service was about eight years. About half of the U.S. 
commercial plants have operated less than 10 years, and only a few have been run for more 
than 20 years. Fourteen U.S. plants have been permanendy closed, and nine of them 
operated for less than ten years. 

At the same time, the NRC found aging-related problems in 30 percent of all U.S. reactors. 
The pervasiveness of these problems has prompted the General Accounting Office of the 
U.S. government to call on the NRC to consider regulations that would ensure timely 
correction (GAO 1988a). In Hewlett's assessment, increases caused by plant aging could 
well offset a possible decrease in regulatory-induced costs. 

Corresponding experiences are also found in Europe. Western Europe's nuclear reactors 
are even younger, on average, than those in the U.S. For example, all but one of the 
French PWRs were put into operation after 1976. Nevertheless, pipe cracking, corrosion, 
and embrittlement problems were found in the majority of the 900 MW PWR plants in 
France. Electricity de France found the problem serious enough to begin a program of 
replacing the steam generators in 24 reactors - an expensive and time-consuming repair. 
The first such repair is estimated to cost FF 600 million (DM 180 million), with anticipated 
average costs of FF 350 million per unit41 As discussed in Section C below, these and 
other problems have caused real escalation rates of 5-6 percent per year for French reactors 
in the 1983-1991 period (EDF 1993) — a far cry from the 1-1.5 percent assumed in official 
projections (DIGEC 1986). 

Social cost of liability insurance limits 

A further regulatory factor with potentially significant impacts on O&M costs is the future 
treatment of accident liability insurance. Both in Europe and in the U.S., legal limits have 
been placed on the amount of liability coverage required for nuclear plants. The level of 

41 Personal Communication with Mycle Schneider, World Information Service on Energy (WISE), 36, rue 
de la Butte aux Cailles, 75013 Paris, France. In the U.S., such replacements have resulted in similar repair 
costs of about $100 million per reactor (Harding 1984a). 
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these liability ceilings are politically contested, as reflected in the 1988 amendment of the 
Price-Anderson Act in the U.S., which raised this limit fifteen fold to 7.8 billion dollars.42 

The basic problem in trying to internalize nuclear accident risks through insurance is that 
insurance is a system designed to compensate victims for damages that have occurred. 
Nuclear accident risks confront the insurance system with its conceptual limits. As 
discussed in Section G, worst-case accidents can cause trillion dollar damages. Only a 
minuscule portion of this damage potential is insurable through the regular liability 
insurance market. The rationale for current liability limits is to make it possible for nuclear 
reactor operators to obtain private insurance. Risks beyond the reach of private insurance 
must be treated as a subsidy (see below) or as an externality (Section G). 

Some regulatory agencies43 acknowledge that liability insurance limits are a government 
subsidy. Only recently have estimates appeared that assign a monetary value to this 
subsidy. Dubin and Rothwell (1989) use data on commercial liability insurance costs for 
low-cost accidents and damage cost assessments of reactor core destruction accidents by 
the U.S. NRC to establish the low and high end of a probability density function that 
shows the probability of accidents as a function of damages. The form of this function for 
accidents with intermediate damages is then derived through interpolation. The total 
probability density function is then integrated over the range of damages and associated 
probabilities to calculate the expected value of damages per reactor-year. Next, 
conventional underwriting rules are used to develop an estimate of the cost of insurance for 
this probability density function. 

Dubin and Rothwell find for the U.S. Price-Anderson act that it represented a subsidy of 
about $60 million (in 1985 dollars) per reactor-year until 1988, when liability limits were 
$560 million, and about $22 million after the 1988 amendment of the act which increased 
the liability limit per accident to $7.8 billion. Expressed per kWh of nuclear electricity, the 
current (post-amendment) U.S. subsidy is about 0.4 cVkWh, or 0.8 Pf/kWh.44 

These subsidy estimates are necessarily only approximate, since they depend on uncertain 
inputs such as the probability density function for accidents of different costs and 
probabilities. However, the input data chosen for the above calculations for the U.S. are 
very conservative. Both the probability and the damage for worst-case accidents is 
assumed to be several orders of magnitude lower than suggested by more recent analyses 
(see Section G).45 

4 2 Coverage for this substantially higher limit is obtained through a self-insurance scheme among utilities 
that operate nuclear plants. 

4 3 See, e.g., the discussion in NRC (1983). 

4 4 Assuming a 1000 MW reactor and an average capacity factor of 60 percent 

4 5 The calculations by Dubin and Rothwell are based on very conservative damage estimates for a worst-
case accident, as provided by the now outdated WASH-1400 report (NRC 1975). According to that report, 
worst-case damage would be only $ 10 billion (in 1985 dollars), and the probability of such an event would 
be only 0.8xl0"7. A subsequent study (NRC 1987) put worst-case damages at up to $24 billion and found 
event sequences leading to radioactive releases comparable or larger than those in the Chernobyl accident 
(Harding 1989). The cost of the Chernobyl accident, in turn, appears to be one to two orders of magnitude 
larger than the revised NRC worst case estimate (see Section F below). 
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Liability limits in Europe were lower to begin with than those set in the original Price-
Anderson act.46 For example, in the FRG, the insurance requirement limit was originally 
set at half a billion DM . In France, the equivalent figure is 600 million FF (about 180 
million DM). In Great Britain, the government is liable for damage to third parties 
exceeding 20 million £ per incident (about 60 million DM).47 

Unlike in the case of the U.S., where liability limits were increased more than tenfold in 
1988, no such order-of-magnitude corrections to Europe's liability limits have been 
undertaken. On the contrary, a 1988 British bill proposed new and additional 
compensation in the event of unforeseen costs. However, the European public may 
eventually follow the U.S. example and demand the internalization of higher levels of 
accident insurance into reactor cost balance sheets. Discussions to raise the liability limit to 
10 billion DM are under way in the FRG (Pelzer 1991). 

Alternative assumptions 

Our alternative calculations of O&M costs are shown in Table A. 10.10.4. For our IPSEP 
low case, we assume that real operating costs (including backfitting) escalate at 2.5%/yr. 
In addition, we assume the need for one major repair/backfitting investment costing 150 
million DM, which occurs in year ten. As a result, levelized operating costs over the 
projected 25 year life are 33 percent higher than those used by VDEW. The increase in the 
levelized O&M cost per kWh is 42 percent, since higher repair costs are associated with 
lower availabilities. It should be noted that our estimate still implies a far better economic 
performance by new German reactors compared to existing reactors in the U.S. 

In the IPSEP high case, O&M costs escalate at a 3.5%/yr rate. In addition, two major (150 
million DM) repairs are incurred, one in year seven, and one in year twelve. As a result, 
levelized O&M costs rise by slighdy less than 50 percent relative to die VDEW calculation, 
and per kWh costs go up 65 percent More importandy, by year 20, annual real O&M 
costs have risen more than twofold, to a level that makes it cheaper to operate a new coal 
plant As a result, the economic life of the plant is assumed to be only 20 years. 

Additionally, we add in both cases a correction for the liability insurance subsidy. For the 
FRG, the current insurance level is comparable to the pre-1988 figure in the U.S. Given 
that probabilities for major accidents have been found to comparable in the U.S. and the 
FRG (see Section G), the U.S. subsidy estimate by Dubin and Rothwell roughly applies to 
the FRG as well.48 To reflect the inherent uncertainties in estimating the insurance 
subsidy, we use half the value in our low case, and the full value in our high case. 
Normalized to a 1258 MW reactor, this assumption translates into range of DM 50-
100/kW-year. 

46 See NEA (1991) for a summary of liability limits. 
47 Up to a total of £ 200 million, and on a discretionary basis for costs above £ 200 million OJK House 
of Commons Energy Committee 1990a). 
48 Assuming again a comparable probability density function in France and Great Britain, the insurance 
subsidy is even greater in these countries. 
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Table A.10.10.4: Estimates of fixed 

Escalation O&M costs 
Reactor life 
Availability 

Levelized cost 

Cost per kWh produced 
Index 

Cost per kWh in last yr of operation 
Index 

operating, maintenance, 

%/yr 
years 

% 

DM/kW 

Pf/kWh 

Pf/kWh 

VDEW 

0.3% 
20 

80% 

O&M 
costs 

DM/kW 

123 

1.7 
1.38 

1.2 
0.99 

and major repair costs for 

Normalized 
VDEW case 

0.3% 
30 

80% 

O&M 
costs 

DM/kW 

89 

1.3 
1.00 

1.3 
1.00 

O&M 
costs 

DM/kW 

HI 

new PWRs built in Germany (1989 DM) 

IPSEP 
Low 

2.5% 
25 

74.4% 

Major 
repairs 
DM/kW 

7 

Total 
costs 

DM/kW 

118 

1.8 
1.42 

2.5 
1.99 

O&M 
costs 

DM/kW 

116 

IPSEP 
High 

35% 
20 

71.8% 

Major 
repairs 
DM/kW 

16 

Total 
costs 

DM/kW 

132 

2.1 
1.65 

3.2 
2.53 

(1) VDEW figures from VDEW (1987), adjusted to 1989 prices, and escalated at 0.5%/yr for shift in commissioning date. 
(2) Normalized VDEW calculations based on 30 year rather than 20 year reactor life and 5% real discount rate rather than 7.5%. 
(3) IPSEP "low" based on 2.5%/yr real escalation and one major repair with real cost of 150 million DM(89). Discount rate is 5% real. 
(4) IPSEP "high" based on 3.5%/yr real escalation and two major repairs in year seven and in year twelve. 
(5) Change in availability factors as discussed in Section B. 



7. Fuel cycle costs 

VDEW assumptions 

In the VDEW estimate, fuel cycle costs amount to 22 percent of total busbar costs, or 2.7 
Pf/kWh when levelized.49 Of these costs, 42 percent is for the back-end. 

Front-end fuel cycle costs. 58 percent of this cost is from the front end of the fuel cycle 
(fuel, conversion, enrichment, manufacture of the fuel element). This front-end cost is 
based on a price of US$26/lb (1984 dollars) for natural uranium and a 0.5% real fuel price 
escalation rate. For all other components of fuel cycle costs, the real price escalation is 
zero. The cost of fuel element manufacture is 600 DM/kg. 

Back-end fuel cycle costs. Charges for reprocessing are DM 2527/kg of spent fuel, while 
those for transport, intermediate storage, and final storage are DM 1573/kg. After removal 
of the fuel element, processing occurs within eight years and final storage within 28 years. 
Final storage is estimated to cost DM 332/kg. 

Discussion 

Front-end fuel cycle costs. As pointed out in Section I below, significant real uranium 
price increases would only be expected if an aggressive nuclear power program were 
pursued worldwide (NEA 1989). The VDEW front-end costs imply that no such campaign 
would occur. This implicit assumption is in good qualitative agreement with most nuclear 
capacity forecasts.50 Indeed, real uranium prices have remained lower than projected 
during the 1980s. 

At the same time, front-end fuel cycle costs are routinely understated in official and 
industry documents. In particular, subsidies for the separation and enrichment stage, due 
to national interests in the military aspects of nuclear technology, are not taken into account 
These subsidies increase the true societal cost of nuclear fuels by a factor of two or more in 
the case of the U.S.51 

VDEW's assumptions also ignore the potential feedback effect of higher nuclear power 
costs on the cost of isotope separation, and die lower than anticipated capacity factors of 
enrichment facilities that are oversized in view of downwardly revised reactor projections. 
In the long-term (by 2020 or thereafter), new laser technologies for isotope separation 
could cut costs for enrichment by half, but this prospect is of limited significance for the 
investment decisions covered in our analysis. 

4 9 Payments for spent fuel expenses extend up to 28 years past the year of core removal. 

5 0 For a comparison of recent forecasts by major industry and intergovernmental sources, see US 
DOE/EIA (1990). 

5 1 M. Rieber, University of Arizona, Department of Mining and Geological Engineering, personal 
communication, 1991. 
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Back-end fuel cycle costs. Historically, back-end costs have included reprocessing. 
Reprocessing was considered cost-effective on account of extending fuel resources, and 
was pursued to provide fuel for future fast breeder reactors (closed fuel cycle). Final waste 
storage costs were typically expressed as a (10-20 percent) fraction of the cost of 
reprocessing. 

Closed fuel cycle back-end costs have experienced dramatic cost escalation, even larger 
than that for reactor capital and operating costs (see e.g. Traube 1984, Franke and Viefhues 
1983, Oko-Institut 1984, Harding 1984b, Finon 1989, MacKerron 1991, and Section C 
below). For example, early FRG estimates put the cost of a 1400 t/yr reprocessing plant to 
be built in Gorleben at DM 1.5-2 billion in 1975 DM. Later plans reduced the capacity to 
one quarter while cost estimates nine years later had reached the DM 10-12 billion level in 
1984 DM (Traube 1984). This was equivalent to a sixteen fold increase in real terms over 
the 1975 estimate. Further escalation occurred until the project was abandoned in 1989. 

This capital cost escalation is mirrored in reprocessing cost estimates including final 
storage. They increased (in 1982 DM) from DM 250/kg in 1971 to DM 2900/kg in 1982 
(Hansen 1983). These figures were still based on optimistic capital costs and capacity 
factors. With more realistic assumptions, Franke & Viefhues (1983) calculated that the 
costs of reprocessing and waste disposal could be as high as 10,000 DM/kg in 1982 DM 
(Oko-Institut 1984). By the mid-1980s, representatives of the German reprocessing 
company DWK estimated costs to be 5,000 DM/kg in 1984 DM (Traube 1984). 

Similarly, early U.S. cost studies of the mid-1970s projected that final disposal and 
reprocessing would cost no more than about $35/kg. Between 1973 and 1979, U.S. costs 
for spent fuel reprocessing increased at a phenomenal rate of 27 percent above inflation 
(Harding 1984b). Reprocessing has since been discouraged, and no new estimates of 
future costs are published. 

The same trends apply to France (see Section C below) and Great Britain. The back-end 
costs for the British Magnox reactors have reached 3.7 Pf/kWh (in 1989 DM using 1989 
exchange rates; see also Section F). Private investors considering the proposed sale of 
British reactors found that in addition to large reactor decommissioning costs, they would 
face major liabilities in decommissioning the fuel cycle facilities of British Nuclear Fuels 
and in paying for all fuel cycle service obligations mat needed to be settled before public 
sector operation could cease. These costs were estimated at about £3.7 billion in 1989 
prices, or about DM 9 billion (MacKerron 1991). 

As shown by Traube (1984), reprocessing is not cost-effective compared to direct waste 
fuel conditioning and storage, though die latter alternative has itself undergone steep 
escalation. Estimates by German DWK representatives for direct storage ranged from 500 
to 2,000 DM/kg in 1984, less than the highly optimistic reprocessing cost assumed by 
VDEW, and much less than the more realistic figures of 5,000-10,000 DM/kg quoted 
above. Direct storage waste conditioning and other costs would be lower even after 
expected substantial cost escalation occurs. 

Finally, emerging data on the cost of decommissioning reactors indicate that the 
decommissioning costs for reprocessing facilities have been grossly underestimated. This 
bias is further compounded by the above-mentioned practice of using overly optimistic or 
risky assumptions for the financial yield of decommissioning funds. 
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Final waste storage 

The dramatic rises in the cost of final waste storage were already noted in the discussion of 
cost trends for decommissioning. By the early 1980s, U.S. estimates for waste disposal 
alone had reached $300-3200/kg in 1982 dollars, a 10- to 100-fold increase over earlier 
estimates (Harding 1984b). Estimates by the German DWK indicated costs of 500-2000 
DM/kg in 1984. Oko-Institut (1984) estimates that a more realistic figure is 5,000-10,000 
DM/kg. When these costs are compared with die above-quoted VDEW figure of DM 
332/kg, it appears that die utility estimate is unrealistically low. 

Alternative assumptions 

Front-end fuel cycle costs. In our low case, the front-end costs are 25 percent below those 
assumed by VDEW, to account for favorable uranium prices and productivity gains in fuel 
element manufacturing. In the high case, we use the VDEW assumptions to capture a less 
favorable development Both estimates apply to scenarios in which worldwide nuclear 
capacity additions are limited to the levels discussed in Section I. 

Back-end fuel cycle costs. For both the low and the high case, we assume direct storage 
rather than reprocessing. In the low case, levelized costs are about 25 percent lower than 
those calculated by VDEW for the reprocessing alternative. In the high case, we assume 
that direct storage costs are high enough to match the reprocessing costs predicted by 
VDEW. 

8. Results: total busbar costs 

Table A.10.10.5a and 5b show how the above parameter choices affect the calculated cost 
of nuclear power. To make the differences between our cost assessment and official 
industry figures more transparent, we first present in Table A. 10.10.5a corrections to the 
VDEW figures that concern cost accounting and calculation methods only. In a second step 
(Table A. 10.10.5b), we show how costs change with our alternative assessments of future 
cost and performance parameters. 

Corrections of accounting and calculation methods 

In Table A. 10.10.5a we show what happens if VDEW's interest rate and cost and 
performance parameters are retained throughout, but corrections are made for die following 
three items: 

— use of a proper yield for decommissioning funds; 

— inclusion of liability insurance subsidies as a cost; and 

— inclusion of the modularity penalty. 
The first column in the table shows the VDEW assumptions. Our result is in good 
agreement with the actual VDEW estimate.52 In the second column, we show the corrected 
figure, using only our low estimate of the insurance subsidy for the moment The most 
important result of this calculation can be stated as follows: 

52 VDEW calculates a total of 12.5 Pf/kWh, as compared to our 11.6 Pf/kWh estimate. 
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• If one corrects only for omitted insurance and modularity costs and 
faulty decommissioning yields, VDEW's busbar costs increase by 17 
percent (maximum capacity factor). 

The change in decommissioning yields alone increases total investment costs by about 3 
percent Of the remaining busbar cost correction, about half stems from the liability 
insurance subsidy and half is the result of the modularity penalty. 

Normalized busbar costs and sensitivity analysis 

In Table A. 10.10.5b we now show normalized busbar costs that are based on the uniform 
5% real discount rate used in our study. Our calculations in this table are designed to make 
our nuclear cost figures direcdy comparable to the cost figures for the other electricity 
options analyzed in our report (see Appendices A. 10.6-9). 

In the first column, labeled "VDEW corrected/normalized," we recreate an optimistic case 
that is the equivalent of VDEW's corrected calculations within our universe of lower 
discount rates. We also base our calculations on economic rather than accounting lives. 
Furthermore, we use lower fuel costs and an optimistic 30 year life in this stylized 
reproduction of the VDEW case. 

For this normalized VDEW case, the cost of delivered electricity is 8.9 Pf/kWh (maximum 
capacity factor). The modularity penalty adds 0.6 Pf/kWh. Environmental externalities 
beyond the small fraction acknowledged in our liability insurance estimate are excluded 
from these figures (see Section G). The normalized VDEW figure is now about 30 percent 
lower than the corrected VDEW figure shown in Table A. 10.10.5a. 

Our low case, at 11-12 Pf/kWh, still represents an optimistic estimate. For one, it is based 
on lower fuel cycle costs than the VDEW figures in Table A. 10.10.5a. At the same time, 
we take a more cautious perspective on first costs, decommissioning costs, O&M cost 
escalation, and reactor performance and useful life. 

The high case, with a cost of about 17-18 Pf/kWh, is almost twice as high as our 
normalized VDEW figure. This result shows how much worse nuclear economics could 
get if reactors built in the future should suffer from the same problems experienced with 
present reactors — declining long-term performance and continuing cost escalation. 
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Table A.10.10.5a: Official costs of electricity from new German PWRs 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

Total Electric Capacity (MWe) 
Economic life (Years) 
Construction Lead Time (Years) 

Capacity Facte* 
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 

Equivalent Availability 
ELCC(MW) 
Heat Rate (kWh heat in/kWb elect out) 

Efficiency 
FIXED COSTS 
Capital Recovery Factor (7.5% real discount rate) 

1990 overnight capita] cost (1989 DM/kW) 

Safety improvemts/ordering rate/site cost adjustment (%) 
Capital cost escalation rate (%/yr) 
Overnight Capital Cost in year of 1st operation (DM/kW) 

Capital Cost Including Interest (DM/kW) 
Overnight decommissioning cost (fraction of investment) 
NPV Decommissioning cost (DM/kW) 

Startup, Inventory, Land (DM/kW) 
Subtotal capital costs 
Annualized Capital Cost (DM/kW/yr) 

Levelized fixed O&M (DM/kW/yr) 

Insurance subsidy (DM/kW/yr) 

Capability Ratio 
Reserve Margin Cost (DM/kW/yr) 

Total Fixed Costs (DM/kW/yr) 
Total Fixed Costs (PfA Wh) 

LEVELIZED VARIABLE COSTS 

Incremental O&M (Pf/kWh elect.) 
Front-end fuel cycle (Pf/kWh.e) 

Back-end fuel cycle (Pf/kWh.e) 

Total fuel cycle cost (Pf/kWh e) 
Total Variable Costs (Pf/kWh) 

T&D loss adjustment 
DELIVERED COST (PT/kWh) 

Fixed 

Variable 

Modularity penalty 
Total w.o. modularity penalty 

Total w. modularity penalty 

Total @ max. capacity factor 

Total 9 max. capacity factor Incl. modul.pen. 

VDEW 

1258 

20 

6 

65% 

3.0% 
80% 

1185 
2.99 

33.4% 

0.098 

3593 
0% 

0% 

3593 
4337 
8% 

72 
120 

4529 

444 

123 

not accounted for 

1.061 
6.5 

573 
10.1 

0.10 

1.6 

1.1 

2.6 
2.7 

1.06 

10.7 
2.9 

not accounted for 
13.6 
n/o 

11.6 
n/a 

VDEW 
Corrected 

1258 
20 
6 

65% 
3.0% 
80% 

1185 
2.99 

33.4% 

0.098 

3593 
0% 
0% 

3593 

4337 
8% 

326 
120 

4783 

469 

123 

50 

1.061 

6.5 

648 
11.4 

0.10 

1.6 

I.I 

2.6 
2.7 

1.06 

12.1 

2.9 

;./ 
15.0 
16.1 

12.7 
13.6 

(1) All costs in 1989 DM for plants commissioned in first decade of next century. 
(2) Yield of decommissioning fund is 7.5% in VDEW estimate, 2% in VDEW corrected estimate. 
(3) Discount rale is 7.5% for VDEW case. 
(4) Back-end fuel cycle costs for VDEW case assume reprocessing. 
(5) Modularity penalty is 500 DM/kW. 
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Table A.10.10.5b: Costs of electricity from new German PWRs, normalized 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Total Electric Capacity (MWe) 
Economic life (Years) 
Construction Lead Time (Years) 
Capacity Factor 
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 
Equivalent Availability 
ELCC(MW) 
Heat Rate (kWh heat in/kWh elect, out) 
Efficiency 
FIXED COSTS 
Capital Recovery Factor (5% real discount rate) 

1990 overnight capital cost (1989 DM/kW) 
Safety improvemts/ordering rate/site cost adjustment {%) 
Capital cost escalation rate (%/yr) 
Overnight Capital Cost in year of 1st operation (DM/kW) 
Capita] Cost Including Interest (DM/kW) 
Overnight decommissioning cost (fraction of investment) 
NPV Decommissioning cost (DM/kW) 
Startup, inventory, Land (DM/kW) 
Subtotal capital costs 
Annualized Capital Cost (DM/kW/yr) 

Levelized fixed O&M (DM/kW/yr) 
Insurance subsidy (DM/kW/yr) 

Capability Ratio 
Reserve Margin Cost (DM/kW/yr) 

Total Fixed Costs (DM/kW/yr) 
Total Fixed Costs (Pf/kWh) 

LEVELIZED VARIABLE COSTS 
Incremental O&M (Pf/kWh elect.) 
Front-end fuel cycle (Pf/kWh.e) 
Back-end fuel cycle (Pf/kWh.e) 
Total fuel cycle cost (Pf/kWh e) 
Total Variable Costs (Pf/kWh) 

T&D loss adjustment 
DELIVERED COST (Pf/kWh) 

Fixed 
Variable 

Modularity penalty at 65% CF 
Total w.o. modularity penalty 

Total w. modularity penalty 

Total @ max. capacity factor 
Total ® max. capacity factor bid. modul.pen. 

VDEW 
Normalized 

1258 
30 
6 

65% 
10.0% 
80.0% 
1033 
2.93 

34.1% 

0.065 

3593 
0% 
0% 
3593 
4073 
8% 
216 
120 

4409 
287 

89 
50 

1.217 
16.6 

442 
7.8 

0.10 
1.2 
0.8 
2.0 
2.1 

1.06 

8.2 
2.2 
0.7 
10.5 
11.1 

8.9 
9.5 

comparison 

IPSEP 
Low 

1258 
25 
7 

65% 
10.0% 
74.4% 
1033 
2.93 

34.1% 

0.071 

3593 
7.5% 
0% 
3862 
4492 
16% 
637 
132 

5262 
373 

118 
50 

1.217 
16.6 

558 
9.8 

0.10 
1.2 
0.8 
2.0 
2.1 

1.06 

10.4 
2.2 

as 
12.6 
13.4 

1L3 
12.0 

IPSEP 
Hi* 

1258 
20 
8 

65% 
15.0% 
71.8% 
938 
2.93 

34.1% 

0.080 

3593 
15% 
0% 
4131 
4931 
30% 
1927 
145 

7003 
562 

132 
100 

1.342 
24.7 

819 
14.4 

0.20 
1.6 
1.1 
2.7 
2.9 

1.06 

15.2 
3.1 
0.9 
183 
19.2 

16.9 
17.7 

(1) All costs in 1989 DM for plants commissioned in the first decade of the next century. 
(2) Yield of decommissioning fund is 2% in VDEW normalized, I % in IPSEP low, and 0% in IPSEP high. 
(3) Discount rate is 5% in all cases. 
(4) Modularity penalty is 500 DM/kW. 
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C. NUCLEAR COSTS IN FRANCE 

According to official documents, the success of the French nuclear industry appears to be 
unparalleled in the world. A combination of expeditious construction, government-backed 
financing, modest local opposition to nuclear technology, complete central government 
control over the nuclear industry, and a steady ordering pace seem to have spared the 
country the cost traumas experienced elsewhere. Moreover, it is claimed, France realized 
macroeconomic gains by improving its balance of trade and by realizing significant 
electricity exports. 

In the context of the present study, we are primarily interested in the effective cost of future 
nuclear reactor investments, not just in France, but anywhere in Europe. Given this focus, 
the following questions are of interest: 

— How real is the French success at nuclear reactor cost control? 

— Are the claimed macroeconomic benefits of its nuclear program real, and 
if so, are they unique to that program? 

— Does the French experience indicate that low-cost nuclear power could 
be widely realized outside France, as implied in the reactor cost 
assessments published by VDEW for the FRG? 

— To what extent could the French institutional and management approach 
be transferred to other countries? 

In other words, the French case study is particularly important in revealing the systemic 
costs and benefits of a comprehensive nuclear strategy, since it is the only country that has 
implemented such a strategy. 

1. Unique aspects of the French nuclear program 

France has only limited coal reserves, and it never succeeded in becoming a major force in 
the international post-war oil business. To gain an economically advantageous and secure 
energy supply, France under de Gaulle set out to create the nuclear equivalent of U.S. and 
British oil companies. By the early 1970s, France had made nuclear energy the backbone 
of its energy and industrial strategy. To gain energy independence, a goal was set to create 
a fully closed domestic fuel cycle from uranium mining to enrichment, and from 
reprocessing to breeder reactors. And with the choice of "all nuclear" followed the choice 
of "all electric" — the maximum possible replacement of direct fuels with electricity at the 
point of end-use (Debeir et al. 1986). 

As a result of this national commitment, France's nuclear program has benefited from a 
number of technical, institutional, and organizational factors that were not present in other 
countries. Several analyses describe these unique features (Lucas 1979, Criqui et al. 1983, 
Debeir et al. 1986, Finon 1989) and their impact on French nuclear costs (Martin 1984, 
Harding 1984a,b, Nectoux 1990). These features include the following: 
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Concentration on two basic, standardized designs for reactors early 
on,53 using an American PWR design as a model that had been tested 
for a number of years already. This avoided costly redesigns and 
allowed greater learning curve benefits; 

Less strict and elaborate safety regulations (Martin 1984, Harding 
1984a, b). French reactors benefit from lighter and therefore cheaper 
containment structures,54 low redundancies in water reservoirs and 
security systems,55 and norms for allowable radioactive effluent 
concentrations from nuclear facilities (other than tritium) that are ten 
times higher than in Germany. To the extent that safety equipment was 
expanded and upgraded in new reactors, these improvements were not 
backfitted to existing reactors as in the U.S. and elsewhere. Cost-
intensive protection against seismic events was omitted, partly as a 
matter of the general safety philosophy, partly by building on "non-
problematical" sites with low seismic risks; 

Costing of nuclear plants based on a reference plant consisting of four 
standard reactors on a "non-problematical" site. Multiple reactor 
construction on a single site reduces the capital costs per reactor; 

A steady ordering pace of up to five to six nuclear reactors per year, 
assuring at least until the early 1980s, the maximum utilization of 
manufacturing capacity;56 

Convoy construction of multiple units per site, providing opportunities 
to stagger or combine overlapping workloads among units (the so-called 
convoy or rhythm effect). Partly as a result of this effect, construction 
times in the late 1970s were held to about 60-66 months; 

Centralized administration of all aspects of the nuclear program through 
two state-run agencies, the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) 
and the nationally owned utility Electricity de France (EDF). The 
French Atomic Energy Agency (CEA) is simultaneously responsible for 
civil and military nuclear activities, including nuclear research and 
development and nuclear plant safety standards. It owns 50 percent of 
the nation's single reactor manufacturer Framatome, and 100 percent of 
Cogema, a subsidiary that conducts all nuclear fuel cycle activities. 
EDF has responsibility for all the reactor projects in the country. This 

53 The 900 MW and 1300 MW P-4 reactors, followed by the 1450 MW N-4 reactors. 

54 The minimum standard for French containment buildings is 40-55 cm, compared to 180 cm in the 
FRG. 

55 Only one water reservoir and a dual safety system is used in French reactors, compared to four reservoirs 
and four systems in FRG reactors. 

56 The high and steady ordering pace that the French program aimed for was achieved only for three years, 
but was an important premise of all planning. 
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concentrates experience with a large number of projects in one 
organization, rather than scattering it among a number of utilities; 

• A highly concentrated electro-mechanical industry. Since 1977, the 
EDF has had only one private reactor builder (Framatome) and one 
turbo-generator supplier (Alsthom-Adantique). These companies were 
assured of the entire national market, which was sustaining five reactors 
per year during the late 1970s. Cost savings of an estimated fifteen 
percent were realized from series production of boilers and turbo
generators (Martin 1984); 

• Tight coordination and cost-cutting subsidiary arrangements among 
French heavy industry firms. For example, Framatome has been owned 
50-70 percent by the former French steel-maker Creusot-Loire and is 
said to have benefited from preferential price and delivery treatment 
(Harding 1984a); 

• Unparalleled government financial support in the form of credit 
guarantees for EDF, giving it practically unlimited access to the capital 
markets, and similar financial support given to CEA through a combined 
civil and military budget; 

• A highly centralized political decision-making process within the French 
government, reinforced by the predominance of graduates from 
France's elite technical universities in all high administrative posts; 

• 77ie legal power of EDF to site plants itself, without the need for 
agreement by local governments or licensing proceedings in which 
intervenors could challenge its plans. By focusing its projects on the 
best sites, site preparation costs were kept to a minimum; 

• No public regulatory proceedings in which the costs, environmental 
impacts, and safety questions of individual reactor projects are open to 
examination by independent bodies or the public; and 

• No established pattern of parliamentary review of energy policy in 
general, and of the nuclear program in particular. Since 1973, the 
French parliament held only two debates on nuclear policies, but 
approved major budgets for the country's nuclear activities every 
year.57 

These program features explain why nuclear power costs have been lower in France than in 
other countries. Perhaps most decisive were the centralized decision-making structures that 
insulated the program from public review; the strategy of concentrating the nuclear 
manufacturing industry sufficiendy to achieve economies of scale from series production; 
and the effective utilization of this capacity through a steady ordering pace. 

To create a viable nuclear and electromechanical industry sector, it was determined that a 
minimum of four reactor orders per year needed to be available to a reactor firm if it was to 

57 The parliamentary debates were in 1981 and 1989. The 1989 review dealt with important policies for 
the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle and the breeder option, but only 25 members of parliament showed 
up. The weak role of parliamentary review in the French political system is evident from this anecdote. 
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be profitable. The French market was estimated to be 5-6 reactors per year. In order to 
accommodate additional orders from hoped-for exports, the total capacity of the French 
nuclear enterprise was designed for 8 reactors per year. 

To prime the nuclear manufacturing enterprise, EDF ordered 32 reactors in 1974-75 to be 
built over the next eight years. Government plans projected similar ordering rates 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s. A central condition for the French success at nuclear cost 
containment was this ordering of large numbers of reactors from an enterprise that had been 
structured for the single purpose of delivering these reactors. 

From here, it is relatively straightforward to assess whether the French strategy at cost 
containment will be viable in the future. Indeed, some empirical evidence on this question 
became available already during the early 1980s. As pointed out by Harding (1984a, 
1984b) and also concluded by Martin (1984), the same conditions that made the program's 
low projected busbar costs possible in the 1970s had, by the early 1980s, begun to 
undermine it. Below, we expand on an analysis of these factors as presented by Harding 
(1984a, 1984b). Other reviews of cost data are found in Nectoux (1990). We complement 
these reviews with various original French sources, and then develop stylized cost 
calculations similar to those for the German reactors. 

2. Overview of cost escalation dynamics 

As their colleagues in other countries, French nuclear planners had assumed a doubling of 
electricity demand every decade. France has not been spared from the fallacy of such 
demand projections. Despite massive promotion of electricity in thermal end-uses like 
space and process heat, French electricity demand growth underwent the same slow-down 
that was experienced in most OECD countries, even though electricity growth has been 
maintained at higher levels. Nor did the international market for nuclear exports (either in 
the form of reactors or in the form of electricity generated in France) develop as projected. 

These two market developments are the primary forces that are undermining the French 
program's heralded cost containment capabilities. In addition, narrowly technical and 
safety problems emerged during the 1980s that are preventing French reactors from 
achieving the low costs and high availabilities predicted during the 1970s. Finally, the 
French over reliance on huge reactors in building up its electricity system has aggravated 
overcapacity problems while undermining system reliability (see Section D below). Taken 
together, these unforeseen developments and shortcomings have created opportunity costs 
for the French economy that appear larger than any macroeconomic and competitiveness 
benefits the French nuclear program might have brought 

Below, we summarize specific aspects of each major dynamic in terms of its impacts on the 
busbar cost of electricity from French reactors. The macroeconomic and other systemic 
aspects of the French nuclear program are analyzed in Sections D and E. 

3. Cost impacts of market contraction 

Excess capacity 

As early as 1983, the French long term energy planning group responsible for the national 
plan (Groupe Longue Terme or GLT) found that the nation could manage without new 
reactors until 1992 even if electricity demand should grow by about 5 %/yr - three times 
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the 1980-83 growth rate. The planning group identified the industrial strategy constraint of 
maintaining manufacturing capacity as die only reason for not interrupting nuclear ordering 
altogether (GLT 1983). France's electricity system reserve margin has grown from 26.9 
percent in 1976 to 44 percent in 1988. 

In 1989, the so-called Rouvillois report, written by a team of CEA experts for the Ministry 
of Industry, acknowledged an excess of 7 to 9 reactors (Guillaume et al. 1989). It 
concluded that for the period until 2000, there is no real need for new capacity at all. One 
could add that the adoption of least-cost planning would decimate what growth of electricity 
demand is conventionally expected, thus extending the period of sufficient existing capacity 
further into the future (see Part 3 A, Chapter II. 10). 

Cost implications. The cost implications of excess capacity are well-known. Capital is tied 
up in unproductive assets, and the average load factor declines, making each kWh more 
expensive than it would be otherwise (see also Section D). 

Loss of the rhythm effect 

Beginning with the reduction of ordering rates in the early 1980s, the rhythm effect was 
lost. Under the weight of growing overcapacity, EDFs ordering rate was dropped to one 
plant per year at the end of 1985, as recommended by the Groupe Longue Terme in 1983. 
At the time, EDF portrayed the problem as transitory, with higher ordering rates to resume 
again in later years. As it turned out, EDF has not even been able to sustain a rate of one 
order per year. Since January 1987, only one order has been placed, and only one further 
order is underway for 1993 or later. 

Export markets do not offer the hoped-for relief. Whereas one reactor export per year had 
been expected, only eight reactors were sold in the 1970-1989 period, and the French 
industry succeeded in participating in only a handful of joint ventures. 

Net electricity exports have reached more than 50 TWh or about 12 percent of total French 
production, equivalent to the output of eight 900 MW reactors. Some further expansion of 
exports might be possible through long-term contracts with Germany, but the terms for 
these exports, and particularly the expansion of French spot-market sales at short-run 
marginal cost, are being widely criticized as a form of dumping.58 

For the 1990s and beyond, optimistic official projections assume an electricity demand 
growth of 2.5%/year for the next two decades —just enough to justify the resumption of a 
one reactor per year ordering pace in 1994 (DIGEC 1990). In DIGEC's 1993 assessment, 
the ordering rate was dropped to one reactor every 18 months (DIGEC 1993). Still less 
optimistic growth forecasts,59 and/or the combined consideration of supply-side and 

58 Though die European Commission denies any charges of predatory pricing, it appears to be 
substantiated by experts inside France itself. The Rouvillois report (Guillaume et al. 1989) commissioned 
by the French government concluded that the export of electricity at slightly below 20 centimes/kWh did 
not cover the hang-run marginal costs of new reactors. 
59 1985-2010 demand projections of about 2.0%/yr are quoted in the review by US DOE/EIA (1990). 
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demand-side options under least-cost planning principles, would result in even lower 
electricity growth or negative growth, and thus lower ordering rates. 

The most important potential longer-term market for nuclear reactors thus is likely to be in 
replacing existing units. Given about 50 large existing reactors, and assuming a 25 year 
life, an average replacement pace of two units per year could be realized. The boom and 
bust cycle of ordering rates during the 1970s and 1980s would have to be smoothed out by 
undertaking various life extension measures for some of the older reactors. 

However, each replacement decision brings into full view the problem of decommissioning 
costs and waste storage, and raises the fundamental question of whether France should 
continue its monolithic reliance on nuclear power at all. Given the economic problems 
oudined below, it is quite likely that a significant portion, and perhaps the majority, of 
French reactors will be replaced by non-nuclear supply options and demand-side 
investments. An ordering rate of one reactor per year must therefore be considered an 
optimistic upper limit for die indefinite future. 

Cost implications. In response to EDF proposals in 1982 for a reduced ordering rate of 
only two units per year, Framatome introduced a cost-escalation clause making reactor 
costs dependent on the number of orders received annually. For a rate of two orders per 
year, it sought a 20-40 percent price increase. If only one unit per year should be ordered, 
the price would be higher still.60 

By comparison, the cost effects that are acknowledged in the official "reference cost" 
calculations appear small. The Ministry of Industry's 1984 report (DIGEC 1984) gives a 
cost premium of 5% for dropping the ordering rate from 2 units per year to one, and a 
further premium of 7.5% for building two units per site instead of four. The combined 
escalation is only about 13 percent. DIGEC (1986) suggests even smaller combined effects 
of only 9 percent for building only one new N4 reactor on sites for two. In DIGEC's 1993 
assessment, only one ordering rate is specified (one reactor every 18 months), and no 
indication is given for the impact of lower average or more intermittent orders. 

Stretched-out construction periods 

In an attempt to preserve as much of the rhythm effect as possible, EDF and Framatome 
agreed as early as 1983 to stretch out nuclear construction periods by up to one additional 
year. Construction periods were lengthened to more than six years for the reactors built 
during the mid-1980s. 

For the later, 1300 MW and 1400 MW N-4 and P-reactors built since the 1980s, official 
cost calculations are based on 72 months of construction time, but building them has been 
taking longer as well. Again, excess capacity is a key factor. A seven-year construction 
period is now typical for these larger units. 

60 Statement by EDF officials (Nucleonics Week , April 21, 1983, as quoted in Harding 1984a). 
Certainly, such claims by manufacturers involve a certain amount of posturing, since lower demand 
increases competitive pressures and thus tends to counteract cost hikes. 
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This problem highlights an important systemic shortcoming of Gigawatt-scale power 
technologies: they cannot be deployed as fast as technical factors alone seem to suggest. 
EDF's policy of smoothing was caused by the mismatch between power station scale and 
uncertainty of demand growth. In effect, EDF had to give up hard-won efficiency gains in 
field construction for the sake of the overriding systemic requirements of Gigawatt-scale. 

Cost implications. The smoothing of the pace of ordering and reactor completion may 
avoid some of the economic impact of a low and intermittent ordering pace, but creates new 
cost penalties of its own. According to EDF, increases in construction time could add 20 
percent to reactor costs in the form of additional interest payments and capital cost 
escalation.61 

Inflexible industry structures 

In a rapidly shrinking market, the same concentration of the reactor manufacturing business 
into one company that proved advantageous when orders were frequent turns into a 
handicap. Unlike its German or U.S. nuclear manufacturer counterparts, who had major 
non-nuclear production lines, Framatome supplied only reactors. The downturn in nuclear 
orders had correspondingly more serious consequences for the firm and its subcontractors. 
Faced with the prospect of a sudden fall of construction business after the remaining plant 
orders from the early- to mid-1980s will have been completed, Framatome has engaged in 
an accelerated plan of diversification into reactor maintenance and into joint-ventures with 
foreign firms, notably KWU of Germany. 

Cost implications An important potential cost implication of such restructuring is higher 
supplier costs. For example, Framatome was one of the largest customers of its former 
parent corporation and steel maker Creusot-Loire. The failure of that company in 1984 as a 
result of the shake-out in the European steel industry may have diminished access to the 
preferential conditions and low prices previously enjoyed by Framatome. 

A second possible implication is the so-called last plant syndrome. In the US, utilities 
building their last reactor with no new orders in sight have experienced higher capital costs 
than other utilities. A plausible explanation for this effect is that construction crews 
deliberately reduce productivity as they see the end of their work, and of their industry, in 
sight.62 

Pending loss of cross-subsidies from the military budget 

With the failure of the nuclear breeder program and the end of the cold war, the strategic 
raison d'etre of the CEA is called into question (Guillaume et al. 1989), and with it the 
large CEA budgets and the massive R&D and fuel cycle subsidies that flowed from that 
budget into the civil nuclear industry. 

61 Statement by then EDF construction director Remy Carle, (Nucleonics Week, October 13, 1983, as 
quoted in Harding 1984a). 
62 See C. Komanoff: "Nuclear Crews Stretch Work, Up Costs," in The Wall Street Journal, March 19, 
1984. 
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4. Cost impacts of technological developments 

While official publications by the Ministry of Industry (DIGEC) continue to find low and 
stable nuclear costs, EDF's own internal assessments are far less sanguine. In a memo to 
the administrative council of the company (EDF 1993), EDF staff describe the situation as 
follows: 

"The simple statement of observed developments during the last few years 
gives cause for concern: persistent loss of reactor availability, [...], 
escalation of operating and maintenance costs, longer construction lead 
times. Among other things, the developments under way suggest a certain 
degree of uncertainty regarding future investment costs, as well as other 
risks concerning the completion of the nuclear program and the back end of 
the fuel cycle, that require the acceptance of nuclear power by the public." 

In its internal memo, EDF staff further estimates that the worrisome litany of technical 
problems could cause unforeseen expenses of as much as 10 billion FF between 1993 and 
2000. 

Below, we discuss the various developments in greater detail. 

Outdated reference plants 

The official French "reference cost" estimates are based on a prototypical four-reactor 
reference plant on a "non-problematical" site. But as pointed out by EDF itself,63 the 
theoretical conditions of the French reference plant have become increasingly irrelevant. 
"Non-problematical" sites free of seismic risks and with sufficient access to cooling water 
along the coast or along inland rivers have become scarce or unavailable (Pin 1988). 
Problems such as these increase site construction costs and site preparation times. 

The scarcity of low-cost sites is illustrated by recent incidents in which dry summer 
weather caused shut-downs and cooling tower damage due to low river flows. During the 
summer of 1989, 1-3 GW of capacity was lost on account of drought-related low river 
flows (Matha and Beny 1989). This incident illustrates that even existing reactors are not 
always located on non-problematical sites. 

Underestimated capital cost escalation rates 

Despite its massive efforts at creating economies of scale in nuclear reactor manufacturing, 
France has not escaped the phenomenon of capital cost escalation. What it did achieve was 
to keep that capital cost escalation to significantly lower levels than that seen in other 
countries. Capital cost escalation was significant for the 900 MW reactors, which form the 
backbone of the French nuclear program. For the larger reactors of the 1300 MW P4 and 
1400 MW N-4 series, official cost estimates indicate capital cost reductions in real terms 

63 Statement by Georges Moynet, then-deputy director of EDFs Budget and Planning Department, 
(Nucleonics Week, December 1,1983 as quoted in Harding 1984a). 
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relative to the 900 MW series. However, these gains offset only some of the cost 
escalation experienced with die 900 MW units. 

Projections of nuclear power costs had been based on low real capital escalation rates 
(3%/yr for 1976-1984), and half that rate was assumed for subsequent projects (NEA 
1983, Harding 1984a). However, successive revisions of estimates for nuclear plant 
construction costs by EDF and the Ministry of Industry (overnight costs excluding site 
management, pre-operating costs, decommissioning, or interest during construction) 
indicate higher escalation rates: 

— Expressed in 1980 francs, EDF capital cost estimates for new 900 MW 
plants rose from 2450 FF/kW in 1974 to 3440/kW in 1980 (EDF 1983). 

— For a 1300 MW P-4 reactor ordered in 1983 or 1984 and completed in 
1992, the estimated cost was 4557 FF/kW in 1982 francs (GLT 
1983).64 Two years later, estimated construction costs for the same 
type of plant and commissioning date were 5362 FF/kW in 1984 francs 
(DIGEC 1984). Again two years later, the new estimate was 5970 
FF/kW for a plant being put in operation in 1994 (DIGEC 1986). 

— For a larger, 1400 MW N-4 reactor to be commissioned in the year 
2000, construction costs are given as 6372 FF/kW in 1988 francs 
(DIGEC 1990). For the 1450 MW N-4 reactor, DIGEC (1993) 
indicates a construction cost of 6630 FF/kW in 1993 francs. 

The escalation rates in real terms can be derived from compilations published by the CEA 
(1990) that combine estimates for the 900 MW reactors with those from the larger 1300 
MW reactors for the entire 1974-1986 period. Normalized to an eight percent discount 
rate,65 these cost estimates show an increase in the (constant, 1986 FF) capital cost 
component of nuclear electricity from 6.3 c/kWh in 1974 to 12.4 c/kWh in 1984, and 11.8 
c/kWh in 1986.66 The overall 87 percent real increase between 1974 and 1986 is 
equivalent to an average real escalation rate of 5.4%/yr. For the 1974-1984 period, the rate 
is 7.0%/yr. 

The 1986 estimates show that the real costs of the 1300 MW P-4 units have dropped 
slighdy relative to the 1984 estimate (by about 5 percent after adjusting for discount rate 
conventions). Similarly, the DIGEC estimate of construction costs for the 1450 MW N-4 
reactor is about eight percent lower in real terms than the cost of the 1400 MW N-4 units. 

64 Based on three orders per year and commissioning in 1992. The total cost of the reference plant was 
5877 FF/kW, including 24% for interest during construction, 3.9% for site preparation, a 7% contractor fee, 
and a 1% net present value provision for Stage II decommissioning (Martin 1984, GLT 1983). 

65 We corrected the data given in CEA (1990) for the changing discount rates used in the estimates for the 
three years (10% until 1977,9% until 1984, and 8% thereafter). For example, the apparent real capital cost 
of 13.5 c/kWh from the 1984 DIGEC study is calculated with a 9% discount rate. Applying the ratio of die 
capital recovery factor for an 8% versus a 9% interest rate (25 year life) yields 12.4 c/kWh. This figure is 
now direcdy comparable with 1986 and later estimates. 

66 In the 1986 DIGEC estimate, a range (10.6-11.8 c/kWh) is given for capital costs for the first time to 
account for the influence of the ordering rate. Given the dim prospects for high future ordering rates, we 
ignore the lower value of die estimated range. 
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These lower real costs suggest that significant learning effects have been realized. 
Nevertheless, these larger reactors are still almost twice as expensive to build as the early 
900 MW units in the 1970s. 

Nor do these cost gains from moving toward larger reactors constitute a technological trend 
that is likely to persist. For example, upward pressures on reactor costs would result if 
public acceptance of nuclear power should decline in France as feared by EDF, and reactor 
safety requirements should rise. In EDF's own above-quoted internal assessment, the 
investment costs for future reactors are now cinsidered uncertain. 

Incorrectly estimated decommissioning costs 

In all of the above figures, decommissioning costs play only a minimal role. The reason 
for this is again the unjustifiable use of the discount rate (a high 8 percent) as the yield for 
the decommissioning fund. This reduces the net present value of decommissioning to 
about four percent of the overnight cost of reactor dismantling. 

Furthermore, DIGEC's estimates cling to the assumption that overnight decommissioning 
costs are 15 percent of investment costs — a notion that is incompatible with international 
experience (see Section B), and that has been severely criticized by the Cour des Comptes, 
France's national government accounting office responsible for auditing government-
owned enterprises such as EDF (Cour des Comptes 1990): 

"The ancient estimates of decommissioning costs provided fifteen years ago 
by the PEON commission, and the absence of experimental data, make it 
difficult to have confidence that the cost of future reactor dismantling will be 
limited to predicted levels." 

The result is that in DIGEC's estimates, decommissioning costs account for only about 
three percent of busbar costs. 

Table A.10.10.6 shows die net present value of decommissioning costs changes if a correct 
treatment of the discounting issue and more reasonable assumptions about dismanding 
costs are introduced. The basic assumptions are the same as those for decommissioning in 
the FRG (see Table A.10.10.1 above). Just the correction of the discounting procedure 
increases costs by a factor of ten. With realistic cost assumptions added in (dismanding 
costs rising to 25-50 percent of reactor investment costs),67 net present value costs become 
30 to 90 times higher than those calculated by DIGEC. As shown further below, these 
corrections have a significant impact on French cost estimates. 

67 DIGEC (1993) defends its assumption of 15 percent of investment costs by pointing to the fact that 
mis figure of about 1500 FF/kW is really 24 percent of construction cost, and even 50 percent of first costs 
when set in relation to just the nuclear components of the overall power plant. These arguments cannot 
distract from the fact that an overnight cost of 1500 FF/kW is only about $300/kW, compared to U.S. 
experience of up to four times this figure (see Section B). DIGEC's assumption continues to be at odds 
with a prudent assessment of overnight decommissioning costs. 
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Table A.10.10.6: Decommissioning costs for new French reactors 

Decomm. escalation rate (%/yr) 
After-tax yield of decomm. fund (%/yr) 
Discount rate (%/yr) 
Reactor life (years) 

Beginning of decommissioning 
Completion of decommissioning 

Overnight decomm. cost, 1st oper. year (89 FF/kW) 
Overnight decomm. cost (year of completion) 
Total investment (year of completion) 
Net present value (89 FF,lst yr of oper.) 

Index NPV decomm. cost 
Ratio NPV/overnight cost 

Official estimate 
(DIGEC) 

0% 
8% 
8% 
25 

2035 
2044 

1349 
1349 
1954 
69 

1.0 
0.04 

DIGEC 
corrected 

0% 
2% 
8% 
25 

2035 
2044 

1349 
1349 
1954 
838 

12.1 
0.43 

DIGEC 
Corrected/ 
normalized 

0% 
2% 
5% 
30 

2040 
2049 

1349 
1349 
1697 
661 

10 
0.39 

IPSEP 
low 

0% 
1% 
5% 
25 

2035 
2044 

2475 
2475 
3113 
2038 

29 
0.65 

IPSEP 
high 

0% 
0% 
5% 
20 

2030 
2039 

4950 
4950 
6226 
6266 

91 
1.01 

(1) Decommissioning cost includes an annual cost of DM 2 million for site operation after plant shut-down. 
(2) Reproduction of DIGEC (1986,1990,1993) estimates is stylized. 
(3) Corrected/normalized version of DIGEC calculation assumes 30 year reactor life instead of 25 year life. 
(4) IPSEP low/high includes same 10-year cool-off period after reactor shut-down as the DIGEC schedule. 
(5) Total investment in year of completion includes escalation and interest during dismantling (see Appendix A. 10.4). 



Lower-than-expected equivalent availabilities 

The high projected equivalent availability factors on which DIGEC cost estimates are based 
are not being consistendy achieved in the French program. Even before 1983, when 
significant nuclear capacity began to be operated in a load following mode, the average 
capacity factor of French nuclear reactors was only 60 percent (see Table A.10.10.2 
above). The 900 MW P-4 reactors reached projected equivalent-availability levels of 80 
percent only for a brief period starting in 1984 (see Table A.10.10.2 above), but have 
fallen again since 1987 to settle in the neighborhood of 72-74 percent. 

This decline is at least partially caused by aging-related problems in the 900 MW units, 
problems that must be anticipated to hold down their performance in the future. Already, 
various corrosion, embritdement, and other safety problems (see below) are necessitating 
extensive repairs. Furthermore, 24 units are scheduled for steam generator replacements. 
This repair wdl again mean major outages (see Section B above). 

Problems are also being encountered in the steam generators of the recendy built 1300 MW 
P-4 reactors, which achieved an average availability of only 62 percent during the 1980s 
(US DOE/EIA 1990), and have hovered around 70-71 percent in the 1991-92 period. In its 
1990 "reference cost" study, DIGEC (1990) cautiously states that the long-term 
performance of die 1300 MW reactors cannot yet be assessed on a solid empirical basis. 

These sub-par performances, in turn, make it difficult to implement routine reactor 
maintenance as scheduled, leading to greater outages during winter peaks than planned (see 
Section D). 

Higher than expected operating and maintenance costs 

The French operating cost estimates have turned out to be too optimistic as well. Data 
given in CEA (1990) indicate a significant rise in real (constant 1986 francs) costs, from 
2.7 c/kWh in 1974 to 4.6 c/kWh in 1984, and 3.9 c/kWh in 1986, indicating escalation 
rates of 5.5%/yr for the 1974-1984 period, and of 3.1 %/yr for the 1974-1986 period. As 
with construction costs, a real decline in O&M costs is assumed for the P-4 reactors relative 
to earlier models (1986 versus 1984 estimates). These assumptions turned out to be far too 
optimistic (see below), and an upward trend has been reinstated in most recent estimates. 
DIGEC's 1993 estimate for N-4 reactors arrives at a figure of 6.0 c/kWh in 1993 FF, 
equivalent to 5.1 c/kW in 1986 francs. This latest estimate also assumes a 1.5 %/yr real 
escalation rate for O&M costs. 

These cost estimates appear to be optimistically low, as suggested not only by escalation 
experience in the U.S. but by recent French assessments as well (Mercier 1987, Tanguy 
1990, EDF 1990, EDF 1993). Notably, official cost estimates do not fully account for 
rapidly rising costs for interim replacements, particularly those of steam generators and 
pipes, the greater costs and down-time associated with the so-called ten-year revisions of 
reactors, and the regulation-induced backfitting costs that may be demanded of EDF 
because of its deteriorating safety record (Tanguy 1990). 

Steam generators had already proven troublesome in the early 1980s and are a major cost 
item. For example, in 1982, steam generator repairs and the need for unbudgeted control 
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rod drive tubes increased the O&M costs of affected 900 MW plants by 2 c/kWh and added 
1.5 billion FF to the losses of EDF.68 As of 1991, EDF has started a program to replace 
the steam generators in 24 of its 34 900 MW units. The cost in the first unit was 600 
million FF. The estimate for the average repair is 300 million FF. 

Meanwhile, a new major problem of cracking has arisen in the reactor vessel heads. The 
phenomenon, which was first discovered in 1991, extends to both 900 MW and 1300 MW 
reactors, and occurs at the penetrations for control rods or instrumentation nozzles. 
Inspection for cracks can add as much as a week to scheduled maintenance periods, and die 
repair, which involves high radiation doses, is time-consuming as well as expensive. The 
first repair cost 600 million FF, comparable to the cost of replacing steam generators. 

Also, reactor operating temperatures have been lowered to slow down the propagation of 
cracks. This means economic costs due to a loss of power output. The cracking problem 
is so severe as to have prompted replacement of the entire vessel head in six reactors. Only 
a limited number of reactors had been inspected at the time of this writing, and more repairs 
can be expected to arise. 

These rising O&M costs are not acknowledged in DIGEC's official cost estimates, but they 
are recognized in EDFs internal memos (EDF 1990, EDF 1993). According to the utility's 
internal assessments, the O&M costs of 900 MW reactors have grown by 5.4%/yr in real 
terms between 1983 and 1991, and by 6.1%/yr for the newer 1300 MW reactors — the 
very period in which DIGEC (1986, 1990) optimistically lowered levelized O&M costs 
relative to its earlier calculations. 

When just the maintenance component of O&M costs is considered, the real escalation was 
10.7%/yr between 1980 and 1989 for the 900 MW units — from about FF60/kW to about 
FF150/kW. Longer scheduled maintenance periods, the ten-year inspection cycle, and the 
need for extensive work on steam generators are an important element in this steep 
escalation. 

EDPs analysts also suggest that it is quite possible that a 3%/yr escalation rate will become 
the rule, and that this higher level of costs will be further augmented by declining reactor 
availabilities. In the company's internal assessment, the economic implications could be 
ominous: 

"[...] The cost advantage of nuclear power over electricity from coal could 
thus be reduced by 45 percent" 

Here, it should be noted that the claimed cost advantage over coal plants is already open to 
debate. If there was no cost advantage to begin with, rising O&M costs would mean 
growing disadvantages. 

To illustrate how O&M costs might evolve for new reactors built in France, Table 
A. 10.10.7 shows levelized O&M costs based on official and more plausible revised 

68 Nucleonics Week, February 10,1983, as quoted in Harding 1984a 
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Table A.10.10.7: Estimates of total 

Escalation O&M costs 
Reactor life 
Availability 

Levelized cost 

Cost per kWh produced 
Index 

Cost per kWh in last yr of operation 
Index 

operating, maintenance, and 

%/yr 
years 

% 

FF/kW 

cF/kWh 

cF/kWh 

DIGEC 

1.5% 
25 

76.5% 

O&M 
costs 

FF/kW 

289 

4.3 
0.84 

6.1 
0.97 

major repair costs for new 

Normalized 
DIGEC 

1.5% 
30 

80.0% 

O&M 
costs 

FF/kW 

358 

5.1 
1.00 

6.3 
1.00 

O&M 
costs 

FF/kW 

388 

PWRs built 

IPSEP 
Low 

2.5% 
25 

74.4% 

Major 
repairs 
FF/kW 

20 

in France (1989 FF). 

Total 
costs 

FF/kW 

408 

6.2 
1.22 

8.7 
1.37 

O&M 
costs 

FF/kW 

404 

IPSEP 
High 

3.5% 
20 

71.8% 

Major 
repairs 
FF/kW 

49 

Total 
costs 

FF/kW 

452 

7.2 
1.40 

10.8 
1.71 

(1) DIGEC O&M costs from DIGEC (1986,1993), adjusted to 1989 prices. 
(2) Normalized official calculations based on 30-year life and 1.5%/yr real escalation during plant life, 80 percent availability. 
(3) IPSEP "low" based on 2.5%/yr real escalation and one major repair with cost of 500 million FF. Discount rate is 5% real. 
(4) IPSEP "high" based on 3.5%/yr real escalation and two major repairs in year seven and in year twelve. 
(5) Change in availability factors as discussed in Section B. 



assumptions about escalation. The escalation rates and the timing for major repairs are the 
same as in Table A. 10.10.4 in Section B above, with a cost of FF 500 million per repair. 

Negative side effects of reactor standardization 

While potentially saving large amounts of capital costs and avoiding other negative aspects 
of an excessive number of reactor designs, standardization can slow innovation, spread 
inadvertent design defects, and may inhibit application of safety policies because 
simultaneous shutdowns of many units could be involved. 

It is difficult to assess to what extent these problems are affecting the cost balance in 
France's nuclear program. However, a number of safety-related problems that are 
pervasive in France's reactors were acknowledged in an internal EDF report on nuclear 
plant safety conditions (the so-called Tanguy report).69 It identified not only the already 
mentioned endemic problems of corrosion in steam generators, but also failures of reactor 
control rods, and insulation defects in hundreds of km of cables that affected many plants at 
once. The down-side of standardization is illustrated by the need for the above-mentioned 
massive steam generator replacements, and by the new vessel head cracking problem, 
which extends across both the 900 MW and the 1300 MW reactor lines. 

Greater reactor safety demands by the French public 

EDF's Tanguy report on French reactor safety shook the public's confidence in the safety 
of nuclear plants. The report warned that the probability for a catastrophic, worst-case core 
destruction accident in France (brought on by the rupture of steam generator pipes and the 
loss of reactor cooling water) was of the order of several percent over die period of the next 
decade (see also Section G below). 

Partly as a result of the Tanguy safety assessment, the French National Assembly moved in 
1990 to become more involved in the nation's energy policy. Among other things, it 
deliberated the creation of a separate nuclear safety organization. Unlike existing entities, 
this agency would be independent of the central government and might have veto power 
over construction permits or operating licenses. This discussion of reform indicates that 
France's reactor builders may be forced to comply with stricter safety standards in the 
future. This greater internalization of risks would likely lead to additional costs. 

Higher than projected fuel cycle costs 

Official projections of fuel cycle costs are summarized in CEA (1990). In 1986 francs, 
they rose from 3.2 c/kWh in 1974 to 7.1 c/kWh in 1982, and to 7.2 c/kWh in 1984. They 
then fell to 5.7-6.1 c/kWh in the 1986 "reference cost" study. In DIGEC's 1993 
assessment, levelized front-end costs are 3.2-5.0 c/kWh, based on constant uranium oxide 
prices over time of 20 $/lb (low case) and 30 $/lb (high case, 1993 $ or FF). Reprocessing 
contributes 0.55 c/kWh. Final waste storage is to cost 1750 FF/kg, or 1.49 c/kWh on a 
discounted, levelized basis. Total fuel cycle costs are 5.3 c/kWh (1993 francs). 

69 See Nuclear Engineering International, April 1990, p.3, and Tanguy (1990). 
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The decline in costs between the 1984 and 1986 estimates is partially explained by lower 
international prices for long-term uranium supply contracts, a reprieve brought on by 
declining nuclear programmes in the U.S. and other OECD countries. However, roughly 
half of fuel cycle costs are incurred during the stages of enrichment, reprocessing and 
waste storage.70 The cost of these capital-intensive operations depend on die same type of 
technological and capacity utilization factors that shape the economics of reactors. 

Back-end costs: reprocessing 

For these capital-intensive fuel cycle stages, official projections implicitly assume high 
(design) capacity factors and technological improvements that lead to cost decreases. For 
example COGEMA projects a decline in reprocessing costs by 30-40 percent in real terms 
in the mid-1990s, when the new UP3 unit at La Hague will be fully operational. 
Productivity increases are also projected for fuel fabrication and for fuel enrichment. 

These projections are based, in part, on prices charged by COGEMA and other fuel cycle 
suppliers. However, in all estimates of fuel cycle costs there is some question as to 
whether the prices charged for products and services fully reflect societal costs. A key 
issue here is the cross-subsidy of civil nuclear operations by the military budget, which 
may involve an excessive allocation of sunk capital costs to military operations. 

In deriving per unit costs for fuel cycle plants, conventional capacity factor assumptions 
used in industrial projects (in excess of 80 percent) have often turned out to be overly 
optimistic. For example, the capacity factor of the internationally owned Eurodif 
enrichment plant is estimated to be little more than 50%. France's share in the plant was 
designed to supply one hundred French 900 MW reactors, or 90 GW. A little more than 
half that capacity (52.6 GW) existed in France in 1989, and it is clear that the French 
reactor park will never reach the projected size. 

Similarly, the failure of the ambitious French breeder reactor program has rendered the 
rationale for France's reprocessing capacity superfluous. But unlike other countries, 
France has continued to cling to the reprocessing option, a policy that has been criticized as 
doctrinaire by the Rouvillois report (Guillaume et al. 1989). The expansion of the La 
Hague facility was licensed in 1981, while France's ambitious breeder reactor program was 
still considered viable. A new 800 t/yr plant (UP-3) was completed in 1990, and the 
original UP-2 facility of 400 t/yr capacity is being doubled in size. With changed 
circumstances, foreign contracts and the introduction of mixed uranium/plutonium (MOX) 
fuel elements in conventional reactors provide only limited and/or possibly temporary relief 
for the lost reprocessing demand. The production of MOX fuel has been found to be 
economically senseless in view of cheaper conventional fuel and direct storage options 
(Finon 1989). 

70 In DIGEC's 1984 estimate, uranium and conversion costs accounted for 43 percent of total fuel cycle 
costs. The other stages accounted for 57 percent of total fuel cycle costs (after taking an 8 percent credit for 
reprocessed fuel). The share of enrichment was 27 percent, that of fuel element manufacturing 11 percent, 
and that of reprocessing 27 percent Later estimates increased the share of reprocessing costs and lowered 
the fuel credit 
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Official reprocessing costs are subject to considerable skepticism not only because of the 
capacity issue, but also because of the history of cost escalations and cost uncertainties 
surrounding this technology. The UP-3 plant was initially estimated to cost 20 billion FF 
in 1979, but designers were asked to reduce these costs to the 11 billion figure in a simpler 
facility. The plant was finally completed in 1990 at a cost of about 30 billion FF (about 9.1 
billion DM). The expansion of the UP-2 plant from 400 to 800 t/yr, which is still under 
way, is estimated to double this figure to 60 billion FF.71 

These huge capital cost escalations are reflected in rising estimates and charges for 
reprocessing services. On an output basis, official French estimates for light water fuel 
reprocessing costs have risen tenfold between 1972 and 1982, from 693 FF/kg to 6,930 
FF/kg in 1986 FF.72 Independent estimates (Finon 1982) that still assumed very optimistic 
capacity factors in excess of 80 percent put the figure at up to 10,000 FF/kg for Cogema's 
UP-3 project — more than 25 times the 1972 EDF estimate for reprocessing costs. For 
reprocessing fast breeder fuel, estimates have risen in a similarly dramatic fashion, from 
5,100 FF/kg in 1975 to 26,000-50,000 FF/kg (in 1982 prices, see Finon 1989). 

Decommissioning costs for reprocessing facilities 

A further cost that is only now coming into broader view is the decommissioning cost for 
the reprocessing facilities themselves. After conducting a first formal study on the subject, 
Cogema has had to double its decommissioning fund to 600 million FF.73 Experience with 
decommissioning costs for reactors suggests that this figure could rise many times again, 
offsetting plausible cost and efficiency gains in chemical plant technology. As die report of 
France's government accounting office states (Cour des Comptes 1990): 

"The same [outdated estimates and absence of experimental data make it 
difficult to have confidence in] calculations of the costs of reprocessing, of 
the transformation and storage of nuclear wastes, and of the value of 
recuperated uranium and plutonium." 

The uncertainties surrounding reprocessing costs suggest that recent contract prices in the 
neighborhood of 7000-8000 FF/kg could well go up, rather than decline, as assumed in 
recent DIGEC calculations. Certainly, these prices are significandy lower than those that 
had been projected for the German reprocessing plant (see Section B). Even if the prices 
charged by COGEMA should remain stable or decline, these prices may not reflect the full 
societal cost of reprocessing, including green field decommissioning. It is this full societal 
cost that is of relevance for our busbar cost comparisons. 

71 Personal communication with Mycle Schneider, World Information Service on Energy (WISE), 4, rue 
du Buot, 75013 Paris, France. On a per-capacily basis, (he total figure of 60 billion FF (18 billion DM) is 
roughly in line with the cost estimate of DM 10 billion for the smaller (now abandoned) German 350 t/yr 
reprocessing project (see Traube 1984 and Section B above). 

72 Based on DIGEC and other official documents as compiled in Finon (1989). 

73 Personal communication with Mycle Schneider, World Information Service on Energy (WISE). 
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Costs of waste storage 

DIGEC's assumption of 1750 FF/kg for wastes produced by reprocessing plants is 
equivalent to about 500 DM/kg or $300/kg. Comparison with the U.S. and FRG estimates 
reviewed in section B above shows that these values constitute the lowest values in a very 
wide uncertainty range. Regulatory standards and siting problems could gready affect 
costs, and so could discounting conventions. DIGEC's estimates are thus highly 
optimistic. Significandy higher costs might apply. 

5. Recalculation of delivered electricity costs 

In Tables A.10.10.8a and 8b, we show calculations of French nuclear power costs under 
various assumptions, including normalized costs that can be directiy compared to our 
calculations for German reactors above. We first reproduce, in stylized fashion, the official 
cost projections of DIGEC (1993) for a 1450 MW N-4 reactor going into service in the 
year 2003, based on DIGEC's own assumptions: an overnight construction cost of 6630 
FF/kW in 1993 francs, an 8 percent discount rate, and a 76.5 percent equivalent availability 
(Table A. 10.10.8a). In its most recent report, DIGEC has increased the assumption for die 
economic life of the reactor from 25 to 30 years, and this assumption is adopted here as 
well. 

Our stylized reproduction of the DIGEC calculation yields a busbar cost of 22.8 c/kWh in 
1989 francs. This is equivalent to 25.8 c/kWh in 1993 francs and can be compared to 
DIGEC's own figure of 24.1 c/kWh. If one excludes the distribution losses from our 
calculation, the results agree within 1 percent. 

In its 1993 report, DIGEC for the first time analyzes fossil cogeneration plants for 
comparison with nuclear reactors. It acknowledges that based on its own estimates, 
cogeneration plants with good heat loads are significandy more economical than reactors. 
This significant finding applies even before any corrections or adjustments have been 
made. 

Corrected DIGEC case 

As in our German analysis in Section B above, we now correct this calculation only in the 
discounting procedure used for decommissioning costs, and only add the liability insurance 
subsidy and modularity penalty.74 Table A. 10.10.8a shows that this correction results in a 
roughly 20 percent increase in the cost of nuclear power, from 22.8 c/kWh in our stylized 
reproduction of the DIGEC calculation to 27.7 c/kWh. 

— The net present value of decommissioning rises twelvefold, and 
increases total costs by about five percent. 

— The liability insurance subsidy adds another roughly 9 percent 

— The modularity penalty adds another 6 percent. 

7 4 Because of the large system operated by EDF, we reduce the modularity penalty for French reactors by 
40 percent relative to German reactors, to 1000 FF/kW. 
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Table A.lO.lO.80: Costs of electridty from new French PWRs 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Total Electric Capacity (MWe) 
Lifetime (Years) 
Construction Lead Time (Years) 
Capacity Factor 
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 
Equivalent Availability 
ELCC(MW) 
Heat Rate (kWh heat in/kWh elect, out) 
Efficiency 
FIXED COSTS 
Capital Recovery Factor (8% real discount rate) 

Ordering rate (reactors/yr) 

Overnight Construction Cost (1989 FF/kW) 
Safety improvements/ordering rate/site cost adjustment (%) 

Capital cost escalation during construction (%/yr) 
Adjd. overnight cost incl. escalation and overhead (FF/kW) 
Capital Cost Incl. Interest (FF/kW) 
Overnight decommg. cost as fraction of investment cost (%) 

NPV Decommissioning cost (FF/kW) 
Startup, Inventory, Land (FF/kW) 
Annualized Capital Cost (FF/kW/yr) 

Capability Ratio 
Reserve Margin Cost (FF/kW/yr) 

Levelized fixed O&M (FF/kW/yr) 
Insurance subsidy (FF/kW/yr) 

Total Fixed Costs (FF/kW/yr) 

Total Fixed Costs (c/kWh) 

VARIABLE COSTS 
Front-end costs (c/kWh) 
Back-end costs (reprocessing iocl. credit, waste storage, c/kWh) 
Total fuel cycle cost (c/kWh) 

Variable O&M (c/kWh) 

Total Variable Costs (c/kWh) 

T&D loss adjustment 
DELIVERED COST 

Modularity penalty @ ave capacity factor 

Fixed plus variable (e/kWh) 
Total incl. modularity penalty 

(1989Pf/kWh) 
Total @ max. capacity factor (e/kWh) 
Total @ max. CF bid. moduL penalty 

(1989 Pf/kWh) 

DIGEC 

1450 
30 
6 

65% 
15.0% 
76.5% 
1052 
2.92 

34.2% 

0.089 

0.7 

5847 
0% 

1% 

7902 
8727 
15% 

69 
266 
805 

1.379 
27.1 

289 
not accounted for 

1120.6 

19.7 

3.0 
1.8 

4.8 

0.0 

4.8 

1.06 

not accounted for 
2S.9 
a/a 

7.9 
22.8 
n/a 
6.9 

DIGEC 
Corrected 

14S0 
30 
6 

65% 
15.0% 
76.5% 
1052 
2.92 

34.2% 

0.089 
0.7 

5847 
0% 

1% 

7902 
8727 
15% 

838 

266 
873 

1379 
27.1 

289 
140 

1328.9 

23.3 

3.0 
1.8 

4.8 

0.0 

4.8 

1.06 

1.8 
29.8 
31.7 
9.6 

26.1 

27.7 
8.4 

(1) All French costs in 1989 FF. Exchange rate is 3.3 FF/DM. Data for DIGEC as reported in 
DIGEC (1993). Reactor assumed to be commissioned in 2000-2010 or after. 
(2) Adjusted overnight costs include overhead and other pre-operation costs (other than interest during 
construction) of 29 percent (DIGEC 1993). 
(3) DIGEC return on decommissioning funds corrected to 2%/yr, see Table A10.10.6. 
(4) DIGEC case corrected for liability insurance subsidy of $60 millionAeactor-yr. 
(5) Modularity penalty is 1000 FF/kW or 303 DM/kW (see Appendix A 10.4). 
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Table A.10.1O8b: Normalized casts of electridty from new French PWRs 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Total Electric Capacity (MWe) 
Lifetime (Years) 
Construction Lead Time (Years) 
Capadty Factor 
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 
Equivalent Availability 
ELCC(MW) 
Heat Rate (kWh heat in/kWh elect, out) 

Efficiency 
FIXED COSTS 
Capital Recovery Factor 
Ordering rate (reactors/yr) 

Overnight Construction Cost (1989 FF/kW) 
Safety improvements/ordering rate/site cost adjustment (%) 
Capital cost escalation during construction (%/yr) 
Adjd. overnight cost incl. escalation and overhead (FF/kW) 
Capital Cost Incl. Interest (FF/kW) 
Overnight decommg. cost as fraction of investment cost (%) 
NPV Decommissioning cost (FF/kW) 

Startup, Inventory, Land (FF/kW) 
Annualized Capital Cost (FF/kW/yr) 

Capability Ratio 
Reserve Margin Cost (FF/kW/yr) 

Levelized fixed O&M (FF/kW/yr) 
Insurance subsidy (FF/kW/yr) 

Total Fixed Costs (FF/kW/yr) 
Total Fixed Costs (e/kWh) 

VARIABLE COSTS 
Front-end costs (c/kWh) 
Back-end costs (reprocessing ind. credit, waste storage, c/kWh) 
Total fuel cycle cost (c/kWh) 
Variable O&M (c/kWh) 
Total Variable Costs (c/kWh) 

T&D loss adjustment 
DELIVERED COST 

Modularity penalty @ ave capacity factor 
Fixed plus variable (c/kWh) 

Total ind. modularity penalty 
(1989PfikWh) 

Total @ max. capacity factor (c/kWh) 
Total @ max. CF ind. tnoduL penalty 

(1989 PfikWh) 

DIGEC 
Normalized 

1450 
30 
6 

65% 
10.0% 
80.0% 
1168 
2.92 

34.2% 

0.055 
0.7 

5847 
0% 
0% 
7542 
8550 
15% 
661 

269 
617 

1.242 
18.2 

340 
140 

1115 
19.6 

3.0 
1.8 

4.8 
0.3 
5.1 

1.06 

1.4 
26.1 
27.5 
83 

22a 
234 
7.1 

IPSEP 
Low 

1450 
25 
7 

65% 
10.0% 
74.4% 
1168 
2.92 

34.2% 

0.071 
<0.S 

5847 
10.0% 

0% 
8127 
9453 
25% 
2038 
290 
836 

1.242 
18.2 

387 
140 

1381 
243 

3.0 
2.5 
5.5 
03 
5.8 

1.06 

1.5 
31.9 
33.4 
10.1 
28.6 
30.0 
9.1 

IPSEP 

High 

1450 
20 
8 

65% 
15.0% 
71.8% 
1052 
2.92 

34.2% 

0.080 
<0.5 

5847 
75% 
0% 
8419 
10049 
48% 
6266 
300 
1333 

1.379 
27.1 

430 
280 

2070 
36A 

4.5 
3.5 
8.0 
0.4 
8.4 

1.06 

1.8 
47.4 
49.2 
153 
43.7 
45.4 
13.7 

(1) All French costs in 1989 FF. Exchange rate is 3.3 FF/DM. Data for DIGEC as reported in 
DIGEC (1993). Reactor assumed to be commissioned in 2000-2010 or after. 
(2) Adjusted overnight costs include overhead and other pre-operation costs (other than interest during 
construction) of 29 percent (DIGEC 1993). 
(3) Decommissioning costs and return on decommissioning funds as shown in Table A.10.10.6. 
(4) Total O&M costs as shown in Table A. 10.10.7, with 5% shown here as variable O&M, 95% as fixed. 
(5) Modularity penalty is 1000 FF/kW or 303 DM/kW (see Appendix A. 10.4). 
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Our corrected calculation can be compared to the estimates by DIGEC (1993) for coal and 
gas plants. After eliminating distribution losses from our figure, the corrected nuclear 
electricity cost is 26.1 c/kWh. We now compare this busbar cost figure with the DIGEC 
(1993) low estimates for electricity from new power plants based on coal (25.5 c/kWh in 
1989 francs) or gas (26.0 c/kWh in 1989 francs). It becomes evident that our accounting 
corrections eliminate the computed cost advantage of French nuclear plants over fossil 
plants even before more realistic cost and performance parameters are introduced.75 

Corrected/normalized DIGEC case and IPSEP estimates 

We next normalize the corrected DIGEC case to our five percent discount rate. Consistent 
with our treatment of other technologies (see Appendix A. 10.4), we also set the cost 
escalation rate during construction to 0%/yr. Capital cost adjustments are made in lump 
form. Table A. 10.8b shows that the corrected and normalized official cost is 23.3 c/kWh 
(1989 francs), slightly higher than the unadjusted DIGEC estimate. Including DIGEC's 
assumed range for uranium fuel prices, our result translates into about 23-25 c/kWh. 

We then proceed to calculate two alternative sensitivity cases intended to bracket the range 
of plausible low and high busbar costs, based on the following more realistic parameter 
assumptions: 

— We increase overnight construction costs by 10 percent in our low case, 
and by 15 percent in our high case. These adjustments are to account 
for the cost of meeting higher reactor safety standards, for growing site-
related costs, and for the impact of low and inconsistent ordering rates 
(of less than one reactor per year to one reactor every several years); 

— Because of the inherent tendency of nuclear programs to create 
overcapacity (see below), we assume that construction periods will 
continue to be stretched beyond their logistic minimum, from a seven 
year construction period in the low case, to an eight year period in the 
high case; 

— We increase the overnight cost of decommissioning to the more realistic 
values shown in Table A. 10.10.6, which correspond to about 25 and 48 
percent of investment costs (see also the discussion of international 
experience in Section B); 

— To better reflect real operating experience and the risk of premature 
deterioration of reactor performance due to aging, we assume only a 74 
percent equivalent availability in our low case, and only a 72 percent 
average in our high case (see Section B). It should be noted that both of 
these figures are still higher than actual performance of existing French 
reactors as observed in recent years; 

— Levelized O&M costs are increased as shown in Table A. 10.10.7 
above, to reflect the unexpected repair costs for steam generator, vessel 

75 DIGEC (1993) gives a cost of 28.8-34.8 c/kWh in 1993 francs for electricity from coal, and a cost of 
29.4-35.7 c/kWh for electricity from gas, compared to an inflation-corrected cost of 29.6 c/kWh for busbar 
electricity from a new French reactor (see Table A.10.10.8a). 
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head, and pipe replacements that have already been incurred, and the 
mutually reinforcing impacts on O&M costs of plant aging, higher 
safety demands and better safety enforcemenL At 2.5 and 3.5%/yr, our 
low and high cost escalation rates for new reactors remain nevertheless 
significantly lower than the 5-6 percent rates observed for existing 
reactors; 

In the high case, we double our insurance subsidy estimate, just as in 
the calculations for FRG reactors. 

For fuel cycle costs, we incorporate the same roughly 1.5 c/kWh (1989 
francs) range for front-end costs as DIGEC (1993). However, we use 
somewhat to significantly higher figures for the back-end costs. These 
higher figures reflect the major uncertainties in the cost of 
decommissioning the reprocessing facilities, inappropriately high yield 
assumptions for decommissioning funds, and uncertainties in waste 
storage costs (see also Section B). 

Results 

As shown in Table A. 10.8b, a realistic range for French reactor costs (in 1989 francs) is 
about 30-45 c/kWh, not the 24-26 c/kWh obtained from official estimates. If one compares 
these calculations with our cost estimates from Parts 3C and 3D of our study for other 
generating options, the following observations can be made:76 

• Even if official estimates are taken at face value, French reactors are 
uneconomical compared to well-designed industrial or CHP 
cogeneration plants (DIGEC 1993). A similar finding is made in Part 
3C of the present study (Appendix A.10.7). With low fuel prices, 
cogeneration options offer as much as a 10 percent cost advantage over 
our corrected and normalized DIGEC case. 

• In view of field experience both in France and elsewhere, DIGEC's 
estimates of busbar costs from new French reactors cannot be 
considered a prudent, balanced assessment. Despite significant 
achievements in cost control, the French nuclear program is being 
plagued by cost escalation pressures on several fronts. Official cost 
projections ignore the impacts of falling and intermittent ordering rates, 
growing siting problems, higher public safety demands, unforeseen 
aging and maintenance problems, lower than anticipated availabilities, 
higher decommissioning costs, and overcapacity in the electric grid and 
in fuel cycle facilities; 

• If one adjusts official estimates for these shortcomings and brings 
parameter choices more in line with field experience and trends, the cost 
of nuclear power increases by about 30 percent (low case) to 90 percent 
(high case); 

7 6 French cost figures in 1988 FF are converted into 1989 FF using a 2.5 percent rate of inflation. FF are 
converted into DM at an exchange rate of 3.3 FF/DM. 
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• In our low case, official parameter choices are only modestly revised. 
Nevertheless, these more realistic nuclear electricity costs significantly 
exceed the costs of power from new coal and gas plants, or, with high 
fossil fuel prices, at best match them. They become strongly 
uneconomical when compared to cogeneration plants. 

• In our high case, which is still based on a conservative if risk-averse 
interpretation of field experience, electricity from French nuclear 
reactors becomes not only more expensive than any fossil-fired plant, 
but also more expensive than power generation from presently 
commercial wind turbines and several other renewable energy options 
(see Part 3D). 

• Our comparison of corrected and normalized official French and 
German costs shows that the French nuclear program has indeed 
achieved significantly lower costs (by more than 20 percent) man die 
German nuclear program, and indeed, any other nuclear power program 
in Europe. However, this national cost advantage in the nuclear field 
does not translate into a competitive advantage because cheaper fossil-
based options exist. 

The large corrections and the wide upward uncertainty range for credible nuclear power 
costs underscores another inadequacy of official French estimates: the failure to account 
for, and hedge against, cost uncertainties. The use of single-point — or, since 1986, near-
single point — cost estimates for justifying huge investment programs is simply imprudent 
economic risk management, a criticism that was leveled at EDF by France's national agency 
responsible for financial audits of government-owned enterprises (Cour des Comptes 
1990). Today it is widely recognized in the energy-analytic and utility resource planning 
community that the use of point-value cost estimates creates a knife-edge effect in the 
choice of resource options that leads to monolithic technological structures and potentially 
to massive capital misallocation. These and other macroeconomic costs are evident in the 
development of the French utility sector under the nuclear strategy, as discussed below. 
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D. IMPACTS ON FRANCE'S UTILITY SYSTEM 

Setting aside the issue of underestimated busbar costs, the French program appears to 
exemplify a well-planned and consistent implementation of a new technology, especially by 
comparison with nuclear programs in other countries. It could thus be seen as a model 
worth emulating. However, this assessment neglects three important aspects. 

First, the French nuclear program failed as miserably as other programs in dealing with the 
inherent uncertainties of electricity resource planning, as reflected in the over reliance on 
inflated electricity demand forecasts, and the continuing neglect of planning benefits that 
smaller-scale powerplant technologies afford (see Appendix A. 10.4). Indeed, as discussed 
below, the internal momentum of the nuclear enterprise drove demand-forecasting and 
demand-side policies. The lack of hedging against the associated risks, along with the lack 
of discipline imposed on France's national utility in financing nuclear investments, has 
made EDF the largest corporate debtor in the world (see also Cour des Comptes 1990). 

Second, the apparently greater success of France at reactor cost containment during the 
1970s retains less meaning when one considers how the development of a nuclear 
monoculture has affected the reliability and adaptability of France's utility system as a 
whole. The balance sheet of France's nuclear programme changes considerably toward the 
negative if one accounts for its costs on a lifetime basis, recognizes the fluid boundaries 
with France's military program, acknowledges the mounting legacy of reactor 
decommissioning and nuclear waste storage, and takes into account the credit market 
impacts, macro-economic opportunity costs, and technology risks of having put all bets on 
one capital-intensive technology. 

Finally, even if these problems were unimportant, the program's highly technocratic, non-
participatory features would be difficult to reconcile with the standards of parliamentary 
democracy applied in other European countries.77 Only in the former Soviet Union has 
technocratic top-down implementation of nuclear power been equally pronounced. In 
either case, the lack of independent audits of the nuclear enterprise has led to large-scale 
misallocation of capital (see below). 

Bupp and Derian (1978), commenting on the complex interactions between nuclear power 
technology and decentralized political structures, note that 

"[Nuclear] licensing reform is not merely administrative rationalization. It is a 
modification of basic rights of political participation." 

For Western European countries other than France, the emulation of highly centralized 
political and institutional approaches is not likely to be an option, precisely because the 
"rights of political participation" are defined differendy in these societies. The following 
table, compiled by Finon (1989), illustrates this point: 

77 The strength of local governments is significant in Germany, Italy, and a number of smaller European 
countries, but less developed in Great Britain. 
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Table A.10.10.9: Democratic participation in the decision-making process 
surrounding nuclear plant licensing 

Autonomy of regulatory 
institutions 

Decentralization of 
licensing procedure 

Hearings during 
licensing 

PossibUity of blocking 
plants through the courts 

Possibility of a veto by 
regional governments 

Hearings on basic energy 
policy directions 

USA 

yes 
(1974) 

yes 

yes 
(1957) 

yes 

yes 

yes 

FRG Japan 

(Year of introduction) 

yes yes 
(1959) (1976-78) 

yes yes 

yes yes 
(1972-78) 

yes possible 

yes yes 

yes no 
(Enquete-

Kommission) 

UK 

yes 
(1975) 

no 

sometimes 

no 

no 

yes 
(Public 
Inquiry) 

France 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

It also appears unlikely that France will escape the international trend toward utility sector 
reforms that is gaining momentum in other countries, including least-cost planning reform 
and demand-side resource development. As French Member of Parliament Christian 
Bataille put it during a debate in the National Assembly in 1990:78 

"What is needed is a renewal of the debate on the method of decision
making in scientific and technical matters." 

This call for fundamental reform has been prompted by the growing recognition within 
France that its nuclear program is not bearing the economic fruits it had promised. In this 
Section, we review the kinds of problems that have arisen at the utility level: system 
reliability, environmental performance, cross-subsidization of rates, and the impacts on 
EDFs financial health. A brief review of some of the macroeconomic implications of the 
French program is found in Section E below. 

78 Technology Assessment Office, French National Assembly #1839, Annex au Proces Verbale de la 
Seance du 14 Decembre 1990. 
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1. Electric space heating and France's nuclear-electric strategy 

The decision by the French government and its national utility to go all-electric and all-
nuclear was motivated by the goal of displacing oil consumption through expanded 
electricity use, including electric heating. This rationale was maintained even after the oil 
crises of the 1970s gave way to the present oil glut The growth in electric heating that 
accompanied the nuclear program was promoted since its inception, and was reinforced 
when growing excess capacity developed during the 1980s. 

Recent statistics 

Whereas in other EC-5 countries electricity represents a small share of space heating 
systems in new dwellings (Holland 0%, Italy 3%, FRG 6%, UK 25%), it accounts for 
about two thirds in new centrally heated dwellings in France. In addition, a growing 
number of existing dwellings have been converted to electric heating. By the end of the 
1980s, close to 30 percent of all dwellings had electric heating systems. 

Table A.10.10.10 summarizes pertinent statistics. In 1988, space heating loads were 27 
TWh higher than in 1979 in the residential and commercial sector alone, with an additional 
9 TWh in water heating, and 0.8 TWh for cooking. Overall, annual low temperature 
heating loads in the residential and commercial sector rose by 37 TWh (Jestin-Fleury 
1990), roughly 40 percent of all growth in electricity consumption. 

Unlike in Germany and elsewhere, electric heating was not mainly promoted on the basis 
of storage heaters which (at least in the short-term) do nothing more than filling the diurnal 
load valleys during night-time. Typically, a storage-heater strategy that does not increase 
winter peaks limits the penetration of electric heating to no more than five to ten percent of 
all households, compared to the roughly 30 percent found in France's homes. 

These growing market shares of electricity in space heating have meant a steeply rising 
winter peak demand. The roughly 40 TWh used for space heating in the late 1980s 
translate into about 16 GW of coincident peak demand. Though electric space heating 
accounts for less than 15 percent of total consumption, it now represents about a third of 
winter daily peak loads. 

This impact is evident from the statistics for the 1979/1988/1991 period as.shown in Table 
A.10.10.10 (EDF 1992). Whereas total electricity consumption grew at a rate of 3.9 
percent per year, peak demand grew at 6.6 percent per year. Electric space heating grew by 
an average annual rate of 10.8 percent 

Figure A.10.10.1 shows the evolution of installed capacity and winter peak demand. The 
peak demand line displays an increasingly erratic movement as the French utility system 
has become more and more dependent on climatic variations. By 1987, the thermal 
gradient of the system (the additional capacity needed to meet a 1°C drop in temperature) 
was about 1 GW, and is expected to reach 1.5 GW in 1995. The summer low in electricity 
demand has fallen to a third of the winter peak. 

EDFs nuclear investment strategy has led to major system costs that are not captured in our 
above narrowly technical discussion of busbar cost estimates. The symptoms of these 
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Table A.10.10.10: Penetration of space heating and increase in French peak demand 

Installed capacity 
of which nuclear 

Total electricity production 
of which nuclear 

Exports 
Net domestic consumption 

of which for res.&comm. space heating 
of which for res.&comm. water heating/cooking 

total res.&comm. low temp, applications 

Growth rates (1979 to 1988 or 1991) 
Installed capacity 
Electricity production 
Net domestic consumption 

electricity for low-temp, res.&comm. uses 
electricity for res.&comm. space heating 

GW 
GW 

TWh 
TWh 

TWh 
TWh 
TWh 
TWh 
TWh 

1979 

56.5 
8 

231 
29 

-6 
219 

18 
15 
33 

1988 

100.4 
52.4 

372 
260 

37 
309 

45 
25 
70 

6.6% 
5.4% 
3.9% 
9.4% 
10.8% 

1991 

104.1 
56.8 

433 
315 

53 
347 

5.2% 
5.4% 
3.9% 

(1) Electricity end-use data from Jestin-Fleury (1990). 
(2) Electricity production statistics from EDF (1992). 
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wider system-related costs are found in a paradoxical combination of phenomena that have 
plagued EDF in recent years: 

— A large excess capacity of capital-intensive baseload plants; 

— An inability to reliably meet electricity demand, especially in winter; 

— Excessive vulnerability to combinations of unusual yet expectable events 
such as strikes, low rainfall, and temperature extremes, resulting in the 
need for extensive generation from otherwise mothballed, unscrubbed 
oil and coal plants, for spot-market purchases of power from 
neighboring nations, and for curtailment of power deliveries to foreign 
customers with non-firm contracts; and 

— Recurring financial losses for the French utility in more than half of all 
operating years since 1974. 

Further details are given in the discussion below. 

2. Overcapacity and undersupply: the worst of both worlds 

A central failure of the French strategy is that it has simultaneously led to problems of 
overcapacity and problems of capacity shortage: unfavorably large winter peaks, low 
reliability of electric service, and/or high reserve capacity requirements. 

Winter shortages 

As pointed out by EDF's own staff (Matha and Beny 1989), the steep thermal gradient in 
France's winter peak demand can become a severe problem for maintaining the utility's 
reliability of service, export commitments, and financial health. In order to maintain 
system reliability, expensive pumped-storage capacity had to be built, and greater 
transmission, distribution, and subdistribution investments were incurred than would have 
been needed otherwise. These system costs are not reflected in reactor busbar cost 
estimates. 

Lack of resilience 

The loss of operating flexibility and system reliability brought about by France's roughly 
75 percent reliance on nuclear power generation is perhaps best illustrated by the events of 
the period from the summer of 1989 into the winter of 1989/90. In that period, a series of 
unforeseen events coincided in such a way as to dramatically demonstrate the vulnerability 
of EDF's system (Matha and Beny 1989): 

— A severe drought decimated hydro power, which provides a significant 
portion of France's generating output It diminished summer river 
flows so much that more than 10 TWh of output and 4-5 GW of hydro 
capacity were lost by the summer of 1989. 

— Low river flows and high water temperatures forced the temporary shut
down or part-load operation of several reactors. About 1-3 GW of 
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nuclear capacity and 1.5 TWh of output were lost because not enough 
cooling water was available. 

— A strike during the fall of 1988 created havoc in the scheduled 
maintenance operations for EDF's reactors. 

— Beginning in the fall of 1988, massive technical problems of the kind 
discussed in Section C above appeared simultaneously in seven 
reactors, forcing 100 reactor weeks of unanticipated shut-downs, and a 
loss of 15 TWh of output by August 1989. 

— Demand from large foreign utility buyers rose unexpectedly by 4 TWh 
to the contract ceiling, and national demand also significandy exceeded 
forecasts for a number of months during 1989, resulting in periodic 
exports of more than 6 GW of capacity during critical periods, and 
adding an additional 1.5-1.8 GW of domestic demand. 

Like a chain reaction, these events cascaded through EDF's operations, creating difficulties 
throughout the winter of 1990 and beyond. These protracted difficulties illustrate the 
reliability price of so heavily relying on large nuclear stations that need to be shut down for 
refueling. 

In effect, the combination of the strike, the drought, and the technical problems in some of 
the reactors created a situation in which the entire schedule for planned reactor maintenance 
and refueling was turned upside down (Matha and Beny 1989): because those reactors that 
were still available during the summer months had to be run at a higher capacity factor than 
originally planned, their refueling could no longer be stretched out over the winter months, 
and EDF was now facing a shortage of nuclear capacity in the winter of 1990. 

The unpleasant consequences were: 

— a curtailment of foreign sales, which undermined EDFs reputation as a 
reliable supplier; 

— the need for purchases of power and fossil fuels at high prices, which 
magnified the company's 1989 losses; and 

— the unexpectedly extensive use of coal-and oil fired plants that represent 
some of the dirtiest fossil-fired capacity in all of Europe. 

These events, which roughly coincided with the release of the Rouvillois and Tanguy 
reports on the state of the nuclear enterprise and the safety record of France's plants, mark 
a turning point in the perception of the fortunes of the French reactor program. As EDF's 
own internal assessment states (EDF 1993): 

"Any transfer of a scheduled maintenance period of ten weeks from summer 
to winter will cost 280 million FF in 1995 and 400 million FF in the year 
2000. If the pattern of seasonal maintenance and refueling stops as 
observed in recent years should continue into the future, i.e., an outage rate 
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of the order of 15 percent,79 this will [...] entail an annual extra cost of 
about 5 billion FF by the year 2000." 

The memorandum goes on to state that of the total, additional fuel expenses would account 
for about 3 billion FF. The remainder of the extra cost would be due to the need to build 1 
GW of gas-fired combined cycles and 4.5 GW of combustion turbines. 

3. Nuclear power and air pollution 

The above chain of events has brought into focus another aspect of the French nuclear 
program that had hitherto been little recognized: the failure of EDFs policy to curb 
classical air pollution, notably emissions of sulfur dioxide. 

While other countries have embarked on extensive retrofits of fossil-fired powerplants with 
scrubbers and other pollution control equipment France never did. The reason was that 
coal plants were used only in limited fashion as seasonal intermediate load and peaking 
plants. As argued by DIGEC (1986), the limited duty of these plants would cause 
excessive cost impacts per kWh if expensive scrubbers were retrofitted to such plants. 
Even for new coal plants, DIGEC finds state-of-the-art scrubbing through wet gas 
desulfurization too expensive. 

The result of this policy is that France operates some of Europe's dirtiest fossil-fired plants. 
This has a perplexing consequence: 

• The average emission of sulfur dioxide per kWh from all French 
powerplants (including the nuclear ones) is now about twice as high as 
average emission from all German powerplants, even though Germany 
relies to a large extent on coal plants (Figure A.10.10.2). 

The explanation for this disappointing environmental performance is simple: the 
unscrubbed existing plants in France spew out as much as 20-30 times more sulfur dioxide 
than plants built to best current available technology standards elsewhere. Indeed, the 
unforeseen additional 2.5 TWh of power that had to be generated from coal plants during 
the summer of 198980 produced the pollution equivalent of 8 large (600 MW) coal stations 
running all year with state-of-the-art scrubbers elsewhere in Europe. 

More generally, the promotion of winter heating demand has been worsening France's air 
emissions, as shown in Figure A.10.10.2. This is so because about two thirds of this 
incremental demand is met by fossil-fired plants lacking control equipment not by reactors. 

As a result, the air pollution benefit of the nuclear program is limited only to carbon dioxide 
emissions. Even here, France could have achieved comparable reductions in emissions 
through an alternative strategy based on demand-side efficiency investments and highly 
efficient gas-fired cogeneration (see below). 

79 The official goal is five percent for the winter months. 
80 See Matha and Beny (1989). 
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Figure A.10.10.2: S02 emissions from 
electricity production in France and 
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4. The economics of electric heating 

Despite the growing economic cost of high winter peaks and loss of reliability, electric 
heating has continued to rapidly penetrate in France's building stock. This phenomenon is 
being driven by a number of factors: lower first costs for die on-site building heating 
system compared to gas or district heating systems, split incentives (see Part 1, Chapter 
n.4) due to a predominance of landlords in customer heating system choice; the dominance 
of EDF in the setting of the business strategy of Gaz de France (GDF), tied to a complete 
lack of institutional mechanisms for least-cost integration of the business strategies of 
electrical and gas utilities; overly optimistic official assessments of nuclear busbar costs; 
and heavy cross-subsidies of residential electric heating rates by tariffs for non-heating 
customers. We briefly discuss the latter two. 

Break-even capacity factors for new powerplants 

In defense of its electric-heating oriented policy, EDF points out that the "shoulder" of 
winter heating demand still involves loads with 2500-4000 hours of annual duration. The 
utility argues that it is still more economical to meet these loads with nuclear reactors than 
with coal or oil plants, despite the fact that reactors are more capital-intensive. 
Accordingly, the official reference cost calculations by DIGEC used to show that nuclear 
plants can be run for as little as 2600 hours and still break even with classical fossil-fired 
plants (DIGEC 1986). 

This argumentation collapses when our reassessment of busbar costs is taken into account. 
The break-even capacity factor for new fossil and nuclear powerplant alternatives is very 
sensitive to the parameter assumptions discussed in Section B and C above. DIGEC's own 
more recent calculations include pessimistic cases in which the break-even operation of coal 
plants rises to 6000 hours (DIGEC 1993). As a result of large and growing peaks in 
winter electricity demand for heating, further increases in the nuclear share of electricity 
supply would push the capacity factors for new reactors to annual levels of operation where 
they lose their cost advantage over conventional intermediate-load fossil-fired plants had 
these been built instead. 

This result is obtained on the basis of official reference costs. Once our more realistic low 
and high estimates are introduced, nuclear power not only loses its competitiveness in 
seasonal loads, but its competitiveness overall (see Section C). The case for building new 
reactors thus collapses. These facts are being recognized at EDF, which plans to build 2 
GW of gas-fired capacity and intends to slow down the growth of electric heating demand. 

Cross-subsidies and electric heating rates 

The cross-subsidy in rates comes about because the marginal cost of reinforcing 
transmission networks, distribution networks, and reserve capacity are not fully charged to 
electric heating consumers. These marginal system costs are substantially higher for peaky 
electric heating demand than for an average kWh of additional demand. It is estimated that 
a more accurate alignment of space heating customer rates with marginal costs of service (in 
the form of a seasonally varying rate) would lead to a more than 50 percent increase in the 
electric heating tariff. This higher rate, in turn, would make the life cycle costs of gas 
heating significantly lower than those of electric heating (DGEMP 1990b). 
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In summary, the large penetration of electricity into die French low temperature heating 
markets has not been driven by a systems perspective on least-cost economics, but by a 
predetermined policy narrowly focused on one technological option. This policy has been 
rationalized by choosing arbitrarily narrow boundaries for least-cost exercises: DIGEC's 
and EDF's comparisons are limited to the supply side only, exclude cogeneration and 
district heating plants, and rely on unjustifiably optimistic data. 

5. Impacts on the financial health of EDF 

One indicator that France's nuclear program is not the economic success it has been touted 
to be is the financial performance of EDF as an enterprise. This performance has been 
reviewed, among others, by France's government accounting office (Cour des Comptes 
1990). 

EDF investments and debts 

As a result of its nuclear build-up, EDF capital requirements for reactors rose from 1-2 
billion FF in the years before 1974 to an estimated investment of 30 billion FF per year in 
1980 (1987 prices). Though reactor investments have declined since, growing 
transmission and distribution investments were and still are needed to support the 
electrification of end-uses and to improve quality of service, which had slipped. 

This rapid and enormous level of investment could only be financed by large borrowings. 
Between 1975 and 1986, EDF borrowed 45 to 60 percent of its capital. In 1980, the 
utility's long-term debt was 75 billion francs, twenty-eight percent in foreign currencies. 
By 1983, this figure had doubled to 152 billion francs and 40 percent foreign 
denominations. By 1990, EDF's long-term debt had risen to 226 billion FF — about 1.5 
times as large as the utility's sales. In 1992, EDF finally managed to reduce the principal 
from 214 to 195 billion FF, in large part through debt-equity swaps. 

As domestic capital markets came increasingly under pressure from the voracious appetite 
of the French nuclear program, the company turned to the international financial markets. 
Long-term foreign borrowing by nationally owned French firms had been encouraged by 
the French government during the 1970s because it helped buffer against the impact of 
rising oil bills on the balance of payments. In this manner, such borrowing was used to 
help stabilize the value of the French Franc, without having to take recourse to short-term 
borrowing by the government itself (Debier et al. 1986). 

However, these foreign borrowings made EDFs balance sheet vulnerable to fluctuations in 
international currency exchange rates. The company has earned the dubious distinction of 
being the corporation with the largest foreign debt in the world. EDF's foreign debt came 
to constitute fully 20 percent of French foreign debt in 1982. If one counts foreign and 
domestic interest payments, the annual debt service comes to about 25 billion FF. This 
means that one quarter of the price paid per kWh by consumers is entirely for interest. 
What is worse, until 1992 EDF did not achieve any significant reduction in principal. 

EDF financial performance 

A telling review of EDF's financial affairs is found in the annual report of France's 
government accounting office (Cour des Comptes 1990). In the period since the inception 
of its large-scale nuclear build-up in 1974 until 1990, the French utility has run losses 
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during 10 years and surpluses during seven. During the early 1980s, EDF ran consecutive 
huge financial losses, of up to 8 billion FF per year.81 The heavy losses arose, in part, 
from EDF's heavy borrowing in the U.S. credit market. EDF was severely shaken when 
U.S. interest rates and the $/FF exchange rate shot up in 1980. By 1985, EDF was able to 
temporarily stabilize its balance sheet through the aggressive export of electricity beyond 
French borders, only to slip back into deficits of several billion FF in 1988 and 1989. 

Part of the problem was that the company's foreign debt required unexpectedly expensive 
servicing with hard-currency earnings whose exchange value gyrated unpredictably for the 
entire period between 1980 and 1985. Debts taken on at exchange rates of 4-5.3 FF/$ 
during 1974-1979 had to be repaid at rates of 8 to 10 FF/$ during the first half of the 
1980s. While dollar exchange rates have returned to more favorable levels since then, the 
possible devaluation of the franc within the European exchange rate mechanism would have 
further negative consequences for EDF. 

For a private firm, such a financial tour de force would have been ruinous. It has had 
limited effect on EDF, because of die national ownership of the utility. Before 1981, the 
French treasury allocated some of its general fund for industrial subsidies to the company. 
After that year, it subsidized the nuclear program by providing credit insurance for EDF, 
allowing the utility access to international capital markets at the most favorable terms (Cour 
des Comptes 1990). 

Electricity prices and debt reduction 

By the mid-1980s, the problem of EDF had changed from one of financing reactor 
investments to one of reducing its debts. The most straightforward approach would have 
been to adjust electricity prices. But while the utility labored under the high amortization 
and depreciation charges applied to new investments in the early years of operation, the 
government directed EDF to reduce electricity prices by one percent per year in real terms. 

As a result of the government's orders, average French electricity prices declined in real 
terms, but as a consequence, EDF's debt reduction has been considerably delayed. It 
seems safe to say that the declines in the average real price of electricity in France that 
occurred since the 1980s were significandy larger than they would have been had EDF 
been subjected to the normal discipline of capital markets, and may be entirely an artifact of 
the company's insulation from these markets. 

Finally, though, France's electricity prices are not particularly low when compared to those 
in other countries, and real declines in electricity rates have also been achieved in other 
countries that largely rely on fossil fuels (NUS 1993). 

81 EDF losses were 4.6 billion FF in 1981, 7.9 billion in 1982, almost 5.7 billion in 1983, and 2.7 
billion in 1984. The French nuclear reprocessing firm Cogema did little better. See Debeir et al. (1986). 
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E. MACROECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FRANCE'S NUCLEAR PROGRAM 

In the official view, the problems discussed in Section D above are far outweighed by the 
broader benefits of its energy strategy. France's nuclear program has been successful in 
simultaneously limiting rises in the nation's energy bill and in improving its balance of 
trade. Therefore, so the argument goes, it provided the country with macroeconomic 
benefits that could not have been obtained otherwise. 

It is certainly true that the program has displaced large amounts of fuel imports in power 
generation and in thermal applications such as space heating, and has opened export 
markets for electricity and nuclear fuel cycle services, with plausible positive impacts on 
employment and economic growth. 

But is the above portrayal of France's macroeconomic successes really accurate? Below, 
we critically examine each of the four pillars on which this positive assessment rests: 

— impacts on France's national bill for energy services 

— impacts on the balance of trade 

— impacts on industrial investments 

— impacts on competitiveness 
We already have established that France's nuclear cost estimates were overly optimistic, 
and that its electricity exports are in fact being subsidized by France's general ratepayers, 
who pay for the sunk capital costs that cannot be recouped from foreign sales contracts 
(Guillaume et al. 1989). We now more broadly examine the opportunity costs of the 
French program. 

1. Opportunity costs of France's all-nuclear, all-electric strategy 

Calculations of macroeconomic benefits such as trade impacts have meaning only if they 
are correlated with least-cost strategies for producing energy services, not just energy. 
Even if electricity prices are cheaper in France than in some other European countries, this 
does not guarantee lower electricity or energy bills. Ultimately, it is not the energy price, 
but the energy bill (quantity consumed times price) that determines whether an energy 
strategy saves a nation the most money. 

Conventional macroeconomic assessments from within France (see, e.g., Roudergues 
1988) suffer from a failure to apply an integrated least-cost analysis. Instead, they are 
based on a comparison of grossly suboptimal, limited scenarios: nuclear reactors plus 
electric heating versus coal, oil, and gas plants plus gas and oil heating. An alternative 
strategy emphasizing cogeneration and building efficiency is not considered. While this 
failure to incorporate cogeneration and demand-side resources is not unique to France, an 
economic comparison with that country's nuclear-oriented energy policy is particularly 
telling. 

Review of 1979 to 1989 events 

To illustrate what this failure to apply an integrated least-cost approach has meant for 
France, we show in Table A.10.10.11 two alternative energy strategies for the 1979-1989 
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Table A.10.10.1 li Opportunity costs of France's nuclear electric strategy 

1979/89 Change In electricity use 
1979 net deliveries 
1979-1989 increments 

Exports 
1979/89 el. low temp, heating growth 

DS-Efficiency improvements in el. end-uses 
1979/89 nuclear growth (baseload @ 65% CF) 

1979/89 other eL growth non-nuclear 
1989 net deliveries (TWh.e) 
Total 1979/89 el. growth increment 
1989 export revenues 
Net 1989 cost of 1978/89 Increment 

Generation mix in 1989 
Nuclear 

of which incremental in 1979-89 
hydro 

Advanced cogen 
Existing fossil 

1979/89 change in space&water htng. 

Electric increment 1979/89 
District heating increment 1979/89 

DS-Efficiency increment 1979/89 
Fossil fuel decrement 1979/89 

Net 1989 cost ot 1978/89 increment 

Total 1989 heat & power bill 
for 1979/89 energy service increments 

Trade balance Impacts 
Technology exports 
Avoided fuel imports f. space htg. (wholesale) 

Add! fuel imports power gen. (wholesale) 

Net impact 

1989 energy 
Cost or price 
centimet/kWh 

IS 
60 
IS 
25 
25 

22.5 

60 
13 
13 
13 

8.2 

5.8 

Nuclear-el heating strategy 

Generation 
by source 

15% 

12% 
0% 
13% 
100* 

Final energy 
TWh 

230 

42 
40 
0 
71 

383 
153 

289 
251 

47 
0 
48 

40 
0 
0 

-53 

n/a 
-53 

Actual 
1989 cost 

billion FF/yr 

10.5 
24.0 
0.0 
17.8 

-9 
523 

24 
0 
0 

-6.9 
17.1 

69.3 

12.0 
4.3 

16.3 

Cogen/efficiency strategy 

Generation 
by source 

14% 

23% 
45% 
18% 
100% 

Final energy 
TWh 

230 

0 
0 

35.5 
0 

35.5 
265.5 

36 

38 
0 

60 
120 
48 

0 
53 
20 
-72 

n/a 
-72 

264 

Hypothetical 
1989 cost 

billion FF/yr 

0.0 
0.0 
5.3 
0 

8.9 

0 

14.2 

0 
7 
3 
-9 
0 

14.2 

0 
5.9 

-IS 

-9.4 

(1) Net deliveries are production minus plant consumption and pumping and T&D losses, but including exports. 
(2) Electricity production and consumption data from EDF (1990) and DGEMP (1990). 
(3) For trade balance calculations, fuel prices are average levelized F.O.B. for oil and gas (see Appendix A. 10.5). 
(4) For calculation of societal heat and power bill, fuel prices are the average levelized values for res./comml oil and gas (see Appendix A. 10.5). 
(5) Nuclear power costs arc based on IPSEP recalculation of DIGEC (Table A. 10.10.8a. first column), using a 5% real discount rate. 
(6) Cost of electric heating includes T&D investments. 
(7) Cogeneration cost is for 40/60 mix of coal and gas CHP plants, see Part 3C, Appendix A. 10.7. 
(8) Earnings from nuclear exports are estimated based on Rouvillois report (Guillaume et al. 1989). 
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period; the impact of each strategy on 1979-1989 incremental electricity and final fuel 
demand; and their impact on 1989 annual French bills for space heating and electricity. 
The first strategy is the one that was actually pursued, while the second strategy is an 
integrated least-cost strategy based on modern planning principles. 

The pattern of end-use energy demand in the reference strategy is an approximate 
replication of actual events as shown in Table A.10.10.10 above: electricity consumption 
rises steeply, driven partly by the absence of any demand-side efficiency programs, partly 
by the concerted campaign to electrify residential, commercial, and industrial heating 
markets. Exports lead to a further expansion of power sales. 

In round numbers, about 40 TWh in new low temperature heating sales (see above), about 
40 TWh in exports, and about 70 TWh in other electricity end-uses lead to a roughly 150 
TWh additional demand between 1979 and 1989, which is largely satisfied by nuclear 
reactors. Moreover, another 85 TWh of fossil-fired generation is displaced from existing 
plants, and about 15 TWh of drought-related hydroelectricity losses in 1989 are made up 
for with nuclear power. The total nuclear power increment over the ten years is thus about 
250 TWh. On the demand side of the ledger, the 40 TWh increase from 1979 to 1989 in 
electricity use for space heating displaces about 50 TWh of final fuels, due to the higher 
end-use efficiency of electricity. 

To simplify our calculation, we focus on the 150 TWh of incremental domestic demand and 
exports that arose between 1979 and 1989. We first calculate the cost of meeting this 
incremental demand, based on the strategy that was actually pursued. This requires 
specifying the cost of supplying each of the major portions of electricity growth in the 
1979-89 period. 

Actual strategy: cost of electricity supplies for non-heating end-uses 

Different electricity supply costs must be used for exports and for growth in baseload 
demand than for growth in space heating. We assume that exports and incremental 
domestic demand other than low temperature heating end-uses (i.e., other than space 
heating, water heating, and cooking) have an average 65 percent load factor. The cost of 
meeting this portion of electricity demand is thus based on a 65 percent capacity factor for 
nuclear powerplants. 

To emphasize our point, we use the overly optimistic DIGEC calculations for the cost of 
electricity from new reactors, as shown in Section C, Table A. 10.10.8a above. In 1989 
FF, this figure becomes about 25 centimes/kWh.82 (Below, we also discuss how our 
calculations would change if our "IPSEP low" assumptions were used, which are about 40 
percent higher). 

For exports, we show both the cost of electricity production and the revenues obtained. 
Following the assessment of the Rouvillois report (Section C), we assume that export 
revenues are ten percent below costs, or 22.5 cF/kWh. 

82 Based on the "DIGEC" column in Table A.10.10.8a, after adjusting to a 5% real discount rate. 
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Actual strategy: cost of heating fuels and electricity for heating 

Heating fuels are assumed to cost 13 centimes/kWh.83 For the 40 TWh of incremental 
low-temperature heating demand supplied by electricity, we assume a cost of 60 cF/kWh. 
This figure is roughly equal to the space heating tariff charged by EDF. Given that EDFs 
tariff is heavily cross-subsidized, a figure close to 100 cF/kWh would be more realistic. 
We use the lower figure to account for the advantage of electric heating in the area of 
heating system capital costs (see also Appendix A. 12). 

Since EDF did not only add reactors for incremental demand but also substituted existing 
fossil capacity in that period, we need to take into account the net effects of these 
substitutions as well. To simplify our calculation, we assume that operating existing fossil-
fired plants had by 1979 become just about as expensive as building new nuclear plants. In 
terms of France's energy bill, which is our focus at the moment, the substitution of these 
plants by reactors is thus a wash, though a trade balance benefit is realized (see below). 

With these assumptions, the total annual cost of supplying an additional 150 TWh in 1989 
becomes about 43 billion FF in 1989 prices. This figure is net of the revenues from 
exports. 

Actual strategy: displacement of fossil fuels in space heating 

In space heating (including miscellaneous low temperature thermal end-uses), die additional 
40 TWh of electricity used for these end-uses in 1989 result in the displacement of fossil 
fuels. As shown in Table A. 10.10.11, the greater efficiency of electricity allows the 
displacement of 53 TWh of final fossil fuels by these 40 TWh of electricity. But since 
electricity is much more expensive than fossil fuels, the total 1989 space heating bill goes 
up by about 17 billion FF as a result of this substitution.84 

Total space heating and electricity bill 

The total cost in 1989 of delivering all 1979-1989 incremental electricity-specific and space 
heating energy-services is then 69 billion FF (see Table A.10.10.11). This one-year cost 
for 1989 is only an approximate indicator for the actual economic cost of the nuclear-
electric strategy. An accurate costing would require a summation of the above energy and 
cost items for each year during the 1979-1989 period, and the calculation of their net 
present value. Also, in so far as oil and gas prices were higher during the early 1980s than 
in 1989, our one-year cost for 1989 somewhat understates the actual value of the fossil 

83 See Part 3C, Appendix A. 10.S for a discussion of fuel price scenarios. In our comparison, we use 
levelized fuel prices to reflect the long-term nature of efficiency or supply-side investments for displacing 
them. The issue of accounting for variations in fossil fuel prices during the 1979-89 period is discussed 
below. 

8 4 This observation holds even when the transient higher oil and gas prices of the early 1980s are 
considered, which were about twice as high as those of 1989. As mentioned above, the advantage of electric 
heating in the area of heating system capital costs is already reflected in our low figure for the cost of 
supplying incremental electric space beating demand. 
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fuels that were displaced by the nuclear build-up. For our order-of-magnitude analysis, 
this approximation is nevertheless sufficient 

Integrated least-cost strategy 

We now introduce an alternative strategy that might have been implemented in the 1979-
1989 period instead. It consists of the following: 

— Eliminate the promotion of electric heating; 

— Forego the (subsidized) export of electricity; 

— Reduce demand for electricity by introducing efficiency standards and 
various demand-side incentives programs; 

— Meet remaining demand with cogeneration plants, notably district 
heating plants that displace oil and gas in space heating; 

— Diversify fuel price risks by building a mix of coal- and gas-fired CHP 
plants; 

— Complement the build-up of district heating with a building retrofit and 
efficiency program to further reduce oil and gas demand for space 
heating. 

In Table A. 10.10.11, the energy and cost impacts of this strategy are juxtaposed with 
EDF's approach. 

Cost and contribution of electricity savings 

In our integrated least-cost strategy, electricity use grows by only 35 TWh in the 1979-
1989 period. There are no net changes in exports, and there is no net increase in low-
temperature heating with electricity. What growth in electricity-specific end-uses remains 
(i.e., about 70 TWh) is cut in half by governmental efficiency standards and by demand-
side efficiency incentives programs conducted by EDF.85 This yields a saving of about 35 
TWh. The average cost of these electricity savings including program costs is 15 cF/kWh, 
roughly equal to the mean of our low and high supply curves for electrical efficiency 
improvements (see Appendix A. 10.3). 

Cost and contribution of cogeneration 

The remaining 35 TWh are supplied by a mixture of coal- and gas-fired cogeneration plants 
that provide a hedge against fuel price escalation. Conservatively assuming high fossil fuel 
prices, these plants produce power at an average cost of 25 cF/kWh (see Appendix 
A.10.7), i.e., they match the cost of nuclear reactors.86 

85 This impact is comparable to gains achieved during the 1979-1989 period in California. 
86 These Figures are based on levelized fuel prices to account for the long-term fuel commitment that is 
made when building the plant. 
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We furthermore assume that the existing fossil-fired plants that were displaced by nuclear 
reactors are now displaced by cogeneration plants. This increases the total output from 
new cogeneration plants to 120 TWh while limiting generation from existing fossil plants to 
the same level as in EDFs strategy. Again, we conservatively assume that the net impact 
on electricity production costs is zero. 

With these assumptions, the cost of providing incremental electricity services in the 1979-
1989 period without any new reactors becomes about 14 billion FF per year in 1989. 

Building efficiency and fuel substitution from cogeneration heat 

In space heating, our combined heat and power plants displace about 50 TWh of final 
heating fuels,87 roughly the same amount as was actually displaced by the growing 
penetration of electricity into low temperature heating markets during 1979-1989. This 
substitution is shown as the district heating entry in Table A. 10.10.11. 

In addition, an insulation retrofit and furnace efficiency campaign in the building sector 
covers about a third of all buildings and reduces their energy consumption by a 
conservative 20 percent on average, yielding another 20 TWh of space heating final energy 
savings. Total fuel requirements for space heating are about 70 TWh lower than in the 
reference case. 

The levelized price of displaced space heating fuels is 13 centimes/kWh, and the cost of 
district heating is matched to them.88 Building efficiency investments are likewise 
equilibrated with the price of fuels and cost 13 centimes/kWh on a weighted average basis 
(see Appendix A. 12). 

Summary of results: energy bill 

With these assumptions, we get the following results (Table A.10.10.11): 

• EDF's nuclear strategy has increased France's 1989 space heating bill 
by about 17 billion FF per year (in levelized terms) over that of a least-
cost oriented approach; 

• EDF's failure to pursue cheap demand-side efficiency resources in 
electricity applications increased the nation's electricity bill by about 30 
billion FF per year; 

87 They are run in the ELF mode with an EPR of about 1.9 for coal plants and 2.5 for gas plants (see 
Appendix A.10.7). 

88 Again, levelized fuel prices are used to reflect the long-term nature of efficiency or supply-side 
investments for displacing them. During much of the 1979-89 period, fuel prices were actually higher, 
which would have made cogeneration more lucrative than assumed here. See also footnote 84 and the 
discussion in the text above. 
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• If our more realistic but still optimistic IPSEP "low" estimate is used for 
French reactor costs, the excess electricity bill in 1989 is about 50 
billion FF; and 

• Depending on the assumed cost of reactors, the total direct89 

opportunity cost of the French nuclear program in 1989 was about 45-
65 billion FF per year, or roughly 1 percent of GNP in 1989. 

This is the amount by which a cogeneration/efficiency strategy would have been cheaper 
than France's nuclear/electric heating build-up. Our results confirm the findings of earlier 
analyses on the societal cost-effectiveness of electric heating (Krause et al. 1980, Traube 
and Ullrich 1982). 

The failure of the French nuclear heating strategy to meet least-cost criteria has long been 
recognized in France itself. For example, Radanne et al. (1989) evaluates a large database 
of oil-displacing demand-side investments such as building and industrial efficiency 
improvements that were sponsored by France's own energy efficiency agency (the former 
Agence Francaise pour la M6trise de l'Energie, or AFME) during the early 1980s. He 
finds payback times ranging from 2 to 11 years (see also Appendices A. 10.3 and A. 12). 
These results are much superior to EDF's reactor investments, which are supposed to pay 
back in 20 years and may not ever do so unless electricity prices rise. 

If one takes into account that between 1980 and 1988 roughly 65 billion FF (in 1988 
prices) were spent by the government on the budgets of the country's nuclear agency 
(Nectoux 1990), and that a significant portion of this sum was for civil nuclear technology, 
it becomes clear that our above opportunity cost estimate is only a lower limit 

2. Impacts on the balance of trade 

We now turn to the trade balance effects. According to a macroeconomic analysis of 
France's nuclear program (Roudergues 1988), EDF's strategy of reactor building and 
electric space heating conversions resulted in a trade balance benefit of roughly 40 billion 
FF in 1987 when compared to an alternative, coal-based strategy. This total consists of 
nuclear electricity and fuel cycle exports of, respectively, about 10 billion and 11.5 billion, 
and avoided fuel imports of about 21 billion, minus 4 billion for the currency content of the 
nuclear investments and the fuel cycle. 

To calculate a comparable trade balance impact for our efficiency/cogeneration strategy, we 
need to estimate the change in fuel imports and technology exports that would result from 
it While me calculation of fuel imports is straightforward, there are no actual data on 
technology exports related to cogeneration and demand-side efficiency that could be 
juxtaposed to the exports obtained through the nuclear program. 

8 9 These direct cost differences between alternative energy strategies do not take account of the multiplier 
effects on GNP as a whole (see also Part 1, Chapter II.2 and II.3). The lower opportunity cost of 45 B 
DM/yr is calculated in Table A.10.10.11. The higher opportunity cost (65 B DM/yr) assumes the IPSEP 
low cost for French reactors is used in the identical calculation. 
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It stands to reason that a similarly vigorous R&D and investment program in these 
technologies might have given France at least some export opportunities in these fields. To 
be conservative, we assume that the cogeneration/efficiency strategy brings no technology 
export opportunities. However, we also discount the revenue from export of nuclear 
electricity, since these exports are in effect subsidized (see Section D above). The net 
technology export benefit of the nuclear strategy is thus limited to fuel cycle services, and is 
assumed to be about 12 billion FF/year. 

This leaves two other components: the displacements of fuel imports, and the trade impacts 
on the national economy of having an extra 45-65 billion FF per year to spend or invest 
We first rum to the straightforward task of calculating the difference in fuel imports. 

Substitution of fuel imports 

The efficiency/cogeneration strategy displaces more fuels (72 TWh compared to 53 TWh) 
in space heating than the nuclear strategy does. At the same time, the cogeneration plants 
bring significant (roughly 260 TWh) coal and gas import requirements with them, and 
these overwhelm the gains on the space heating side of the ledger. Using our price 
scenarios for bulk fossil fuel prices from Part 3C, the net additional bill for imports is about 
9 billion FF in 1989. 

The nuclear strategy displaces less fuel in space heating, but avoids the larger quantity of 
additional fossil fuels needed to operate the cogeneration plants. The 1989 bill for fuel 
imports thus declines by about 4 billion FF, resulting in a 4 + 9 = 13 billion FF net trade 
benefit relative to the cogeneration/efficiency strategy. 

Net change in trade balance 

In addition to the improved fuel import bill, the nuclear strategy also earns 12 billion FF in 
technology export revenues, whereas this type of benefit is neglected for the 
cogeneration/efficiency strategy. Relative to that alternative, the nuclear strategy thus 
achieves a total balance of trade benefit of roughly 13 + 12 = 25 billion FF per year (Table 
A.10.10.11). 

It should be noted once more that this calculation does not yet take into account the potential 
trade balance effects of having 45-65 billion FF more to spend on things other than energy 
services. We turn to this item below. 

Percentage impact on import bill 

To put this 25 billion FF figure into perspective, it is interesting to consider the country's 
bill for imported fuels since 1973. In current prices, the net energy import bill rose from 
some 40 billion FF in 1973 to a peak of more than 220 billion FF in 1983, from which it 
then declined. In this decline, favorable shifts in the dollar exchange rate and the collapse 
of world oil prices at the end of 1985, along with structural changes in the sectoral 
composition of economic growth were as important as the French nuclear program. By 
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1988, net imports had declined to about 67 billion FF, equivalent to about 8 percent of all 
imports.90 

Based on a 25 billion FF trade impact, an efficiency/cogeneration strategy would have 
increased total French imports by 2.5 percent91 The impact on the trade deficit (roughly 
80 billion FF in 1988) would have been significandy larger (25 percent). 

At first sight, this large impact on the trade deficit would seem potentially worrisome. 
However, the trade deficit is the difference between two large numbers, and percentage 
changes in it have little meaning. The small (2.5%) change in the total import bill is a much 
more meaningful figure. But even this small change in total imports overstates the trade 
balance impacts, since the savings of 36 billion FF in the country's overall energy bill 
could be invested in a manner that generates more exports. 

France's nuclear import substitution 

More fundamentally, however, one must ask: can there be any long-term macroeconomic 
gain from in effect wasting 45-65 billion FF per year (for energy services that could have 
been provided more cheaply through alternative investments and fuel imports), to obtain an 
import substitution of 25 billion FF per year? Only time can tell, but a comparison of 
French industrial growth with that in Germany (see below) casts doubt on the benefits of 
France's nuclear enterprise for its overall industrial competitiveness. Rather than being a 
far-sighted industrial strategy, the imputed macroeconomic benefits of France's nuclear 
power program might turn out to be fool's gold. 

3. Impact on non-utility industrial investments 

The nuclear program appears to have crowded out investments in industrial plant 
modernization and expansion. According to official statistics on industrial investments, 
EDFs share of national industrial investments rose from 14 percent in 1973 to 26 percent 
in 1982. The share of electricity production in total energy investments rose from 56% to 
64% in the same period (Martin 1984). 

An alternative efficiency/cogeneration strategy would have resulted in lower capital 
requirements, both because efficiency investments deliver a unit of energy service at lower 
costs, and because CHP plants are less capital-intensive than nuclear plants (see Appendix 
A.10.7). 

The exact impact of these capital cost differences on industrial investment and productivity 
gains cannot be determined. There is, however, litde evidence that France's nuclear 
program has boosted her industrial competitiveness. Martin (1984) argues.that the high 
macroeconomic opportunity costs of the French nuclear program minimized whatever 
benefits from reduced oil imports were obtained. 

9 0 Based on statistics cited in Nectoux (1990). 

91 Based on the figure for 1988 quoted in Nectoux (1990). 
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4. Electricity prices and industrial competitiveness 

Contrary to what one might expect on the basis of official French estimates for nuclear 
power costs, France has not succeeded in achieving lower electricity prices than countries 
without comparable nuclear programs. A comparison of electricity prices is given in Table 
A.10.10.12. It shows that France occupies a mid-range position. Electricity prices are 
significandy lower than in Spain or Germany, but higher than in Holland or Great Britain. 
Moreover, other countries have achieved similar success in stabilizing rates or achieving a 
slow decline in rates. On this account alone, France's nuclear program did not make that 
country a uniquely attractive location for industry. 

Furthermore, the current level of prices, and any decline in real electricity prices since the 
1980s, has been made possible, in part, through transfer payments from France's 
taxpayers to the country's ratepayers: subsidies in the form of credit guarantees, R&D 
expenditures, and cross-overs between military and civilian fuel cycle expenditures make 
French electricity prices lower than if they were based on the true cost of generation. 
Furthermore, the large economic risks associated with reactor aging, decommissioning and 
waste storage are transferred to future ratepayers. Because these real costs are not reflected 
in electricity prices, the French economy is being given distorted energy price signals. The 
true cost of electricity is not visible to the consumer. 

Do lower electricity prices mean greater industrial competitiveness? 

The French nuclear program was driven, in part, by a belief that nuclear power would 
allow lower electricity rates for industry, and would thus boost France's economic 
competitiveness. This belief clashes both with historical regression analyses between 
energy prices and industrial growth, and with the message one obtains from simple 
inspection of recent statistics on French and German economic output 

What did the French nuclear program do for that country's industry in competing with 
Germany? As shown in Table A.10.10.12, French electricity prices are a third lower than 
those in Germany.92 (High German rates are partly due to the subsidization of domestic 
coal). Gamreiter et al. (1982) analyzed growth differentials for industries that were more 
or less susceptible to energy price hikes on account of differences in their energy intensity 
relative to value added. He found for the FRG that electricity prices during the post-1973 
era had no significant effect on the competitiveness of German industry. The only 
exemptions to this generalization were such obvious cases as aluminum smelting 
companies, which produce, however, only a very small amount of industrial value added. 

This conclusion from inter-industry growth differentials in the FRG of the 1970s is 
reinforced by more recent national statistics: As one might have expected, electricity 
consumption during the 1980-1990 period grew faster in France, by 43 percent compared 
to 19 percent in the FRG. But despite significandy lower industrial electricity prices, 
growth in industrial sector output was only 11 percent in France, compared to 23 percent in 

92 1992 industrial electricity prices for large consumers (category 1,10 MW maximum, or 70 GWh/year 
maximum consumption) were about 8 Pf/kWh in France, but 12 Pf/kWh in Germany. 
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Table A.10.10.12: Electricity prices in various countries in 1993 

Country 

Spain 
Germany 
Italy 
Belgium 
United States 
Ireland 
France 
Great Britain 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Finland 
Australia 
Canada 
Sweden 

Average electricity prices 
Cts/kWh 

63.6 
57.6 
46.6 
44.8 
38.9 
38.3 
38.2 
35.7 
35.7 
28.0 
27.4 
25.5 
25.2 
21.9 

Index 
France = 1.0 

1.66 
1.51 
1.22 
1.17 
1.02 
1.00 
1.00 
0.93 
0.93 
0.73 
0.72 
0.67 
0.66 
0.57 

Change in prices 
1992 to 1993 

0.7% 
0.8% 
5.5% 
2.6% 
2.0% 
0.0% 
1.0% 
0.7% 
4.7% 

-14.3% 
10.2% 
1.0% 
4.4% 

-10.1% 

(1) Source: NUS 1993. 
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Germany. In other words, German industry did better than the French industry despite the 
fact that electricity prices were a third higher. 

A similar conclusion is found when examining overall growth rates in the economy. GDP 
growth in the 1980-1990 period was 24 percent in both Germany and France. Obviously, 
factors other than electricity prices were decisive in determining industrial fortunes. 

5. Conclusions 

While the above calculations are necessarily crude and merely illustrative of approximate 
orders of magnitude, the following conclusions emerge from our analysis in Sections D 
andE: 

• At the level of utility operations, France's nuclear/electric space heating 
strategy has led to an undesirable combination of excess capacity and 
reliability problems that are undermining the economics of EDF's 
program along with its quality of customer service; 

• At the level of utility financial performance, France's single-minded 
focus on investing in reactors while lowering electricity prices has made 
EDF the world's most indebted corporation; 

• At the macroeconomic level, France's nuclear program turns out to be a 
classic example of economically inefficient import substitution. EDF's 
strategy has large opportunity costs (excess energy service costs 
equivalent to as much as 1 percent of GNP), while gaining no more than 
a few percent reduction in the nation's import bill; 

• France did not succeed in becoming a low-price leader in electricity 
generation. French prices occupy a mid-range position relative to those 
in other European nations. 

• Even where France enjoys a clear electricity price advantage, such as in 
relation to Germany, the country's nuclear program seems to have failed 
to boost her industrial competitiveness. On the contrary, the program's 
massive capital requirements may well have crowded out industrial 
investments in other sectors that turn out to be more decisive for 
international competitiveness; and 

• The economic shortcomings of France's nuclear program lie in the 
neglect of integrated least-cost approaches to energy policy and 
planning. The country's national power sector strategy has failed to 
prudendy hedge against multiple economic uncertainties and risks, much 
less externalized environmental risks.. 
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F. THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE 

The British nuclear power experience is important in the context of our present study for 
these reasons: 

— Going beyond the U.S. system of private vertically integrated, and 
regulated utilities, the British power sector privatization included the 
first and so far only attempt worldwide to expose nuclear power to a 
deregulated, partially competitive power market 

— It empirically demonstrates the kind of risk premium private investors 
apply to nuclear power when the technology is exposed to competitive 
market conditions. 

— It highlights more explicidy than any other OECD program how a lack 
of independent regulatory oversight and minimal public participation in 
nuclear and other utility resource planning activities can lead to major 
misallocation of capital and to the massive shift of utility financial risks 
to the ratepayers. 

— It further underscores that Western European countries have not been 
immune to the high costs, technical and managerial failures, and low 
performance that have plagued nuclear power in the United States. 

The background for the following analysis is the British privatization of its publicly owned 
national utility system, which was conducted during 1988-91. In the course of this 
privatization, the government also attempted to sell its nuclear power franchise to private 
investors. While fossil-fired plants found a ready market, the nuclear sell-off failed badly. 
This prompted an extensive parliamentary investigation. The findings of this investigation, 
including a full account of the government's attempt to privatize nuclear power are 
summarized in a report by the UK House of Commons Energy Committee (1990a). This 
report is the principal reference for the following discussion, which reproduces its findings 
in abridged form. 

1. The privatization initiative: historic background 

Like France, Great Britain relied primarily on a nationally owned utility - the Central 
Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), and its Scottish equivalent (the SSEB) - to conduct 
its nuclear power program. But unlike their French counterparts, British authorities never 
succeeded in building reactors cheaply or quickly. And unlike German utilities, the CEGB 
never succeeded in decisively improving the performance of its reactors. 

The British reactor program developed five reactor designs of its own93 but succeeded 
commercially with none. To this day, average capacity factors in British nuclear reactors 
have never passed the 60% mark (see Table A.10.10.2 above). In 1989, two older 
Magnox reactors were shut down, while one new AGR was completed. As of early 1990, 
the sole projects left in the British construction pipeline are Hinkley C and Sizewell B. 

93 They were the old gas-cooled Magnox reactor (GCR or simply Magnox); the advanced gas-cooled 
Magnox reactor (AGR), the steam-generating heavy water reactor (SGWHR), die high temperature gas-
cooled reactor OTTR), and the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor (FBR). 
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With decommissioning of the older Magnox reactors imminent, Britain faces declining 
nuclear capacity over the next decade. 

Nevertheless, until 1989 the CEGB continued to assert that power from new PWRs 
represented the cheapest marginal source of baseload power. It was only when the British 
government began to privatize the utility sector in 1988 that a profound public reappraisal 
of the economics of British nuclear power occurred. 

The British privatization proposal was unique in so far as it not only meant a shift from a 
vertically integrated nationally owned utility to a consortium of vertically integrated private 
utilities, but included the separation of generation and distribution, and a transition to 
competitive industry structures in both. 

On the generation side, competitive conditions were to be introduced by creating several 
generating companies that would own different portions of the CEGB generating plant but 
would not have a captive market in the form of a geographical franchise. Existing nuclear 
plants were to be included in this privatization, and CEGB's plans to build at least four 
more PWRs in the future were also to be taken over by private generating companies. 

From the beginning, it was recognized that the sale of existing reactors and commitments to 
future PWR plans presented the greatest challenge in this privatization drive. To spread the 
economic risks associated with nuclear power generation, the government proposed that the 
nuclear units would be sold in combination with sufficient fossil capacity to create a viable 
company. This requirement led to a proposed structure that was in contradiction to die 
avowed goal of creating a competitive power generation industry: the nuclear stations were 
to be contained in a generation company owning 70 percent of CEGB's assets (National 
Power), while a second company (Power Gen) would end up with the remaining 30 
percent. 

With National Power constituted as a shell in March 1988, the CEGB and the government 
set out to negotiate the conditions under which National Power and its investors would take 
over the CEGB's nuclear assets and liabilities. Private sector financial firms and 
institutions were enlisted to help define these conditions and possible contractual 
arrangements. These advisers developed two fundamental requirements: under the 
proposed privatization agreement 

• the costs of nuclear power should be quantifiable; and 

• the costs of privately owned nuclear assets should be sustainable in 
terms of creating companies that would be perceived as financially 
viable in the eyes of investors. 

The first requirement meant that for the first time in the history of its nuclear program, the 
CEGB had to confront an independent recalculation of the economic costs of nuclear 
electricity. In particular, private investor scrutiny would be applied to the oft-repeated 
claim and assurance that nuclear power was more economical than fossil central station 
power. To examine this proposition, private sector investors had to examine the following 
issues: 

• What charges would private generation companies be faced with for fuel 
cycle and decommissioning services, and how would these obligations 
shape the net worth of nuclear assets? 
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• What was the variable cost of running the fully depreciated Magnox 
reactors under a fixed price contract system for fuel cycle services? 

• What were the fixed costs of power from partially depreciated AGRs 
after accounting for assets at replacement costs and applying the 
required private investor rate of return? 

• What was the cost of power from new, yet to be built PWRs after 
making prudent assumptions about their performance and based on the 
required private investor rate of return? 

With answers to these questions, private investors were to be in a position to make offers 
to the government and specify what kinds of contracts and guarantees they would find 
bankable. 

2. The cost of nuclear power: public versus private sector assessments 

In the course of the British nuclear privatization attempt, large discrepancies emerged 
between how the CEGB and British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. (BNFL) had calculated costs, and 
how National Power and its investors looked at these costs. These discrepancies became 
apparent when 

— obligations related to fuel cycle and decommissioning costs of existing 
reactors were fully incorporated; 

— costs for power from existing reactors were based on current year 
replacement costs rather than historic year replacement costs; 

— contingencies, business overheads, inflation, and interest during 
construction were incorporated in estimates; 

— the discount rate for investment appraisals was raised to the level 
deemed appropriate by private investors; and 

— optimistic assumptions on future reactor performance were replaced by 
more cautious assumptions. 

Below, we review these issues by reactor type. In this context, it is helpful to know the 
cost of conventional fossil power generation as a reference point. Power from new gas-
fired ACC plants was estimated by the newly formed private utility, National Power, to 
cost 2-3 p/kWh in (1989 prices), and power from coal at 3- 4 p/kWh.94 

Magnox gas-cooled reactors (GCRs) 

Fuel cycle costs. As to the oldest type of British reactors (Magnox), the principal handicap 
for privatization was their enormous fuel cycle and decommissioning costs. Long before 
the privatization initiative, these reactors had been plagued by 17%/year real escalation in 

94 At a real rate of return of 10-14 percent. See UK House of Commons Energy Committee (1990a), § 
11. 
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fuel reprocessing costs: five-fold in real terms over the ten years to 1988.95 Because their 
capital cost had already been depreciated, these fuel cycle costs determined their economic 
usefulness. 

BNFL's costs had been rising because of more stringent environmental regulation, and 
from its new policy of allowing for the complete (green-field status) rather than partial 
decommissioning of its various fuel cycle facilities, including the Sellafield reprocessing 
plant 

Until the privatization initiative, the British reprocessing entity BNFL had been able to 
automatically pass on any increased costs to the CEGB and SSEB under cost-plus 
contracts. This pass-through occurred even if the spent fuel had been transferred to BFNL 
many years ago and should have been reprocessed while costs were still lower. On the 
utility side, growing charges for the fuel cycle were absorbed in the bulk supply tariff, and 
thus never had become an object of public scrutiny. 

With privatization proposed, BFNL had to move to a fixed price system for its fuel cycle 
services. It therefore had to allow for risks of future cost escalation in reprocessing and 
decommissioning. Privatization also meant a change in accounting: BFNL had to 
incorporate costs for reprocessing spent fuel from past nuclear generation into the fixed 
price contracts. 

With these adjustments, total fuel cycle costs for the Magnox reactors reached 1.75 p/kWh 
in 1989£, or about 5 Pf/kWh.96 At that cost, they are more expensive to run than many 
coal, oil, and gas plants. 

The CEGB and SSEB, in turn, made an analogous change in their accounting treatment of 
these higher fuel cycle charges. Cost increases related to spent fuel were no longer spread 
forward over the lives of die relevant reactors, but were charged to the current year's 
(1988/89) balance sheet. 

Decommissioning costs. In addition to fuel cycle costs, decommissioning costs took a big 
jump. Between March 1988 and March 1989, the CEGB adjusted its estimates of 
decommissioning costs on the basis of new studies for the closed Berkeley plant. Per 
Magnox station, the cost adjustment was from DM 900 million to DM 1.7 billion in 1989 
DM. According to the CEGB, fully 13.9 billion DM will have to be spent for 
decommissioning the eight Magnox stations together. The net present value of this cost 
after discounting future payments was still 1.835 billion £ or 5.3 billion DM.97 

In view of these costs, the new private generating company, National Power, estimated the 
private sector price of Magnox electricity under two assumptions: if the CEGB 
reprocessing liabilities for spent fuel from past years were to be taken on by the 
government, the price would be 5.8 p/kWh. If, as originally proposed by the government 

9 5 Ibid. §19. 

9 6 Ibid. §19. 

9 7 Ibid. §20. 
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these liabilities would be transferred to National Power, the cost would be as high as 10.5 
p/kWh.98 

Advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGRs) 

Capital costs. The AGRs had three strikes against them: bloated capital costs, low 
performance, and escalation in fuel cycle costs and decommissioning estimates. 
Construction times for the British advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGRs) had been 12 to 15 
years — a European record, with a corresponding impact on total investment costs: real 
escalation rates of up to 24%/yr were realized in the AGR program. For some units, costs 
had increased as much as six fold by the time they were completed (Harding 1984a). 

At the same time, the gas-cooled reactors that came on line during the early 1980s are 
among the world's least reliable and most expensive to run, with capacity factors averaging 
15 to 43 percent in the 1987 to 1989 period.99 The utilities also reported significant real 
escalation in variable costs for the AGRs. For example, in the case of the Hunterston B 
station, real costs increased by 69 percent in the five years ending in 1989, or by 11 %/yr. 
Again, reprocessing costs accounted for the bulk, followed by front end costs, and by a 13 
percent contribution from higher decommissioning provisions.100 

Discount rates. The cost of power from the existing AGRs had previously been calculated 
by the CEGB and SSEB on the basis of historic capital costs. A five percent real discount 
rate had been applied, in accordance with the government's standard for appraising public 
sector investments. The public sector discount rate standard was changed to eight percent 
in 1989, but private investors used a 10 percent rate as the minimum for nuclear assets. 

This 10 percent rate, together with current year replacement cost accounting resulted in 
estimates for existing AGR electricity costs of about 5.5 to 7.5 p/kWh (in 1989 £), 
depending on reactor performance.101 In the case where AGR reprocessing liabilities from 
past generation were to be taken on by the company, National Power estimated prices of 
7.5 p/kWh to 9.3 p/kWh.102 

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) 

Ever since the announcement of its 1973 plan to build 32 American pressurized water 
reactors by 1990, the CEGB had maintained that new PWRs were the most cost-effective 
generating option. In the Hinkley Point C inquiry, corresponding estimates were 

9 8 Ibid. §63 and §64. 

9 9 Ibid. §21. 

100 Ibid. §23. 

101 Ibid. §22. 

102 Ibid. §64. 
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introduced that gave a cost of 2.24 p/kWh (in 1987 prices), compared to 2.50-2.62 p/kWh 
for coal-fired stations.103 

These costs were calculated in the context of comparing marginal alternatives for addition to 
an existing grid. They assumed a 5 percent real discount rate, a 75 percent capacity factor, 
and a 40 year life for the reactor. For the purpose of comparison with coal costs at the 
margin, overheads and certain other costs not relevant to that analysis had been omitted. 
Also, interest during construction was not included. 

Adjusted to reflect the full costs including overheads, but still omitting interest during 
construction, and using the higher, 8 percent discount rate prescribed by the government in 
1989, the new "public sector" cost for the PWR was estimated as 3.22 p/kWh by industry 
representatives.104 

However, the estimate supplied by National Power as the private sector price of power 
from a new PWR was a levelized 6.2 p/kWh without interest during construction, or 7.34 
p/kWh including it This near-doubling of the nuclear power price was explained as 
follows: 105 

— The reactor's useful life was reduced from CEGB's optimistic 40 years 
to a risk-averse 20 years; 

— The capacity factor was reduced to a more prudent 70 percent; and 

— The discount rate was raised to 10 percent 

National Power's private sector price did not contain adjustments for a higher overnight 
capital cost than assumed by the CEGB, though recent British experience is pointing 
toward such escalation: Two years after official cost estimates had been endorsed in 1987, 
cost overruns at Sizewell B were already 26 percent106 

3. The fate of nuclear privatization 

These cost estimates, and the government's proposed treatment of provisions, made clear 
that 

• Any private firm taking over existing reactors would potentially be 
burdened by large liabilities for reprocessing of spent fuel from past 
years and for decommissioning; and 

• In the absence of substantial write-downs of nuclear generation assets, 
such a firm would be selling power from both existing and new reactors 

1 0 3 Ibid. §25 and §10. 

1 0 4 Ibid. §25 and §26. 

1 0 5 Ibid. §26-29. 

1 0 6 Ibid. §39. 
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that would be much more expensive than electricity from conventional 
fossil power stations. 

The government's proposal was to privatize all the provisions related to the Magnox 
reactors at once, and to then provide a number of guarantees against further risks. 
According to the Electricity Bill introduced in December of 1988, the private companies 
were to be shielded as follows:107 

— A Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO), which would require 
distribution companies to contract for a certain minimum level of non-
fossil-fueled capacity; 

— A Fossil Fuel Levy, which would ensure that the cost of the obligation 
to purchase nuclear power was shared by all public electricity suppliers; 

— Authorization of the government to give financial assistance of up to 
£2.5 billion in the case of unforeseen increases in reprocessing, waste 
disposal, and decommissioning costs. 

This proposal was considered unrealistic by the private sector. The most important 
stumbling block was the allocation of reprocessing and decommissioning liabilities and 
related escalation risks to the private sector. 

Just how big the burden of existing liabilities would have been under the government's 
privatization proposal is illustrated by the following figures: The above-mentioned new 
BNFL charges for Magnox and AGR reprocessing, together with the new 
decommissioning contingencies, resulted in a 2.5-fold rise in the corresponding "nuclear 
provisions" carried in CEGB's and SSEB's accounts. In one year (1988/89), fully £ 4 
billion in fuel cycle and decommissioning provisions were added to the CEGB's books. 
This amount was equivalent to 45 percent of its total annual sales of £ 8.9 billion.108 For 
the SSEB, the equivalent adjustments were even more devastating: they resulted in 
technical insolvency in 1988/89; liabilities exceeded assets.109 

Under the government's 1988 proposal, the £ 4 billion CEGB liabilities also threatened to 
overwhelm National Power's balance sheet. When it was founded in March 1988, 
National Power's assets were only £ 4.69 billion. But the £ 4 billion estimate by CEGB 
and BNFL was considered low by other analysts. In 1989, National Power re-estimated 
the required provisions as £ 10 billion. In response to this estimate, the government 
withdrew the Magnox reactors from its privatization proposal. 

While the withdrawal of the Magnox plants greatly reduced back-end risks, the private 
sector continued to object to the government's proposal as applied to the AGR and PWR 
reactors. The Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation and the Fossil Fuel Levy (really a nuclear 
subsidy) were seen as being vulnerable to political change, and not likely to last for the 
assumed 40 year life of a new PWR project. There was concern that the regulators would 
not approve complete pass-through of costs should that involve large increases in tariffs. 

1 0 7 Ibid. §55. 

1 0 8 Ibid. §18. 

1 0 9 Ibid. §35. 
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Distribution companies were themselves seen as facing new risks under the government's 
privatization proposal, which included competition at the distribution level. In addition to 
demand uncertainty, the potential loss of large customers to the generating companies put 
them at risk of default through insolvency. 

The private sector's counter-proposals aimed at fully shifting the risks of cost increases, 
low performance, and more stringent environmental regulation to the government, the 
distribution companies and their customers. Though a significandy higher (10 percent) 
discount rate had been used in calculating PWR power prices, National Power did not feel 
confident that the implied 14 percent real internal rate of return would be sufficient to 
finance new PWRs in the private market. In particular, National Power wanted a 
guaranteed return on the risky PWR investments, which would be earned regardless of 
output or cost overruns.110 

To make such risk-shifting contracts with distribution companies durable and bankable, the 
government was supposed to underwrite these contracts. In effect, the private sector 
proposals sought to establish for their nuclear business the kinds of guarantees enjoyed by 
vertically integrated utilities under conventional regulation. 

The government concluded that such an arrangement would not amount to privatization in 
any meaningful sense. Given that most of the risk would be left with the government and 
consumers, no gain in economic efficiency was seen. Declaring that it was not prepared to 
give such "unprecedented guarantees", the government withdrew on November 9, 1989, 
all nuclear assets from its privatization drive. The nuclear market was instead assigned to a 
nationally owned firm, the Nuclear Electric Company. The PWR program was postponed 
until a new "review" in 1994. At the same time, the new public sector nuclear generating 
firm was subsidized, to the tune of DM 2.6 billion per year, by the introduction of the 
Fossil Fuel Levy. 

4. Evaluation 

The failure of the British privatization attempt were all the more noteworthy since the 
government had heavily promoted the sale of its nuclear utility business. The capital 
market barriers that often handicap other private power sector projects were not a factor. 

Instead, the British nuclear privatization experience illustrates how costs and risks interact 
in nuclear investments to create a risk-related cost penalty: the technology's capital-
intensive structure brings additional risks from uncertain performance, life, and cost 
escalation. These risks lead private investors to make more conservative assumptions and 
to require higher rates of return. Both responses increase costs. Higher costs, in turn, 
make nuclear power dependent on an artificial market enshrined in government subsidies, 
legislation, and long-term contracts, which further increases perceived private investor 
risks. 

1 1 0 Ibid. §85. 
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The role of economic and financial risks in private sector assessments 

In its investment appraisals, the private sector took into account two economic risks that 
had not been seriously considered in previous nuclear investments by the government-
owned CEGB. These were: 

• The risks of investing in and operating large-scale capital-intensive 
plants in a competitive power market; and 

• The risks of investing in a power technology with large fuel cycle and 
other externalities whose cost of internalization is highly uncertain. 

Both the scale-related and the externality-related risk elements were identified as key factors 
by the Energy Committee of the British Parliament 

The scale-related risk is generic to all large-scale capital-intensive power projects, whether 
they be nuclear or coal based (see Appendix A. 10.4). However, these scale-related risks 
were not the main factor in the British privatization debacle, since the privatization of 
CEGB's large coal plants was successful. Special nuclear risks had to be involved. The 
parliament's Energy Committee, calling the nuclear industry a "uniquely high risk 
industry," found the cost of nuclear power privatization to be driven by the following risks 
and externalities:111 

• Accident risks including 

— third party damage (deaths, injuries, property damage and clean-up) 
— damage to the plant 
— loss of revenue from the reactor, and costs of replacement power; 

• Changes in safety regulations, leading to design changes or derating of 
capacity; 

• Unexpectedly high construction costs, related, in part, to the complexity 
of nuclear power; 

• The risk, magnified in importance by the size of the capital 
requirements, that a particular power station will turn out to be a poor 
performer; 

• Potential open-ended liabilities in dealing with spent fuels, either for 
waste disposal, for reprocessing, or both; and 

• The lack of experience with decommissioning large reactors after a full 
service life. 

The British privatization attempt provided a quantification of the extent to which these risks 
influenced private sector appraisals. In particular, the government-owned CEGB had relied 
in its nuclear program on discount rate and other costing assumptions that were, as the 
Committee's report put it, "wildly optimistic" when compared to the private sector 
assessment 

1 1 1 Ibid. §36 to 43. 
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Public sector appraisal optimism as a nuclear power subsidy 

Summarizing the results of its hearings, the Energy Committee wrote:112 

"It is clear to us [...] that the Department of Energy and the CEGB took too 
litde account of risks borne in the public sector, and that through its use of 
the standard public sector rate of return, the CEGB [...] failed to allow 
properly for risk in assessing the cost of capital." 

"We reject the view of the CEGB/National Power and the Department of 
Energy that the cost of electricity from a reactor could be almost doubled by 
privatisation [...]." 

The nuclear industry had attempted to explain the factor of two difference in the PWR 
electricity cost estimates by saying that the private sector was simply more risk-averse than 
the public sector. Here is what the Committee's report had to say about this 
explanation:113 

"In our view, the nuclear industry is only able to describe the private sector 
as more 'risk averse' because it has not had to take full financial account of 
all the relevant risks while in the public sector." 

While acknowledging that there were some real differences between public and private 
sector investment appraisals regarding depreciation periods, the Committee further 
wrote:114 

"It is clear to us that different rates of return in the public and private sectors 
for investments involving similar risk are an invitation to misallocate 
resources by spending money on relatively high risk, low return public 
projects." 

In its unusually blunt report, the Energy Committee also pointed to the bias and lack of 
proper regulatory oversight and public review that had colored the CEGB's past nuclear 
investment decisions. Referring to the inquiry about the Hinkley Point C PWR project, the 
Committee wrote:115 

"[...] we are profoundly concerned that the CEGB should have put forward 
a low figure to a public inquiry in support of the case for a major public 
investment and one almost twice as high shortly afterwards for power from 
the same reactor in the private sector." 

112 Ibid. §30. 
113 Ibid. §44. 

114 Ibid. §30 and §44. 

115 Ibid. §32 and §130. 
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"We are convinced that there has been a systematic bias in CEGB costings 
in favor of nuclear power, both in ignoring risks and in failing to provide 
adequately for contingencies, and, in respect of investment, in putting 
forward 'best expectations' rather than more cautious estimates." 

Finally, the Committee called past public sector appraisals of nuclear power investments a 
form of subsidy:116 

The transfer of risks [implied in optimistic public sector appraisals] from the 
utility to the consumer or die Government redistributes risk rather than 
reducing it and that transfer of risk has constituted an unacknowledged and 
major subsidy over the years to nuclear power" (emphasis added). 

5. Conclusions 

Though the British experience with privatization has been shaped by factors unique to that 
country, it provides important data for better defining the economic costs and risks 
associated with nuclear power in all Western European countries. First the British market 
test dramatically confirms the financial market responses to nuclear power in die U.S. 
(Yarrow 1988): that nuclear externalities are of real economic substance and have 
consequences even before being fully internalized, in that they determine the financial and 
economic risks of nuclear power as perceived by private investors. 

In most Western European countries, the power sector is dominated by public ownership, 
as it was in Great Britain before privatization. Both in France and in Italy, nuclear 
programs have been pursued by publicly owned national utilities that are institutionally 
similar to the former CEGB. And even where private investor-owned utilities exist, as in 
the FRG, vertical integration, protected geographic franchises, and lack of aggressive 
regulation permit the same kind of pass-through of unexpected nuclear costs that occurred 
in Britain. 

Moreover, the public/private sector discrepancy in the costing of future PWR projects 
provides an empirical perspective on the German and French reactor costing analyses 
presented in the previous sections. The costs estimated by CEGB for the Hinkley Point C 
and Sizewell B pressurized water reactors were based on similar assumptions as those used 
by VDEW and EDF, and yielded the same range as those reported by VDEW and EDF for 
their PWRs. The parametric analyses of these estimates in Sections B and C showed that a 
risk averse interpretation of the performance record of PWRs would lead to an approximate 
doubling of these utility estimates. 

The same approximate doubling occurred in the private investor assessment in Great 
Britain. For several key parameters, British investors made explicit assumptions equivalent 
to those made in our recalculation of nuclear costs, while others were captured in the form 
of a higher discount rate and in the demand for "unprecedented guarantees." This 
equivalence suggests that the "High" estimates for French and German reactors come 
closest to their true, market-based economic cost 

1 1 6 Ibid. §44. 
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G. ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER EXTERNAL COSTS OF NUCLEAR 
POWER 

The topic of monetized externality costs is significandy more complex for nuclear power 
than for other generation resources, on account of these factors: 

— Nuclear power poses an unsolved and possibly insoluble problem of 
waste disposal; 

— Threats to human health and safety stem not only from the gradual 
accumulation of long-lived radioisotopes in the environment but from 
the risk of sudden catastrophic accidents with potentially devastating 
regional consequences; 

— Nuclear power is linked to the proliferation of nuclear bomb materials, 
production facilities, and know-how, and to the threat of nuclear 
terrorism; and 

— Full safeguarding against nuclear terrorism and proliferation could entail 
measures of surveillance and citizen control that are incompatible with 
established civil liberties in the Western parliamentary democracies. 

In the present context, we limit ourselves to the monetization of three components: the 
generic land, water, and other environmental impacts that can be valued for all power plants 
using the New York externality point system (see Appendix A. 10.4); radiation-related 
externality costs related to the routine operation of nuclear plants and fuel cycles; and 
estimates of the health and other costs of Chernobyl-type nuclear core destruction 
accidents. 

1. Generic environmental impacts 

The New York system was designed to assign externality costs to power plants likely to be 
built in NY state in the next few years. Since the designers of this system expected no new 
nuclear plants to participate in auctions for electric power supply, the NY PSC system did 
not treat externalities peculiar to nuclear power. The generic externality costs of reactors 
based on the New York system are 0.46 Pf/kWh (see Table A. 10.10.13). 

2. Monetized costs of routine radioactive emissions 

A review of the costs of routine radioactive releases from nuclear power generation is 
found in Ottinger et al. (1990). We adopt their estimate of 0.10/kWh (0.2 Pf/kWh.e). 

3. Monetized costs of core destruction accidents 

Conceptual limits of monetizing nuclear accident risks 

As discussed in Appendix A. 10.4, we express monetized externality costs in relation to 
electricity production, i.e., in Pf/kWh. This convention reaches its conceptual limits in the 
case of nuclear accident risks. 
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Table A.10.10.13: Nuclear externalities implied 
by the NY PSC system 

Air Emissions 
SOx 
NOx 
C02 

Particulates 

Water Effects 
Cooling H20 

Fish Protection 
H20 Quality 

Land Effects 
acreage required 

terrestrial 
visual aesthetics 

Transmission 
Noise 

Solid Waste Disposal 
Solid Waste as Fuel 

Fuel Delivery Mechanism 
Km from sensitive receptors 

TOTAL POINTS 

Externality cost (Pf/kWh) 

NUCLEAR 
POWER 

755 
5 
5 
5 
5 

10 
4 
0 
2 

36 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
0 
1 

5 

201 

0.46 

WEIGHT 

9 
19 
2 
1 

2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 

240 

(1) See Appendix A.10.4 for description of method for 
calculating externalities using the NY PSC system. 
Costs exclude accident-related and other nuclear-specific externalities. 
See Table A.10.10.14 and text for treatment of these externalities. 
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While other environmental impacts occur gradually over time, nuclear core destruction 
accidents can bring instant catastrophe, and monetized costs reaching thousands of billions 
of DM. To be sure, the probability of such an accident is very small: of the order of one in 
33,000 reactor years (GRS 1989). Based on a projected capacity of 400 GW worldwide, 
this probability suggests an average accident frequency of one in 250 years, and with light 
water reactor capacity reaching its maximum technically achievable electricity production 
(see Section I below), this frequency would be about one in 100 years.117 

However, this low probability does not mean that 100 to 250 years will pass before such 
an accident will occur. It could happen tomorrow, or any time during the decades over 
which nuclear power would be deployed as part of a global energy transition. 

Because of the inherent difference between actual occurrence and probability, and because 
of the enormous magnitude of damages associated with a worst-case accident it is difficult 
to apply a Pf/kWh measure to nuclear accident risks. First, an accident tomorrow would 
mean practically infinite costs of nuclear electricity. Second, any monetized internalization 
of accident risks implies that accident damages can be compensated. 

It is this risk structure of nuclear accidents, together with the difference of choosing to 
accept a risk and having a risk forced upon oneself, that has led to growing public demands 
for absolutely safe reactors or non-nuclear alternatives. These unique and inherent 
limitations of nuclear risk monetization need to be kept in mind when considering average 
Pf/kWh externality costs as a factor in public policy decisions. 

Components of averaged monetized costs of nuclear accidents 

The factors influencing averaged nuclear accident costs per unit of electricity are as follows: 

— Probability of high pressure core meltdown accidents with containment 
rupture and other types of accident; 

— Expected quantity of radioactive materials released to the environment 
(excursion term). 

— Total biological radiation dose, measured in million person rem, as a 
function of population density; 

— Incidence of cancer death and illness per person rem; 

— Monetized value of lost lives, damaged health, and human suffering; 

— Losses of nuclear plant investment and differential cost of replacement 
power; 

— Losses in agricultural and forestry land and products; and 

— Evacuation, resettlement, and clean-up costs. 
All but the first two of the above parameters depend on the location of the reactor, and on 
die population density in surrounding areas. 

1 '7 Assuming that all reactors were of the same type. In fact, a number of different reactor designs are in 
commercial service, and their failure modes can differ greatly (see NRC 1987). 
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Table A. 10.10.14 shows calculations for three cases. One is the Chernobyl accident, the 
other two are accidents involving a new currendy commercial PWR built in Western 
Europe. In these cases, population density is adjusted to the conditions of Western 
Europe.118 

Accident probabilities 

The accident probability differs in our low and high case. For the Soviet reactor, it is based 
on the actual reactor years up to Chernobyl. For the high case for Western European 
reactors, the estimated probability is based on the most recent report of the FRG reactor 
safety study (GRS 1989) for a currendy commercial reactor of type Biblis B. This figure is 
one in 33,000 years, or 2.9 x 10"^. 

At a value of 2.9 x 10"^, the order of magnitude of the worst case GRS probability (high 
pressure core destruction with containment rupture, or Fl-SBV sequence) is similar to that 
found in the NUREG-1150 study of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see NRC 
1987), and also comparable to the internal assessment of French reactors by France's EDF 
(Tanguy 1990).»» 

In our low case, the GRS probability is reduced to one in 250,000 years to account for 
various emergency operating procedures that are claimed to reduce accident probabilities. 
There is, however, no proof that these measures will be effective, or as effective as claimed 
by nuclear industry representatives. Advanced designs are considered in Section H. 

Excursion term and effective dose equivalent 

The total effective dose equivalent received by humans during and after the accident is 
based on the actual Chernobyl experience.120 In the two hypothetical cases based on 
Western European reactors and population densities, this dose is increased to reflect two 
factors: the larger mean source term of the GRS worst-case scenarios, and the higher 
population density of Western Europe. In the low case, a fourfold higher population 
density is assumed (roughly equivalent to France), and a tenfold higher value in the high 
case (roughly equivalent to Germany). 

The dose-response figure is 770 cancer fatalities per million person-rem in the high case, 
and 500 incidents in the low case. The high figure is based on recent revisions contained in 
the BEIR V study by the U.S. Academy of Sciences (National Research Council 1990). 

118 In the Chernobyl case, our high and low parameter estimates are simply averaged. 

119 These latest U.S., FRG, and French studies give significantly different results from earlier analyses, 
such as the Phase A report of the German Reactor Safety Study, and the WASH-1400 report in the U.S (see 
Fischer et al. 1989). For a discussion of the U.S. findings, see Harding (1989). 

120 The figure of 60 million person-rem used in the table is a central estimate based on the 1988 United 
Nations UNSCEAR report (Mettler et al. 1990). Anspaugh et al. (1988) estimated a total dose equivalent 
to about 93 million person rem. 
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Table A.10.10.14: Averaged monetized externality costs of worst-case core 
destrucUon accidents 

Parameter 

ACCIDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Excursion term 
Reference biological dose 

HEALTH COSTS 

Incidence of cancers 
Monetized loss per incident 
Total health costs 

OTHER DAMAGES 

Utility losses 
Agriculture/forestry land and products 
Resettiement/clean-up costs 

TOTAL DAMAGE COST 

Annual electricity production 
Probability period 
Cumulative production 

AVERAGED ACCIDENT COST 

Index Chernobyl 
10*6 person rem 

1/10*6 person rem 
10*6 DM/incident 

Billion DM 

Billion DM 
Billion DM 
Billion DM 

Billion DM 

TWh/reactor year 
Reactor yrs/acc. 

TWh 

1989P0kWh 

Soviet RBMK 
Chernobyl 

100% 
60 

635 
6 

229 

130 
150 
80 

589 

5.3 
3,000 
15,768 

3.73 

FRGLWRs 
EC-Slow 

520% 
1716 

500 
4 

3432 

130 
150 
400 

4112 

6.5 
250,000 

1,620,600 

0.25 

FRGLWRs 
FRG 

520% 
1716 

770 
8 

10571 

130 
150 
1600 

12451 

6.2 
35,000 
217,686 

5.72 

(1) Excursion term is released fraction of radioactive inventory relative to Chernobyl accident 
Lower value is Chernobyl figure. Higher value is mean for Fl-SBV sequence (GRS 1989). 
(2) Total Chernobyl dose from Mettler et al. (1988), scaled by population density and excursion term. 
(3) Dose response figure based on ICRP and BEIR V reports OCRP 1990, National Research Council 1990) 
(4) Monetary mortality and morbidity values in 1989 DM, based on Ottinger et al. (1990). 
(5) Damage costs related to land use as discussed in text 
(6) Accident probability refers to core destruction accident with containment rupture. 
Values for Western Europe from GRS (1989) for Fl-SBV sequence. 
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The low case is based on the findings of the International Commission for Radiological 
Protection (ICRP 1990). More recent research on U.S. workers at the Hanford nuclear 
reservation may require a revision of these figures in the future.121 

Valuation of mortality and morbidity 

Valuation approaches can be grouped into contingent valuation, hedonistic price analysis, 
and human capital analysis. Of these approaches, the former methods are considered more 
sound and reliable today, though the human capital method has been predominant in 
European mortality and morbidity valuations (Ewers and Rennings 1991). 

Our monetary valuation of mortality incidence is based on mid-range values obtained from 
eight hedonistic price analysis studies as reviewed in Ottinger et al. (1990).122 It is DM 8 
million in the high case, and DM 4 million in the low case. These figures include a 
relatively minor component for morbidity incidents, for which we adopt a value of 0.5 
million DM per incident 

Chernobyl damage costs 

Utility and agricultural and forestry losses are based on Soviet estimates.123 The 
Chernobyl accident may cost the Soviet Union 170 to 215 billion rubles in lost electricity 
production, lost production from contaminated farmland and forests, evacuation costs, and 
clean-up by the year 2000. On the basis of official 1990 exchange rates, these damage 
figures correspond to 340 to 430 billion DM or 170 to 215 billion ECU. 

Though official exchange rates grossly overestimate the purchasing power equivalent of 
damages in the former Soviet Union, these official exchange rates give a reasonable 
indication of damages under Western European conditions, given the much higher income 
levels and infrastructure values of these wealthy OECD nations. For the purpose of the 
following discussion, we thus convert Ruble estimates into DM using the official exchange 
rate. 

Of the total Chernobyl damage estimate, 115 to 190 billion DM (34 to 44 percent) is for lost 
agricultural production and land value between 1986 and 2000. About 130 Billion DM (35 
percent) is for lost electricity production and raised electricity rates. Another 20 billion DM 
are for losses from closures of reactors and for post-accident safety projects. Another 70 to 
80 billion DM (20 percent) is for gradually decontaminating the country-side, evacuations, 
and other cleanup. 

121 The study was conducted by A. Stewart and is based on an unprecedented statistical base of health 
records spanning the 1944-1986 period. It finds small doses of radiation to be four to eight times more 
likely to cause cancer than previously believed. Results, which will be published in a forthcoming issue of 
the American Journal of Industrial Medicine, were previewed in the New York Times of December 8,1992, 
p. Al, A16). 

1 2 2 The figures in Hohmeyer (1988, 1990) are based on the outdated method of remaining-life output 
losses, as acknowledged by (he author Qtohmcyer 1991). Up to eight fold higher monetized values for loss 
of life are used in die U.S. (Ottinger et al. 1990). 

123 Based on an analysis by Yury Koryakin, chief economist of the Research and Development Institute of 
Power Engineering in Moscow (reported in The Wall Street Journal, March 29,1990), 
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The total Soviet damage figures are about a factor of ten higher than the highest U.S. 
estimates for core destruction accidents as developed in NUREG-1150 (NRC 1987, 
Harding 1989). They appear to be lower limits in view of recent findings in the former 
Soviet Union. For example, in 1990, the Supreme Soviet adopted a DM 40 billion 
program to help resettle 200,000 people. This cost only covered people in most urgent 
need. An estimated 4 million people still live on contaminated land.124 

Anticipated damages in Western Europe. 

Agricultural and forestry land and production losses would easily be comparable to those in 
the Ukraine. However, production losses in agriculture are not likely to be the most 
important cost elements. Resettlement and other property losses would be much higher in 
Western Europe, due to greater population density and higher property values. 

A modeling-based assessment for the FRG (Kiippers et al. 1990) found that evacuations in 
the case of a Chernobyl-type accident would have to occur within a 50-200 km radius, 
depending on the location. In the worst case, the loss of transportation and housing 
infrastructures and investments was found to be so large as to cripple the FRG economy 
(Ewers and Rennings 1992). Losses in electricity production would depend on how other 
reactors would be operated in the aftermath. 

Due to the unprecedented nature of the accident, all of the above figures are quite uncertain. 
We develop a high and a low estimate. In our low case, we assume that resettlement and 
clean-up costs in Western Europe would be five times as high as estimates for the 
Chernobyl case, and twenty times as high in our high case. 

Results for accident damages 

Table A. 10.10.14 summarizes the levelized worst-case accident damages in Pf/kWh. The 
significandy higher safety standards of West German reactors compared to Chernobyl-type 
Soviet reactors is offset by the higher population densities in Western Europe, and by the 
fact that the Chernobyl accident did not involve the maximum possible release of 
radioactive material identified in the German reactor safety study. The total accident risk 
involves externality costs of between 0.3 and 5.7 Pf/kWh. Note that this calculation 
ignores the costs of lesser accidents with less severe consequences but much higher 
probabilities. These costs from lesser accidents would add to this calculation. 

4. Total externality costs 

Table A.10.10.15 shows a summary of the nuclear externality costs used in this study.125 

The accident externality costs as calculated for FRG reactors are used for reactors located in 
the EC region as a whole. This is probably a conservatism, since FRG reactors are 
considered to be among the safest European-designed plants. 

124 Based on findings reported by the the San Francisco-based Center for U.S.-U.S.S.R Initiatives (San 
Francisco Chronicle, April 14,1992). 
125 The figures in these studies and our analysis above are much higher man those found in a study for the 
West German utility industry (Friedrich et al. 1989). That study was based on a much less severe accident 
(a low pressure meltdown with controlled release of radioactivity and no containment rupture). For a 
critique, see Hohmeyer (1991). 
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Table A.10.10.15: Summary of nuclear externalities (Pf/kWh) 

Externality cost from NY PSC system 

Routine radioactive emissions 

Accident risk 

Total 

Low 

0.46 

0.2 

0.3 

0.9 

High 

0.46 

0.2 

5.7 

6.4 

(1) NY PSC externality cost calculated in Table A.10.10.13. 
(2) Accident-related externalities calculated in Table A.10.10.14. 
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H. ADVANCED REACTORS 

The analysis of the preceding sections suggests that currently commercial reactors are 
neither an economically attractive nor a safe generating option — a view that is shared by 
leading protagonists of nuclear technology who themselves call for a radical redesign of the 
technology.126 To assess the potential and viability of a nuclear renaissance based on 
improved reactors, the following issues need to be addressed: 

— Sufficiency of safety improvements; 

— Cost reductions; 

— Waste storage solutions and proliferation safeguards; and 

— Cost and time horizon for development and commercialization 

1. New reactor designs and safety improvements 

In response to the unresolved safety issues presented by currently commercial reactors, 
new, so-called passively stable or "inherentiy safe" design concepts have been studied and 
proposed in recent years (Fisher 1990). These advanced designs are based, respectively, 
on LWR, breeder, and helium gas-cooled high temperature reactor (HTR) technology. 

The principal program for advanced reactor development exists in the U.S. None of the 
European countries are supporting programs of comparable scale, though France's 
Framatome and Germany's Siemens/KWU have formed a consortium as of 1989 to joindy 
develop a safer light water reactor along the lines of the Westinghouse project in the U.S. 
U.S. reactor vendors hope that under new utility sector regulations, they themselves might 
build and operate the unit as independent power producers. 

In the U.S., three advanced light water reactors are being studied: The AP 600 PWR from 
Westinghouse, the SBWR from General Electric, and the PIUS reactor from Sweden's 
ASEA Brown Boveri. Further, two helium gas-cooled reactor designs are being analyzed: 
one from General Atomics, and another by Lidsky and Lanning from MIT. Finally, 
General Electric and Argonne National Laboratory are studying a liquid metal sodium-
cooled fast breeder reactor (Taylor 1989). The breeder reactor is to stretch fuel supplies, 
while the gas-cooled HTR is to extend the application of nuclear power to cogeneration.127 

Safety improvements 

Current light-water reactor designs require a "defense in depth" approach to nuclear safety. 
In the event of subsystem malfunction or operator error, positive response is required. 
Subsystem failure (controls, cooling system pumps, loss of coolant) is to be compensated 
for by multiple, independent, and redundant safety systems. 

126 This openly critical view among nuclear industry and research people is most prevalent in the U.S. 
(See, for example, Gray (1990)), but it can also be found in the internal Tanguy report of France's EDF 
(Tanguy 1990). 
127 For an economic critique of proposed cogeneration applications by industry representatives in the 
FRG, see Traube (1989). 
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Best advanced designs use passive features to eliminate the need for most active systems in 
the case of subsystem failure. But they still are not totally immune to structural failure or 
operator error. In the case of light-water reactors, gravity is used to assure cooling water 
supply. In the case of the helium-cooled reactor, the use of silicon carbide fuel pebbles is 
to ensure against core meltdown (Lidsky 1986). In the case of the sodium-cooled breeder, 
the high heat conductance of the liquid metal coolant is to ensure against meltdown. 

There is no question that most of these "literature reactors" could theoretically offer 
significantly greater resilience against accidents than current reactors. However, even these 
new designs do not fully eliminate accident risks. A review of remaining concerns and 
verification tasks from the perspective of the utility industry is provided by Taylor (1989). 
A recent critical review covering several new U.S. reactor designs128 observed that the 
new designs put all safety eggs in the prevention basket while cutting corners in those 
systems that help contain an accident once it has occurred. 

For example, the PRISM breeder reactor would have no containment vessel at all. The 
liquid sodium coolant is highly reactive and explodes upon contact with water. If the 
barriers between coolant and the turbine steam cycle develop leaks, as they have in older 
design prototype breeder reactors already built, major accidents could occur. An abrupt 
loss of coolant could lead to the explosion of the reactor core. The breeder reactor also 
multiplies proliferation problems since it uses plutonium as a fuel. 

The passive cooling features of the Westinghouse AP600 light-water reactor would rely on 
gas valves to deliver pressure and move cooling water to the reactor. According to MHB 
(1990b), these valves could fail just as valves have failed in conventional pumped water 
systems. In the case of the fuel pebble helium-cooled reactor design, there is concern that 
the reactor vessel might fail under the significandy higher temperatures (1650° C compared 
to 960° C in conventional reactors) that could develop in an accident, and a fire hazard is 
presented by the graphite moderator in the event of reactor vessel failure. 

Costs 

U.S. reactor manufacturers are confident that their new, "inherendy safe" units would be as 
cheap as the cheapest plants based on current designs, and would be cost-competitive with 
coal plants. The new designs are smaller (80 to 600 MW), with a greater fraction factory-
built A standard licensing procedure by reactor type is hoped for, and modularity is to 
shorten construction periods and allow better adaptation to changing demand forecasts. 

Simplification is to help cost reductions as well. For example, the Westinghouse AP600 
light-water reactor would have about half as many valves, pipes, large pumps, and heat 
exchangers as conventional technology. These, combined with the experience already 
gained with light-water reactors, are predicted to reduce overnight capital costs to the 
neighborhood of those for new coal plants. 

Given the often abysmal failures of past and current reactor technologies, a thorough 
redevelopment of the technology, along with standardized licensing, obviously holds the 
potential for significant cost reductions. However, the past record of nuclear cost 

128 The analysis covered the Westinghouse Advanced Passive AP600 PWR, the General Atomics Modular 
High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor, and the General Electric Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module 
(PRISM). The PRISM reactor is a breeder reactor. 
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predictions allows for considerable skepticism in the absence of market experience with real 
reactors. 

A case in point is the development of official cost estimates for the French Superphenix 
breeder reactor prototype, which is now estimated to cost 2.6 times more to build than 
French PWRs,129 and whose fuel cycle cost estimates have risen by a factor of 5-7 
between 1975 and 1982 (Finon 1989). 

Past experience with the high temperature reactor is equally sobering. Construction of the 
German 300 MW HTR proptotype in Hamm was started in 1970 and took fully 15 years to 
complete. It has since been abandoned. Similarly, the 330 MW HTR prototype of the 
U.S., which began operation in 1973, achieved an average capacity factor of 12 percent 
and has been shut down. 

Even if allowance is made for design improvements in advanced breeder or HTR reactors, 
the figures illustrate that design based estimates for nuclear reactor prototypes must be 
taken with a large grain of salt. 

More specifically, MHB (1990b) found that cost estimates for the three advanced reactors 
studied were based, in part, on cost-cutting measures that trade off one kind of risk for new 
risks in other areas: costs are to be lowered, in part, by decreasing the quality-assurance 
standard ratings in subsystems that would be vital for accident containment should passive 
safety features fail after all. Also, the steam turbine portion of the plants would encounter 
significant losses in efficiency and scale economy at much reduced reactor sizes. Partly for 
this reason, the hoped for application of small HTR reactors for district heating appears to 
offer no cost advantages over conventional plants (Traube 1989). 

Even if reactor construction costs could be lowered, it is difficult to see how the cost of 
decommissioning would be similarly reduced. Here, cost escalation trends are just 
beginning to be recognized, and stricter environmental regulations are likely to sustain this 
trend no matter what type of reactor is involved. 

Furthermore, licensing by standard type may never become acceptable. Public acceptance 
problems are likely to be particularly large for the smaller (less than 100 MW) HTR 
reactors whose very modularity would result in siting procedures in many different 
communities. 

Skepticism towards these "literature reactors" also abounds in the nuclear utility industry. 
The U.S. utilities have made it clear that they continue to see somewhat improved, so-
called "evolutionary" conventional light-water reactors as the only technology, if any, in 
which they might invest again in the foreseeable future. In view of this attitude, some 
observers see the current flurry of discussions over advanced reactors as little more than an 
attempt to obtain easier licensing procedures for basically conventional reactors. 

129 In 1986 FF, the investment cost (overnight capital cost plus interest during construction, calculated 
on the basis of the discount rate conventions used in France's reference cost calculations) of a breeder reactor 
was 20,850 FF/kW, compared to 8060 FF/kWh for the PWR (Finon 1989). 
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2. Waste storage and proliferation 

The problem of waste storage has no ultimate technical solution, though proposals for 
storage have been made time and again that would essentially declare the problem solved, 
thus meeting requirements for waste storage solutions embedded in current legislation 
governing the licensing of new plants. Proposals to date for final disposal suffer from 
serious technical flaws, and equally important, run into fierce political opposition (Blowers 
et al. 1991). The resulting political crisis of waste disposal shrouds all proposals for 
reviving the nuclear option in a sense of unreality. 

In the case of nuclear proliferation, on the other hand, not even technical fixes are available 
to make fuel cycles diversion proof. As pointed out by Williams and Feiveson (1989), 
proliferation risks are the next major issue likely to preoccupy the public should it be faced 
with further nuclear power expansion. The 1990-1991 Persian Gulf crisis did its part to 
highlight the issue in the minds of the international community. 

A 1 GW light-water reactor discharges about 200 kg of plutonium annually in its spent fuel 
— enough for more than 20 nuclear weapons. Williams and Feiveson (1989) calculate that 
a scenario in which nuclear reactors displace one quarter of the projected fossil energy use 
would produce spent fuel containing enough plutonium for 50,000 atomic bombs. 

If the same displacement of fossil fuels were achieved using fast breeder reactors, the 
plutonium supply would increase tenfold and would be directly accessible without 
reprocessing. Fast breeders require that the nuclear fuel cycle be closed by reprocessing 
spent fuel, both that from conventional light-water reactors and that from breeder reactors. 

With several thousand GW of FBRs in place worldwide, up to several million kg of raw, 
weapons-grade plutonium fuel could be shipped and traded by land, air, and sea between 
reactors, fuel fabrication facilities, and reprocessing plants. To prevent theft or loss of this 
quantity, inventories would have to be controlled to the millionth unit, an unprecedented 
and practically impossible feat130 For all intents and purposes, a plutonium economy 
would mean an enormous increase in nuclear weapons proliferation. 

Reprocessing technology is now used only in Europe and Japan. A resurgent global future 
for nuclear power, would, however, lead to major nuclear power capacity in developing 
countries. Williams and Feiveson argue that it would be politically difficult to deny these 
countries reprocessing technology in the long-run. And even now, "quick-and-dirty" 
reprocessing plants can be clandestinely assembled by nations so inclined and used to 
extract sufficient plutonium for a small number of nuclear bombs. 

Based on their review of currently available or proposed fuel cycles and reactors, Williams 
and Feiveson (1989) conclude that no practically relevant131 technical fix is available for the 

1 3 0 A single shipment of 240 kg of plutonium from France to Japan in 1984 involved escorts by French 
and U.S. warships (Williams and Feiveson 1989). But loss or diversion could more easily occur on docks 
or airports. 

131 Fusion-fission hybrids have been proposed that address some of die conditions developed by Williams 
and Feiveson. They are, however, considered entirely speculative even by their proponents, who see them 
as 50 years or more away. For a safety and environmental assessment of fusion-fission hybrids and fusion 
reactors, see Holdren (1981) and Holdren (1978). 
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proliferation problem. They argue that in order to make nuclear power at least diversion-
resistant (not the same as diversion-proof), the following conditions would have to be met: 

— All enrichment, reprocessing, waste storage and disposal must be done 
only at international centers; 

— Reprocessing must be de-emphasized in favor of once-through fuel 
cycles; 

— Reactors, which would still be operated under national authority, must 
not produce sufficient plutonium per fuel element to supply the 
minimum critical mass for nuclear bombs; and 

— The current double standard that allows nuclear weapons powers but not 
other countries to own and process plutonium must be abolished. 

Ultimately, equal treatment of countries regarding plutonium possession can only be 
reconciled with non-proliferation requirements if plutonium production is abolished. As 
the authors point ou.t, the nuclear industry has not yet faced up to the implications of these 
requirements for its future viability. 

3. Financial and logistic limits of a nuclear resurgence 

The cost to governments and industry of developing a new line of commercially viable 
advanced reactors would be considerable. Taylor (1989) observes: 

"[...] a substantial development program must be completed to verify the 
safety and cost objectives of these advanced conceptual designs, including 
detailed design, licensing review, and cost estimation of all of them, 
extensive testing of the LWR passive cooling features, and prototype 
operations of the modular liquid metal reactor and high temperature gas-
cooled reactor systems." 

A government research program large enough to support such development is estimated to 
cost at least three to four billion dollars. While not a huge sum in and of itself, this sum is 
large enough to crowd out R&D efforts on other options. This could entail major 
opportunity costs. Moreover, an estimated 10 billion dollars have already been spent on 
safer reactor designs in the U.S. 

U.S. utility and manufacturing industry projections indicate a minimum period of 10 to 15 
years to commercialize their new designs. Utilities would insist on several years of safe 
and economical operating experience with multiple reactors before making die technology a 
mainstay of their investment plans. These realities, and their implications for a timely 
contribution of nuclear power to the reduction of carbon emissions, are glossed over in 
pronouncements that speak of the arrival of a new generation of reactors by the late 1990s. 

In view of actual commercialization requirements, a resurgent expansion of nuclear power 
based on safer reactors could not likely begin before about 2010. If one further adds the 
requirement that a stable non-proliferation regime be established, and takes account of the 
mounting number of European constituencies opposed to new reactors in their regions (see 
Flavin 1987), this date would be postponed significantly further, possibly indefinitely so. 
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I. THE RESOURCE POTENTIAL OF NUCLEAR POWER 

1. Existing and currently projected nuclear capacity 

By 1988, nuclear electricity contributed about 17 percent to world electricity production, 
and about 2 percent to the world's final energy needs. Table A. 10.10.16 shows total 
operable nuclear capacity by country, as of the end of 1989. The OECD capacity 
represented 86 percent of the world total. In absolute numbers, OECD capacity was 255 
GW. The EC-5 region represented 34.5 percent of this total. 

We also show a lower and upper reference forecast for future nuclear capacity as developed 
by US DOE/EIA (1990). The lower forecast for 2010 is based largely on plants already in 
the construction pipeline. Net nuclear electric capacity in free-market economies would rise 
by 45 GW. In the high case, the rise would be 101 GW, for totals of 291 GW and 342 
GW, respectively. 

In a similar analysis, the International Atomic Energy Agency estimates that world-wide 
capacity around the turn of the century will be about 400 GW, based on currendy existing 
reactors, plus the maximum number of reactors projected to be built and completed by the 
year 2000 (NEA 1989a). 

2. Constraints on nuclear energy application 

Apart from the externality issues already discussed in Sections E and F, the potential of 
nuclear energy production is shaped by a number of factors internal to the nuclear 
enterprise. These are: 

— The share of electrical loads suitable for nuclear reactors in total energy 
requirements; 

— Minimum grid sizes required to accommodate nuclear reactors; 

— Availability of nuclear fuel supplies; and 

— Bottlenecks in manufacturing capacity and trained personnel. 

Energy needs potentially suitable for nuclear energy 

From the perspective of final energy needs, the potential of the nuclear option is shaped by 
the following factors: 

• Nuclear technology is largely limited to producing electricity.132 

132 Two experimental technologies could potentially broaden the range of applications. One is the high 
temperature gas cooled reactor, which has been proposed as a source of high temperature process heat. The 
other are various versions of a small, low temperature reactor designed to produce only low-temperature beat 
for district heating grids. Both technologies are currently in the pilot stage of development. Their cost-
effectiveness, safety, and technical reliability are still highly uncertain. 
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Tabic A.10.10.16: Existing and currently projected nuclear capacity 

Country 

United States 
Canada 

FME Europe 
Belgium 
Finland 
Prance 

Germany, West 
Italy 

Netherlands 
Spain 

Sweden 
Switzerland 

United Kingdom 
Yugoslavia 

FME Europe subtotal 
EC-5 subtotal 

Fat East 
Japan 

South Korea 
Taiwan 

Subtotal 

Other FME countries 
Argentina 

Brazil 
India 

Mexico 
Pakistan 

South Africa 
Other FME subtotal 

RME and CPE countries 
Bulgaria 

Chekoslovakia 
East Germany 

Hungary 
USSR 

Subtotal 

Countries w. nuclear plans 

Total OECD 
Total non-OECD 
Total FME 
World total 

Existing 
operable 

1989 

97.9 
11.9 

5.5 
23 
52.6 
22.7 
1.1 
0.5 
7.6 
9.8 
3 

112 
0.6 

1169 
88.1 

29.3 
7.2 
4.9 

41.4 

0.9 
0.6 
1.4 
0.7 
0.1 
1.8 

5.6 

26 
3.3 
21 
1.6 

34.2 
43.8 

0 

25S 
18 
274 
317 

Nuclear capacity (GW) 
Projected 
El A low 

2010 

1029 
19.3 

55 
3.1 
623 
23 
3.1 
0.5 
10.3 

0 
3 

7.6 
0.6 

119 
96,5 

49.9 
10.2 
6.3 

66.4 

1.8 
3.1 
2.6 
1.3 
0.2 
1.8 
11 

n.a. 
a a. 
n.a. 
I U 

rta. 
rta. 

rta. 

291 
28 
319 
n.a. 

Projected 
EIA high 

2010 

1221 
27.1 

6 
3.4 
68.4 
25.2 
3.4 
1 

11.9 
9.8 
3.3 
8.3 
0.7 

141.4 
106.3 

51.8 
10.5 
9.2 

71.5 

2.4 
3.1 
3.1 
1.6 
0.3 
2.1 

12.8 

n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
rta. 
na. 
n.a. 

n.a. 

342 
33 
375 
n.a. 

(1) Data and forecasts from US DOE/EIA (1990). n.a. = not estimated. 
(2) RME/CPE = regulated market/centrally planned economies 
(3) FME = free market economies 
(4) Countries with plants under construction are China, Cuba, and Poland. 
Several other developing countries have uncertain plans. 
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• Because of its higher cost and unique technical properties, the share of 
electricity in supplying final energy needs is small compared to direct 
fuels. Most space and process heat applications and transport sector 
energy needs cannot be cost-effectively served with electricity. 

• Nuclear power plants are generally not suited for district heating. 
Because of safety concerns, they are usually sited far from large 
metropolitan heat load centers. This siting constraint, and the large 
amounts of heat produced by Gigawatt-scale nuclear plants, raises the 
cost of heat transport to uneconomical levels.133 

• Within the power sector, nuclear power is limited mainly to baseload 
generation. This portion of electricity demand typically is two thirds to 
three quarters of electricity requirements.134 

Maximum technical potential estimate. In an exploratory exercise, the OECD Nuclear 
Energy Agency (NEA 1989b) estimates the maximum future generating capacity from 
nuclear power, using baseload generating service as the only constraint.135 On the basis 
of a 70 percent baseload share, and for typical GDP and electricity growth forecasts,136 

this "unconstrained" scenario would limit OECD nuclear capacity to 1120 GW in 2030, 
compared to 255 GW in 1989. 

Grid size 

For reasons of network stability, no one power plant should contribute more than 10 
percent to the total system. Based on current reactor sizes, this system stability constraint 
would require a minimum grid of 10-14 GW. All the EC-5 countries have national grid 
sizes at least as large. Grid constraints are not significant for the EEC region if individual 
utilities and smaller countries pool power supplies. 

The nuclear fuel resource base 

We consider the sufficiency of fuel resources for conventional (i.e. non-breeding) reactor 
technology only. According to OECD Nuclear Energy Agency estimates (NEA 1989b) 

133 Nuclear district heating has found application only in the Soviet Union, a country with nuclear siting 
and other nuclear safety policies that are widely considered unsafe. In February 1988, Soviet atomic energy 
minister Lukonin announced that all future power stations would be sited further away from population 
centers (EER Sept. 23 1988), implying that nuclear district heating will be discontinued. 

134 In France and Belgium, the share of nuclear generation in total electricity production is as much as 75-
80 percent This higher fraction is due to the fact that a significant amount of nuclear capacity is being 
used for electrical space heating. In most circumstances, such use of nuclear capacity would be highly 
uneconomic. 

135 The study points out mat an expansion to 1100 GWe assumes maximum, unconstrained nuclear 
growth and is probably not practically feasible, due to a variety of constraints other than fuel resources. See 
also below for further discussion. 

136 This estimate assumes the NEA Brown Book projection of 300 GW by 2000, a 2.6%/yr GDP growth 
rate during 2000-2030, and an electricity/GDP elasticity declining from 0.7 to 0.5 over the period (NEA 
1989b). 
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uranium resources can be classified into two categories. The first are "reasonably assured" 
and "estimated additional" resources (RAR and EAR) with a price of less than $130/kg. 
These are estimated as 3.6 million tons.137 

A second category comprises additional "speculative" resources of up to 10 million tons of 
uranium. Even larger resources might be discovered, since the price collapse of uranium 
during the 1980s has removed incentives for exploration. As noted by Traube (1984), 
uranium producers also have an incentive to understate their reserves in order to maximize 
their market price. On the other hand, geographic remoteness, mining moratoria, and poor 
grades could make the practically recoverable resource significantly smaller than 13.6 
million tons. 

For the purpose of the following discussion, we assume a maximum resource of about 10 
million tons, about three times the RAR and EAR level. The amount of primary energy 
then obtainable from nuclear energy would be about 100 Terawatt-years (TW-y). This 
cumulative quantity is equivalent to about a quarter of oil and gas reserves accessible with 
conventional technology at competitive costs.138 

Based on illustrative calculations by NEA (1989b) and Haefele (1990), we now compute 
the approximate number of years over which nuclear plants could be fueled with the above 
uranium resources. We first assume a business as usual scenario in which world-wide 
nuclear capacity stabilizes at 400 GW. We then examine the maximum 2030 OECD 
capacity of 1120GW as calculated by NEA assuming complete baseload market saturation. 

400 GW. Under business as usual capacity levels, fuel resource constraints do not become 
significant for a number of decades. A capacity of 400 GW could be fueled for 
approximately 38 years with RAR plus EAR resources. Improved reactor cores are 
expected to stretch these resources by 15 percent, and mixed oxide (MOX) fuels containing 
recycled plutonium and processed uranium could add a further 30 percent. With a 10 
million ton resource, depletion would take more than 100 years. 

1120 GW. According to NEA (1989b), an expansion to 1120 GW by 2030 would in its 
course consume almost all current RAR plus EAR uranium resources. The remaining 
reserves of 6.4 million tons would be consumed in about 24 years at present fuel 
efficiency, or within about 35 years with recycling and optimized fuel elements and cores. 

When non-OECD capacity is taken into account, this time span could shorten further, 
depending on the uranium resource base and future reactor capacity in the former and 
remaining centrally planned economies. 

With 1100 GW capacity in place by 2030, the assumed remaining uranium resource would 
barely be sufficient to assure the operation of the 1120 GW capacity over one full design 
life. If economically attractive uranium fuel supplies should indeed be constrained to the 10 
million ton level, the expansion of LWRs would be truncated well below the maximum 
technically feasible level of deployment 

137 The NEA figures exclude resources in communist countries. 
138 This calculation assumes annual reactor fuel requirements of 30 kg of 3 percent enriched uranium 235 
per GW of nuclear capacity, and an approximately eight fold enrichment of natural ore (see NEA 1989b, 
Haefele 1990). For oil and gas reserves, see Vol. I, Table 1.42. 
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The exact price effects are difficult to predict As pointed out by NEA (1989b), a build-up 
of nuclear capacity to its maximum technical potential would lead to rapid, sustained price 
rises. This, in turn, would lead to substantially higher levels of exploration, thus buffering 
price rises and increasing reserves. However, uranium mines have long lead times, and 
existing suppliers would likely have incentives to lag behind nuclear construction with their 
expansion investments. 

Resource extension through breeder reactors 

On balance, the above calculations and considerations indicate that the sufficiency of 
uranium resources for a rapid nuclear build-up is in question (Mortimer 1991). To remove 
the related supply-security concerns, nuclear advocates propose to invest in a second 
generation of nuclear reactor technology, the so-called fast breeder reactors (FBRs). These 
reactors convert 60 percent rather than 0.6 percent of the fissionable material into energy, 
and thus can extract 100 times as much energy from the available uranium resources. 
According to the above-mentioned OECD analysis, FBR technology would have to be 
deployed beginning around 2020 to allow a continued expansion of nuclear energy beyond 
the year 2030. 

The first obstacle to this course are the high costs of breeder reactors, which French 
experience has shown to cost more than twice as much as conventional ones (Finon 1989, 
Traube 1984). The second obstacle are unprecedented social costs. The proliferation-
related implications of nuclear power have already been touched upon in Section H. 
Breeder reactors are in a league of their own when it comes to nuclear power risks. Quite 
apart from accident and waste disposal concerns that are germane to all forms of nuclear 
power, there is a growing recognition that a large-scale buildup of fast breeders would 
enormously amplify proliferation dangers.139 

The uranium fuel supply situation, then, presents an inherent dilemma for using nuclear 
energy to help reduce global warming (Mortimer 1991): 

• If nuclear energy is mobilized at large scale on the basis of current once-
through fission reactors, its contribution to reducing global carbon 
emissions could be limited and short-lived unless uranium reserves can 
be significandy increased; 

• To ensure a transitional role for conventional reactors over at least one 
power plant life cycle (i.e. for the period until about 2030), nuclear 
power deployment would have to be limited to a level not significandy 
above currently installed capacity; and 

• If the fast breeder reactor were deployed, the fuel resource constraint 
could be overcome, but only at the risk of heightened nuclear weapons 
proliferation. 

Proliferation is already proving to be a problem of unforeseeable consequences in the 
context of current LWR exports, as illustrated by developments in Iraq, India, Pakistan, 
Israel, South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, and other nations. The consequences of 

139 For a recent discussion of these issues, see the report and proceedings of the hearings on the British 
fast breeder program by the Energy Commitiee of the British House of Commons (UK House of Commons 
Energy Committee 1990b). 
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uncontrolled nuclear weapons proliferation could be so devastating to international security 
that the large-scale deployment of fast breeder reactors will probably never be acceptable. 
To be prudent and realistic, we assess the potential contribution of nuclear power to 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions on the basis of non-breeding reactor technology. 

Manufacturing capacity and personnel constraints 

Manufacturing capacity. The ability of the nuclear industry to deliver a significant carbon 
reduction depends on how much nuclear energy could be mobilized in the near term. The 
period most critical for carbon reductions is between 1990 and about 2020.140 The ability 
of the nuclear industry to increase plant construction in that period is strongly shaped by the 
recent down-turn in most nuclear power programs. 

The estimated 1990 installed nuclear capacity in OECD countries was about 264 GW. Due 
to the long lead times of nuclear projects, capacity additions to the year 2000 are more or 
less determined by projects currently under way. Based on these projects, the average 
construction rate for the period until 2000 is anticipated to be about 3.6 GW/yr. This is 
only about one fifth of the construction pace between 1975 and 1985, when about 17 
GW/yr were built (NEA 1989b). 

This precipitous drop in nuclear construction rates reflects the continuing cost, accident 
risk, and fuel cycle problems plaguing the industry. It has forced the nuclear 
manufacturing industry into a state of upheaval and diversification into other markets. As 
observed by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA 1989b), the decline in orders and the 
lack of construction business during the 1990s means that the nuclear industry will 
progressively lose its ability to re-launch a large construction program. 

To reach by 2030 the maximum 1120 GW capacity as estimated by NEA (see above), 
OECD countries would have to build, on average, 27 GW/yr between 2000 and 2030. 
With replacements of existing reactors, the required rate could be as high as 36 GW/yr. 
Put another way, the industry would have to ramp up as much as tenfold from die 
production rate of the 1990s. 

How this rapid re-launch could occur without heavy government involvement and subsidy 
— essentially along the lines of the French model, and with the disturbing results of that 
approach — is not clear. It would present the nuclear industry with enormous business 
risks. For one, uncertainties over fuel supplies would suggest a much more cautious 
expansion of capacity. Only if a solid commitment to a fast breeder economy were made 
by OECD governments would it make sense to increase manufacturing capacity as steeply 
as suggested. But efficiency improvements and non-nuclear supply alternatives could 
create an even more uncertain investment environment for the nuclear industry. 

Personnel constraints. NEA (1989b) identifies a potential lack of qualified and experienced 
personnel as a further constraint. While the 1970s produced a vigorous flow of newly 
qualified nuclear engineers, dimmed career prospects have much reduced enrollment in 
nuclear engineering programs during the 1980s. A lack of training of new reactor 
operators in utility companies and of licensing engineers in regulatory agencies compounds 
this picture. Reversing these trends would involve long lead times. 

1 4 0 See Volume One, Chapter 1.6 for a discussion of the required timing of reductions under a 2 degree C 
warming limit. 
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3. Summary 

The above public and private logistic factors severely limit the maximum economic potential 
of nuclear power. NEA (1989b) estimates that in a more realistic upper-bound scenario, 
the 2030 share of electricity production from nuclear power would be at most about 60 
percent in OECD Europe and OECD Pacific, and at most about 25 percent in North 
America. Total maximum installed capacity would be roughly 700 GW in 2030 as opposed 
to the technical maximum of more than 1100 GW. 

But even a 700 GW figure must be considered highly optimistic. When fuel supply 
constraints and the continuing acceptance crisis of nuclear reactors are taken into account, a 
realistic assumption appears to be that only reactors already in the planning and 
construction pipeline will be added. According to the high 2010 projection of US 
DOE/EIA (1990), a total of 23 GW would be added. Two thirds of this addition is 
projected for France. The other countries would add less than one reactor on average. In 
the UK, capacity would actually decline by 3.6 GW (see Table A. 10.10.16 above). 

Our potentials analysis can therefore be summarized as follows: 

• Theoretically, nuclear energy could contribute about 70 percent of 
electricity needs in the industrialized countries. In the OECD countries, 
this would correspond to a roughly fourfold increase in nuclear reactor 
capacity to about 1100 GW by 2030; 

• Even if a nuclear resurgence could be undertaken without first 
developing a new generation of reactors, such a rapid and massive 
build-up appears infeasible on account of logistic factors. Long lead 
times would be required to rebuild and expand nuclear manufacturing 
capacity, train expert personnel, and recreate regulatory capacity; 

• If uranium reserves cannot be significandy expanded beyond current 
estimates, breeder reactor technology could be required to make a major 
build-up of nuclear capacity sensible. The necessary societal 
commitment to the breeder technology is not likely on account of both 
higher costs and unprecedented proliferation risks; 

• In view of these factors and continuing acceptance problems, nuclear 
power is not likely to contribute much additional capacity beyond 
projects already in the pipeline. A realistic longer-term expectation for 
worldwide nuclear capacity might be about 400 GW; 

• In the EEC, an upper limit of 23 GW (roughly 140 TWh) would be 
added if optimistic government projections were to prevail. For the EC-
5 region, die corresponding figures are 18 GW and about 110 TWh; and 

• A much smaller expansion of nuclear generation appears feasible in 
practice. The growing recognition of die high cost of nuclear power 
will likely hinder its future development. 
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J. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Comparison of sensitivity cases 

Table A. 10.10.17 summarizes our reactor busbar cost analysis. We show the high and 
low costs at maximum capacity factors, respectively, for reactors built in France and 
Germany. As a further data point, we add the private sector cost estimate from the British 
market test, which implied a higher discount rate. 

We also include in our table an optimistic figure for an advanced light-water reactor using 
the so-called "passive safety" design. The cost, which is to be understood more as a target 
rather than as an estimate, assumes that advanced reactors can achieve the optimistic capital 
and O&M costs reported by EPRI (1989). To these costs, we add the decommissioning 
costs for conventional reactors as developed in our FRG and French "low" cases. 

In addition to the direct project cost, which takes account of line losses but not transmission 
and distribution costs, we show the modularity penalty correction for conventional reactors 
(see Appendix A. 10.4). The advanced reactor is assumed to have a 600 MW rating, and 
thus is not charged such a penally. Similarly, the accident-related externality cost for the 
advanced reactor is smaller. 

When modularity and externality costs are combined, these corrections increase total 
delivered costs by up to 50 percent. In the case of the advanced reactor, the impact is only 
about 10 percent, since monetized accident risks are significantly lower. 

To develop a low/high range for advanced reactors, we calculate the impact of a ten percent 
discount rate, starting from the point value cost and performance paramters given in EPRI 
(1989) for an advanced LWR. A ten percent discount rate increases generating costs from 
such a reactor by about 30 percent. The British cost figure, which comes closest to a 
market test,141 is roughly equivalent to applying a ten percent discount rate to the cost 
parameters of the FRG "low" case. 

Table A. 10.10.17 shows indices for each case relative to the French "low" case as a 
reference figure. Relative to this optimistic figure, plausible costs for electricity from new 
construction of currently commercial reactors are as much as 2.4 fold higher. All in all, 
nuclear costs including the EPRI target for advanced reactors vaiy by a factor of 2.5. 

2. The cost and potential of nuclear power 

Based on the above analysis, the supply curve of nuclear power as a carbon substitution 
resource for Western Europe can be characterized as follows: 

• Uncertainty over the economic cost of nuclear power remains large even 
for currently commercial reactors. Within considerable ranges, it is 

141 As noted in Section E above, die British private sector estimate was still accompanied by non-price 
demands for government guarantees and was based on die existing legal liability insurance limit. 
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Table A.10.10.17: Summary of delivered nuclear power costs at 

5% discount rate 
Delivered cost 
Modularity penalty 
Externality costs 
Total delivered cost 

Index (France low = 1.0) 

Risk-oriented discount rate 
Delivered cost 
Modularity penalty 
Externality costs 
Total delivered cost 

Index (France low = 1.0) 

Low case 
France 

8.7 
0.4 
0.9 
10.0 

1.00 

maximum capacity factor (1989 Pf/kWh) 

Currently commercial PWRs 

High case Low case 
France FRG 

13.3 11.3 
0.5 0.7 
6.4 0.9 

20.1 12.9 
2.01 1.29 

High case 

FRG 

16.9 
0.8 
6.4 

24.1 
2.41 

Privatization 
experience 

UK 

16.9 
0.7 
3.6 

21.2 
2.12 

Adv. reactors 
optimistic 

projections 

9.1 
0.0 
0.7 
9.7 

0.97 

11.9 
0.0 
0.7 
125 

1.26 

(1) Advanced reactors not commercially available; costs based on EPRI (1989) projections for a 600 MW advanced 
passive safety LWR using IPSEP low assumptions about decommissioning costs from Table A. 10.10.5b. 
(2) Costs for FRG and French reactors from Tables A.10.10.5b and A. 10.10.8b. respectively. 
(3) Externality cost for UK privatization experience is a simple average of high and low externality cases. 
(4) Risk-oriented discount rate is 10% in the case of advanced reactors. In the case of conventional LWRs in the UK, 
it represents the implicit discount rate of British private investors valuing these LWRs. 
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impossible to say how much new reactors will cost to build or operate, 
how long they will last, or what it would cost to decommission them; 

Cost figures provided in Western European utility and government 
assessments are demonstrably too low. If official assessments are 
revised on the basis of prudent performance, cost, and discount rate 
assumptions, nuclear costs increase by up to 100 percent over official 
estimates. When accident risks are monetized, costs rise by up to a 
further half; 

As a near- to medium-term low carbon supply option, currently 
commercial reactor technology is handicapped by logistic bottlenecks 
and by persistent acceptance problems due to accident, proliferation, and 
fuel cycle risks. 

The long-term resource potential of nuclear power is unclear due to 
uncertain fuel reserves and resources, and due to the enormous 
proliferation dangers of breeder technology. 

The safety problems of currently commercial reactors have prompted 
programs to fundamentally redesign nuclear reactor technology. A 
new generation of safer and cheaper reactors could not reach significant 
commercial application until after 2010. Development and 
commercialization of such reactors would also require a new round of 
major long-term public resource commitments. 

Cost gains that could theoretically be achieved with redesigned reactors 
are likely to be smaller in practice than predicted. Competition from 
other low-carbon resources, such as demand-side efficiency 
improvements, gas-fired cogeneration, and certain renewables will 
result in low electricity demand growth and a small and intermittent 
market for reactors, making it difficult to reap the full benefits of 
standardization. 

Even a new generation of safer reactors could be thwarted by continuing 
public opposition. Notably, such reactors do not address mounting 
concerns over proliferation risks or waste disposal. Any capital cost 
gains claimed for these new designs may well be offset by the mounting 
costs of decommissioning. 

In view of the above economic and safety limitations, the resource 
contribution of nuclear power to greenhouse gas abatement is likely to 
be much smaller than previously anticipated. Its contribution in Europe 
may largely be limited to additional reactor projects already in the 
pipeline. This increment would be equivalent to less than 10 percent of 
current EEC electricity consumption. 
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